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some refections on installation presentation technique:

I think it is important to remember when creating an installation that the 

process of getting from germinal idea(s) to fnal presentation is more akin

to the process of putting up a theatre production than perhaps any other 

contemporary form. In fact, it is important to treat an installation, 

particularly a media installation (by which I mean any installation which 

uses the material, hardware or techniques of those great presentational 

and fltering mechanisms we call Media) as a theatrical production since, 

unlike flm or single-channel video formats, it is best conceived of as a 

‘live’ event.

Theatre likes to consider itself the most collaborative of all art forms.  

Whether that is the case or not, the thinking is that in the presentation of

the fnal product there has been a coherent conceptual and aesthetic 

mandate applied across a variety of disciplines (costuming, lighting, 

sound, movement, acting, scenic design, etc.). The success in the 

execution (and, of course, the artistic potency) of this mandate, much as 

in flmmaking, ultimately translates into the strength of the work as a 

whole. And as the installation is, similar to a theatre piece or a concert, 

categorically a ‘live’ presentation (providing the audience a single moment

in time with the work rather than a fxed and revisitable object, or record 

of the work), the simplicity and clarity of the elements and their 

presentation is a fundamental key to the success of the work. Similarly, 

the details making up the work must all be considered formative and 

spring from the germinal idea(s) of the piece. It is not the quantity of 

detail that creates clarity, but the associative quality of detail.

The two fundamental places where this presentational mandate must 

occur are: 1) the artistic material being presented and 2) the 

environment being fabricated which that material inhabits or constructs 

(the material’s relationship to itself and the audience).  Considerations in 

both areas must work in sympathy; they must work as reinforcement for 

the conceptual and aesthetic whole.  

If, for example, an installation at its core is an invitation to step out of 

the real and into the sublime, not just the material elements need to 

refect that transformation, but the structural elements of the installation

as well. So for an environment predicated in the mysterious, the 

methodology of the unseen and the unknowable becomes a key functional



value in the construction of that environment. The constructivist 

aesthetic of exposed machinery (cables, projectors, speakers, etc.) may 

seem inappropriate or counterproductive (unless the piece involves at its 

core the contrast inherent in such a choice). If an installation is hoping to 

articulate how the media operates in society, particularly vis-a-vis the 

audience, a constructivist aesthetic may be very valuable in having that 

sense of the mechanism exposed for the viewing.

The calculated understanding and presentation of this fnely tuned detail 

work is very much required in the preparation and planning stages, much 

as in theatre and in flm. And the resolution of questions of articulation in 

these areas (the design process) becomes the very strategic essence of 

the piece itself. It becomes the grammar of the piece. It is the method 

the piece uses to contextualize the material elements so as to make the 

argument or intrigue of the work coherent and involving. This unifcation 

of elements becomes an essential defning factor in the success of an 

installation.

N.B.Aldrich  

2004



A Transgression of the Theatre

The essential point of the epic theatre is perhaps that it appeals less to the feelings than to the spectator's

reason. Instead of sharing an experience the spectator must come to grips with things. At the same time it

would be quite wrong to try and deny emotion to this kind of theatre. It would be much the same thing as

trying to deny emotion to modern science.

- Bertold Brecht

Separation Perfected by Guy Debord

Excerpts from Brecht on Theatre edited by John Willett

Theatre of Cruelty First Manifesto by Antonin Artaud

Poetics of the Oppressed (abridged) by Agusto Boal



The Society of the
Spectacle 

by Guy Debord 





1 

The whole life of those societies in which modern conditions of production prevail presents itself as
an  immense  accumulation  of  spectacles.  All  that  once  was  directly  lived  has  become  mere
representation. 

2 

Images detached from every aspect of life merge into a common stream, and the former unity of life
is lost forever. Apprehended in a partial way, reality unfolds in a new generality as a pseudo-world
apart, solely as an object of contemplation. The tendency toward the specialization of images-of-the-
world finds its highest expression in the world of the autonomous image, where deceit deceives
itself. The spectacle in its generality is a concrete inversion of life, and, as such, the autonomous
movement of non-life. 

3 

The spectacle appears at once as society itself, as a part of society and as a means of unification. As
a part of society, it is that sector where all attention, all consciousness, converges. Being isolated --
and precisely for that reason -- this sector is the locus of illusion and false consciousness; the unity it
imposes is merely the official language of generalized separation. 

4 

The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that is
mediated by images. 

5 

The spectacle cannot be understood either as a deliberate distortion of the visual world or as a
product  of  the  technology  of  the  mass  dissemination  of  images.  It  is  far  better  viewed  as  a
weltanschauung  that  has  been  actualized,  translated  into  the  material  realm  --  a  world  view
transformed into an objective force. 

6 

Understood in its totality, the spectacle is both the outcome and the goal of the dominant mode of
production. It is not something added to the real world - - not a decorative element, so to speak. On
the contrary, it is the very heart of society's real unreality. In all its specific manifestations -- news or
propaganda, advertising or the actual consumption of entertainment -- the spectacle epitomizes the
prevailing model of social life. It is the omnipresent celebration of a choice already made in the
sphere of production, and the consummate result of that choice. In form as in content the spectacle
serves as total justification for the conditions and aims of the existing system. It further ensures the
permanent presence of that justification, for it governs almost all time spent outside the production
process itself. 

7 

The phenomenon of separation is part and parcel of the unity of the world, of a global social praxis



that has split up into reality on the one hand and image on the other. Social practice, which the
spectacle's autonomy challenges, is also the real totality to which the spectacle is subordinate. So
deep is the rift in this totality, however, that the spectacle is able to emerge as its apparent goal. The
language of the spectacle is composed of signs of the dominant organization of production -- signs
which are at the same time the ultimate end-products of that organization. 

8 

The spectacle cannot  be set in abstract opposition to concrete social  activity,  for the dichotomy
between reality and image will survive on either side of any such distinction. Thus the spectacle,
though it turns reality on its head, is itself a product of real activity. Likewise, lived reality suffers
the material assaults of the spectacle's mechanisms of contemplation, incorporating the spectacular
order and lending that order positive support. Each side therefore has its share of objective reality.
And every concept, as it takes its place on one side or the other, has no foundation apart from its
transformation into its opposite: reality erupts within the spectacle, and the spectacle is real. This
reciprocal alienation is the essence and underpinning of society as it exists. 

9 

In a world that really has been turned on its head, truth is a moment of falsehood. 

10 

The concept of the spectacle brings together and explains a wide range of apparently disparate
phenomena. Diversities and contrasts among such phenomena are the appearances of the spectacle
-- the appearances of a social organization of appearances that needs to be grasped in its general
truth. Understood on its own terms, the spectacle proclaims the predominance of appearances and
asserts  that all  human life,  which is  to say all  social  life,  is  mere appearance.  But any critique
capable of apprehending the spectacle's essential character must expose it as a visible negation of
life -- and as a negation of life that has invented a visual form for itself. 

11 

In order to describe the spectacle, its formation, its functions and whatever forces may hasten its
demise,  a  few  artificial  distinctions  are  called  for.  To  analyze  the  spectacle  means  talking  its
language to some degree -- to the degree, in fact, that we are obliged to engage the methodology of
the society to which the spectacle gives expression. For what the spectacle expresses is the total
practice of one particular economic and social formation; it is, so to speak, that formation's agenda.
It is also the historical moment by which we happen to be governed. 

12 

The spectacle manifests itself as an enormous positivity, out of reach and beyond dispute. All it says
is: "Everything that appears is good; whatever is good will appear." The attitude that it demands in
principle  is  the  same  passive  acceptance  that  it  has  already  secured  by  means  of  its  seeming
incontrovertibility, and indeed by its monopolization of the realm of appearances. 

13 

The  spectacle  is  essentially  tautological,  for  the simple  reason that  its  means  and  its  ends  are
identical. It is the sun that never sets on the empire of modern passivity. It covers the entire globe,



basking in the perpetual warmth of its own glory. 

14 

The spectacular character of modern industrial society has nothing fortuitous or superficial about it;
on the  contrary,  this  society  is  based  on  the  spectacle  in  the  most  fundamental  way.  For  the
spectacle, as the perfect image of the ruling economic order, ends are nothing and development is
all - - although the only thing into which the spectacle plans to develop is itself. 

15 

As the indlspensable packaging for things produced as they are now produced, as a general gloss on
the rationality  of  the system, and as  the advanced economic sector  directly  responsible  for  the
manufacture of an ever-growing mass of image-objects, the spectacle is the chief product of present-
day society. 

16 

The spectacle subjects living human beings to its will to the extent that the economy has brought
them under its sway. For the spectacle is simply the economic realm developing for itself -- at once a
faithful mirror held up to the production of things and a distorting objectification of the producers. 

17 

An earlier stage in the economy's domination of social  life entailed an obvious downgrading of
being into having that left its stamp on all human endeavor. The present stage, in which social life is
completely taken over by the accumulated products of the economy, entails a generalized shift from
having to appearing: all  effective "having" must now derive both its immediate prestige and its
ultimate raison  d'etre  from appearances.  At  the  same time  all  individual  reality,  being  directly
dependent on social power and completely shaped by that power, has assumed a social character.
Indeed, it is only inasmuch as individual reality is not that it is allowed to appear. 

18 

For one to whom the real world becomes real images, mere images are transformed into real beings
-- tangible figments which are the efficient motor of trancelike behavior. Since the spectacle's job is
to  cause  a  world  that  is  no  longer  directly  perceptible  to  be  seen  via  different  specialized
mediations, it is inevitable that it should elevate the human sense of sight to the special place once
occupied by touch; the most abstract of the senses, and the most easily deceived, sight is naturally
the most  readily  adaptable  to  present-day  society's  generalized  abstraction.  This  is  not  to  say,
however, that the spectacle itself is perceptible to the naked eye -- even if that eye is assisted by the
ear. The spectacle is by definition immune from human activity, inaccessible to any projected review
or correction.  It  is  the opposite  of  dialogue.  Wherever  representation takes  on an  independent
existence, the spectacle reestablishes its rule. 

19 

The spectacle is heir to all the weakness of the project of Western philosophy, which was an attempt
to understand activity by means of the categories of vision. Indeed the spectacle reposes on an
incessant deployment of the very technical rationality to which that philosophical tradition gave
rise. So far from realizing philosophy, the spectacle philosophizes reality, and turns the material life



of everyone into a universe of speculation. 

20 

Philosophy is at once the power of alienated thought and the thought of alienated power, and as
such  it  has  never  been  able  to  emancipate  itself  from theology.  The  spectacle  is  the  material
reconstruction of the religious illusion. Not that its techniques have dispelled those religious mists in
which human beings once located their own powers, the very powers that had been wrenched from
them -- but those cloud-enshrouded entities have now been brought down to earth. It is thus the
most earthbound aspects of life that have become the most impenetrable and rarefied. The absolute
denial of life, in the shape of a fallacious paradise, is no longer projected onto the heavens, but finds
its place instead within material life itself.  The spectacle is hence a technological version of the
exiling of human powers in a "world beyond" -- and the perfection of separation within human
beings. 

21 

So long as the realm of necessity remains a social dream, dreaming will remain a social necessity.
The spectacle is the bad dream of modem society in chains, expressing nothing more than its wish
for sleep. The spectacle is the guardian of that sleep. 

22 

The fact that the practical power of modern society has detached itself from itself and established
itself in the spectacle as an independent realm can only be explained by the self-cleavage and self-
contradictoriness already present in that powerful practice. 

23 

At the root of  the spectacle lies that oldest  of all  social  divisions of labor,  the specialization of
power. The specialized role played by the spectacle is that of spokesman for all other activities, a
sort of diplomatic representative of hierarchical society at its own court, and the source of the only
discourse which that society allows itself to hear. Thus the most modern aspect of the spectacle is
also at bottom the most archaic. 

24 

By means of the spectacle  the ruling order discourses endlessly  upon itself in an uninterrupted
monologue of self-praise. The spectacle is the self-portrait of power in the age of power's totalitarian
rule over the conditions of existence. The fetishistic appearance of pure objectivity in spectacular
relationships  conceals  their  true character as  relationships between human beings  and between
classes; a second Nature thus seems to impose inescapable laws upon our environment. But the
spectacle is by no means the inevitable outcome of a technical development perceived as natural; on
the contrary, the society of the spectacle is a form that chooses its own technical content. If the
spectacle  --  understood in  the limited sense of  those "mass media"  that  are its  most  stultifying
superficial manifestation -- seems at times to be invading society in the shape of a mere apparatus, it
should  be  remembered  that  this  apparatus  has  nothing  neutral  about  it,  and  that  it  answers
precisely to the needs of the spectacle's  internal dynamics.  If the social requirements of the age
which develops such techniques can be met only through their mediation, if the administration of
society  and  all  contact  between  people  now  depends  on  the  intervention  of  such  "instant"



communication, it is because this "communication" is essentially one-way; the concentration of the
media  thus amounts  to the monopolization  by  the administrators of  the existing system of  the
means  to pursue their particular  form of  administration.  The social  cleavage that  the spectacle
expresses is inseparable from the modern State, which, as the product of the social division of labor
and the organ of class rule, is the general form of all social division. 

25 

Separation is the alpha and omega of the spectacle. Religious contemplation in its earliest form was
the outcome of the establishment of the social division of labor and the formation of classes. Power
draped itself in the outward garb of a mythical  order  from the beginning.  In former times the
category of the sacred justified the cosmic and ontological ordering of things that best served the
interests of the masters, expounding upon and embellishing what society could not deliver. Thus
power as  a  separate realm has always  had a spectacular  aspect,  but  mass  allegiance  to  frozen
religious imagery was originally a shared acknowledgment of loss, an imaginary compensation for a
poverty of real social activity that was still widely felt to be a universal fact of life. The modern
spectacle, by contrast, depicts what society can deliver, but within this depiction what is permitted
is rigidly distinguished from what is possible. The spectacle preserves unconsciousness as practical
changes in the conditions of existence proceed. The spectacle is self-generated, and it makes up its
own rules:  it  is  a  specious  form of  the  sacred.  And it  makes  no  secret  of  what  it  is,  namely,
hierarchical power evolving on its own, in its separateness,  thanks to an increasing productivity
based on an ever more refined division of labor, an ever greater comminution of machine-governed
gestures, and an ever-widening market. In the course of this development all community and critical
awareness have ceased to be; nor have those forces, which were able -- by separating -- to grow
enormously in strength, yet found a way to reunite. 

26 

The generalized separation of worker and product has spelled the end of any comprehensive view of
the job  done,  as  well  as  the end of  direct  personal  communication between producers.  As  the
accumulation of alienated products proceeds, and as the productive process gets more concentrated,
consistency and communication become the exclusive assets of the system's managers. The triumph
of an economic system founded on separation leads to the proletarianization of the world. 

27 

Owing to the very success of this separated system of production, whose product is separation itself,
that fundamental area of experience which was associated in earlier societies with an individual's
principal work is being transformed -- at least at the leading edge of the system's evolution -- into a
realm  of  non-work,  of  inactivity.  Such  inactivity,  however,  is  by  no  means  emancipated  from
productive activity: it remains in thrall to that activity, in an uneasy and worshipful subjection to
production's needs and results; indeed it is itself a product of the rationality of production. There
can be no freedom apart from activity, and within the spectacle all activity is banned -- a corollary
of the fact that all  real activity has been forcibly  channeled into the global construction of the
spectacle.  So what  is  referred to  as  "liberation from work,"  that is,  increased leisure time,  is  a
liberation neither within labor itself nor from the world labor has brought into being. 

28 

The reigning economic system is founded on isolation; at the same time it is a circular process



designed to produce isolation. Isolation underpins technology, and technology isolates in its turn;
all goods proposed by the spectacular system, from cars to televisions, also serve as weapons for
that system as it strives to reinforce the isolation of "the lonely crowd." The spectacle is continually
rediscovering its own basic assumptions -- and each time in a more concrete manner. 

29 

The origin of the spectacle lies in the world's loss of unity, and its massive expansion in the modern
period demonstrates how total this loss has been: the abstract nature of all individual work, as of
production  in  general,  finds  perfect  expression  in  the  spectacle,  whose  very  manner  of  being
concrete is, precisely, abstraction. The spectacle divides the world into two parts, one of which is
held up as a self-representation to the world, and is superior to the world. The spectacle is simply
the  common  language  that  bridges  this  division.  Spectators  are  linked  only  by  a  one-way
relationship to the very center that maintains their isolation from one another. The spectacle thus
unites what is separate, but it unites it only in its separateness. 

30 

The spectator's alienation from and submission to the contemplated object (which is the outcome of
his unthinking activity) works like this: the more he contemplates, the less he lives; the more readily
he recognizes his own needs in the images of need proposed by the dominant system, the less he
understands his own existence and his own desires. The spectacle's externality with respect to the
acting subject is demonstrated by the fact that the individual's own gestures are no longer his own,
but rather those of someone else who represents them to him. The spectator feels at home nowhere,
for the spectacle is everywhere. 

31 

Workers do not produce themselves: they produce a force independent of themselves. The success
of this production, that is, the abundance it generates, is experienced by its producers only as an
abundance of dispossession. All time, all space, becomes foreign to them as their own alienated
products accumulate. The spectacle is a map of this new world¥a map drawn to the scale of the
territory itself. In this way the very powers that have been snatched from us reveal themselves to us
in their full force. 

32 

The spectacle's  function in  society  is  the concrete  manufacture  of  alienation.  Economic  growth
corresponds  almost  entirely  to  the  growth  of  this  particular  sector  of  industrial  production.  If
something grows along with the self-movement of the economy, it can only be the alienation that
has inhabited the core of the economic sphere from its inception. 

33 

Though separated from his product, man is more and more, and ever more powerfully, the producer
of every detail of his world. The closer his life comes to being his own creation, the more drastically
is he cut off from that life. 

34 

The spectacle is capital accumulated to the point where it becomes image. 
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VIII. The Theater of Cruelty (First Manifesto) 

We cannot go on prostituting the idea of theater whose only value
is in its excruciating, magical relation to reality and danger. 

Put in this way, the question of the theater ought to arouse
general attention, the implication being that theater, through its
physical aspect, since it requires expression in space (the only 
real expression, in fact), allows the magical means of art and
speech to be exercised organically and altogether, like renewed
exorcisms. The upshot of all this is that theater will not be given
its specific powers of action until it is given its language. 

That is to say: instead of continuing to rely upon texts
considered definitive and sacred, it is essential to put an end to the
subjugation of the theater to the text, and to recover the notion of
a kind of unique language half-way between gesture and thought.

This language cannot be defined except by its possibilities for
dynamic expression in space as opposed to the expressive
possibilities of spoken dialogue. And what the theater can still
take over from speech are its possibilities for extension beyond
words, for development in space, for dissociative and vibratory
action upon the sensibility. This is the hour of 
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 90 The Theater and Its Double 

intonations, of a word's particular pronunciation. Here too
intervenes (besides the auditory language of sounds) the visual 
language of objects, movements, attitudes, and gestures, but on
condition that their meanings, their physiognomies, their
combinations be carried to the point of becoming signs, making a
kind of alphabet out of these signs. Once aware of this language in 
space, language of sounds, cries, lights, onomatopoeia, the theater
must organize it into veritable hieroglyphs, with the help of
characters and objects, and make use of their symbolism and
interconnections in relation to all organs and on all levels. 

The question, then, for the theater, is [0 create a metaphysics of 
speech, gesture, and expression, in order to rescue it from its
servitude to psychology and "human interest." But all this can be
of no use unless behind such an effort there is some kind of real 
metaphysical inclination, an appeal to certain unhabitual ideas,
which by their very nature cannot be limited or even formally
depicted. These ideas which touch on Creation, Becoming, and
Chaos, are all of a cosmic order and furnish a primary notion of a 
domain from which the theater is now entirely alien. They are able
to create a kind of passionate equation between Man, Society,
Nature, and Objects. 

It is not, moreover, a question of bringing metaphysical ideas
directly onto the stage, but of creating what you might call
temptations, indraughts of air around these ideas. And humor with
its anarchy, poetry with its symbolism and its 
images, furnish a basic notion of ways to channel the temptation 
of these ideas. 

We must speak now about the uniquely material side of this 
language--that is, about all the ways and means it has of acting 
upon the sensibility. 
 It would be meaningless to say that it includes music, 
dance, pantomime, or mimicry. Obviously it uses movement, 
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harmonies, rhythms, but only to the point that they can concur in a 
sort of central expression without advantage for any one particular
art. This does not at all mean that it does not use ordinary actions,
ordinary passions, but like a springboard uses them in the same 
way that HUMOR AS DESTRUCTION can serve to reconcile the 
corrosive nature of laughter to the habits of reason. 

But by an altogether Oriental means of expression, this
objective and concrete language of the theater can fascinate and
ensnare the organs. It flows into the sensibility. Abandoning 
Occidental usages of speech, it turns words into incantations. It 
extends the voice. It utilizes the vibrations and qualities of the
voice. It wildly tramples rhythms underfoot. It pile-drives sounds. 
It seeks to exalt, to benumb, to charm, to arrest the sensibility. It
liberates a new lyricism of gesture which, by its precipitation or its
amplitude in the air, ends by surpassing the lyricism of words. It
ultimately breaks away from the intellectual subjugation of the
language, by convey 
ing the sense of a new and deeper intellectuality which hides itself
beneath the gestures and signs, raised to the dignity of particular 
exorcisms. 

For all this magnetism, all this poetry, and all these direct 
means of spellbinding would be nothing if they were not used to
put the spirit physically on the track of something else, if the true
theater could not give us the sense of a creation of which we
possess only one face, but which is completed on other levels. 

And it is of little importance whether these other levels are
really conquered by the mind or not, i.e., by the intelligence; it 
would diminish them, and that has neither interest nor sense.
What is important is that, by positive means, the sensitivity is put
in a state of deepened and keener perception. and this is the very
object of the magic and the rites of which the theater is only a
reflection. 
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TECHNIQUE 

It is a question then of making the theater, in the proper sense
of the word, a function; something as localized and as precise as
the circulation of the blood in the arteries or the apparently
chaotic development of dream images in the brain, and this is to
be accomplished by a thorough involvement, a genuine
enslavement of the attention. 

The theater will never find itself again--i.e., constitute a means
of true illusion--except by furnishing the spectator with the
truthful precipitates of dreams, in which his taste for crime, his
erotic obsessions, his savagery, his chimeras, his utopian sense of
life and matter, even his cannibalism, pour out, on a level not
counterfeit and illusory, but interior. 

In other terms, the theater must pursue by all its means a
reassertion not only of all the aspects of the objective and
descriptive external world, but or the internal world, that is, of
man considered metaphysically. It is only thus, we believe, that
we shall be able to speak again in the theater about the rights of
the imagination. Neither humor, nor poetry, nor imagination
means anything unless, by an anarchistic destruction generating a
prodigious flight of forms which will constitute the whole
spectacle, they succeed in organically reinvolving man, his ideas
about reality, and his poetic place in reality. 

To consider the theater as a second-hand psychological or
moral function, and to believe that dreams themselves have only a
substitute function, is to diminish the profound poetic bearing of
dreams as well as of the theater. If the theater, like dreams, is
bloody and inhuman, it is, more than just that, to manifest and
unforgettably root within us the idea of a perpetual conflict, a
spasm in which life is continually lacerated, 
in which everything in creation rises up and exerts itself against
our appointed rank; it is in order to perpetuate in a concrete and
immediate way the metaphysical ideas of certain 
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Fables whose very atrocity and energy suffice to show their origin

and continuity in essential principles. 

This being so, one sees that, by its proximity to principles

which transfer their energy to it poetically, this naked language of 

the theater (not a virtual but a real language) must permit, by its

use of man's nervous magnetism, the transgression of the ordinary 

limits of art and speech, in order to realize actively, that is to say

magically, in real terms, a kind of total creation in which man

must reassume his place between dream and events. 

THE THEMES 

It is not a matter of boring the public to death with tran-

scendent cosmic preoccupations. That there may be profound

keys to thought and action with which to interpret the whole

spectacle, does not in general concern the spectator, who is

simply not interested. But still they must be there; and that

concerns us. 

. 

THE SPECTACLE: Every spectacle will contain a physical
and objective element, perceptible to all. Cries, groans, appa-
ritions, surprises, theatricalities of all kinds, magic beauty of
costumes taken from certain ritual models; resplendent lighting, 
incantational beauty of voices, the charms of harmony, rare notes
of music, colors of objects, physical rhythm of movements whose 
crescendo and decrescendo will accord exactly with the pulsation
of movements familiar to everyone, concrete appearances of new
and surprising objects, masks, effigies yards high, sudden
changes of light, the physical action of light which arouses
sensations of heat and cold, etc. 

THE MISE EN SCENE: The typical language of the theater 
will be constituted around the mise en scene considered not 
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simply as the degree of refraction of a text upon the stage, but as 
the point of departure for all theatrical creation. And it is in the 
use and handling of this language that the old duality between 
author and director will be dissolved, replaced by a sort of 
unique Creator upon whom will devolve the double 
responsibility of the spectacle and the plot. 

THE LANGUAGE OF THE STAGE: It is not a question of 
suppressing the spoken language, but of giving words approxi-
mately the importance they have in dreams. 

Meanwhile new means of recording this language must be 
found, whether these means belong to musical transcription or to 
some kind of code. 

As for ordinary objects, or even the human body, raised to the 
dignity of signs, it is evident that one can draw one's inspiration 
from hieroglyphic characters, not only in order to record these 
signs in a readable fashion which permits them to be  
reproduced at will, but in order to compose on the stage precise 
and immediately readable symbols. 

On the other hand, this code language and musical trans-
cription will be valuable as a means of transcribing voices. 

Since it is fundamental to this language to make a particular 
use of intonations, these intonations will constitute a kind of 
harmonic balance, a secondary deformation of speech which 
must be reproducible at will. 

Similarly the ten thousand and one expressions of the face 
caught in the form of masks can be labeled and catalogued, so 
they may eventually participate directly and symbolically 
in this concrete language of the stage, independently of their
particular psychological use. 

Moreover, these symbolical gestures, masks, and attitudes,
these individual or group movements whose innumerable
meanings constitute an important part of the concrete language 
of the theater, evocative gestures, emotive or arbitrary attitudes,
excited pounding out of rhythms and sounds, will 
be doubled, will be multiplied by reflections, as it were, of 
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the gestures and attitudes consisting of the mass of all the
impulsive gestures, all the abortive attitudes, all the lapses of
mind and tongue, by which are revealed what might be called the
impotences of speech, and in which is a prodigious wealth of
expressions, to which we shall not fail to have recourse on
occasion. 

There is, besides, a concrete idea of music in which the sounds
make their entrance like characters, where harmonies are
coupled together and lose themselves in the precise entrances of
words. 

From one means of expression to another, correspondences
and levels of development are created---even light can have a
precise intellectual meaning. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: They will be treated as objects
and as part of the set. 

Also, the need to act directly and profoundly upon the
sensibility through the organs invites research, from the point of
view of sound, into qualities and vibrations of absolutely new
sounds, qualities which present-day musical instruments do not
possess and which require the revival of ancient and forgotten
instruments or the invention of new ones. Research is also
required, apart from music, into instruments and appliances
which, based upon special combinations or new alloys of metal,
can attain a new range and compass, producing sounds or noises
that are unbearably piercing. 

LIGHTS, LIGHTING: The lighting equipment now in use in
theaters is no longer adequate. The particular action of light upon
the mind, the effects of all kinds of luminous vibration must be
investigated, along with new ways of spreading the light in waves,
in sheets, in fusillades of fiery arrows. The color gamut of the
equipment now in use is to be revised from beginning to end. In
order to produce the qualities of particular musical tones, light
must recover an element of thinness, density, and opaqueness,
with a view to producing the sensations of heat, cold, anger, fear,
etc. 
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COSTUMES: Where costumes are concerned, modern dress will be
avoided as much as possible without at the same time
assuming a uniform theatrical costuming that would be the
same for every play--not from a fetishist and superstitious
reverence for the past, but because it seems absolutely evident
that certain age-old costumes, of ritual intent, though they existed
at a given moment of time, preserve a beauty and a revelational
appearance from their closeness to the traditions that gave them
birth. 

THE STAGE--THE AUDITORIUM: We abolish the stage and
the auditorium and replace them by a single site, without
partition or barrier of any kind, which will become the theater of
the action. A direct communication will be re-established between
the spectator and the spectacle, between the actor and the
spectator, from the fact that the spectator, placed in the middle of
the action, is engulfed and physically affected by it. This
envelopment results, in part, from the very configuration of the
room itself. 

Thus, abandoning the architecture of present-day theaters, we
shall take some hangar or barn, which we shall have re-
constructed according to processes which have culminated in the
architecture of certain churches or holy places, and of certain
temples in Tibet. 

In the interior of this construction special proportions of height
and depth will prevail. The hall will be enclosed by four walls,
without any kind of ornament, and the public will be seated in the
middle of the room, on the ground floor, on mobile chairs which
will allow them to follow the spectacle which will take place all
around them. In effect, the absence of a stage in the usual sense of
the word will provide for the deployment of the action in the four
corners of the room. Particular positions will be reserved for
actors and action at the four cardinal points of the room. The
scenes will be played in front of whitewashed wall-backgrounds
designed to absorb the light. In addition, galleries overhead will
run 
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around the periphery of the hall as in certain primitive paintings. 
These galleries will permit the actors, whenever the action makes 
it necessary, to be pursued from one point in the room to another, 
and the action to be deployed on all levels and in all perspectives 
of height and depth. A cry uttered at one end of the room can be 
transmitted from mouth to mouth with amplifications and 
successive modulations all the way to the other. The action will 
unfold, will extend its trajectory from level to level, point to 
point; paroxysms will suddenly burst forth, will flare up like fires 
in different spots. And to speak of the spectacle's character as 
true illusion or of the direct and immediate influence of the 
action on the 
spectator will not be hollow words. For this diffusion of action 
over an immense space will oblige the lighting of a scene and the
varied lighting of a performance to fall upon 
the public as much as upon the actors--and to the several 
simultaneous actions or several phases of an identical action in
which the characters, swarming over each other like bees, will
endure all the onslaughts of the situations and the external
assaults of the tempestuous elements, will correspond the physical
means of lighting, of producing thunder or wind, whose
repercussions the spectator will undergo. 

However, a central position will be reserved which, without 
serving, properly speaking, as a stage, will permit the bulk of the
action to be concentrated and brought to a climax whenever
necessary. 

OBJECTS-MASKS-ACCESSORIES: Manikins, enormous 
masks, objects of strange proportions will appear with the same
sanction as verbal images, will enforce the concrete 
aspect of every image and every expression--with the corollary 
that all objects requiring a stereotyped physical representation 
will be discarded or disguised. 

THE SET: There will not be any set. This function will be
sufficiently undertaken by hieroglyphic characters, ritual cos-
tumes, manikins ten feet high representing the beard of King 
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Lear in the storm, musical instruments tall as men, objects of

unknown shape and purpose. 

IMMEDIACY: But, people will say, a theater so divorced

from life, from facts, from immediate interests. . . . From the 

present and its events, yes! From whatever preoccupations have

any of that profundity which is the prerogative of some men, no!

In the Zohar, the story of Rabbi Simeon who burns like fire is as

immediate as fire itself. 

WORKS: We shall not act a written play, but we shall make

attempts at direct staging, around themes, facts, or known works.

The very nature and disposition of the room suggest this

treatment, and there is no theme, however vast, that can be denied

us. 

SPECTACLE: There is an idea of integral spectacles which 

must be regenerated. The problem is to make space speak, to feed 

and furnish it; like mines laid in a wall of rock which all of a 

sudden turns into geysers and bouquets of stone. 

THE ACTOR: The actor is both an element of first impor-

tance, since it is upon the effectiveness of his work that the 

success of the spectacle depends, and a kind of passive and 

neutral element, since he is rigorously denied all personal 

initiative. It is a domain in which there is no precise rule,' and 

between the actor of whom is required the mere quality of a sob 

and the actor who must deliver an oration with all 

his personal qualities of persuasiveness, there is the whole 

margin which separates a man from an instrument. 

THE INTERPRETATION: The spectacle will be calculated 

from one end to the other, like a code (un langage). Thus there 

will be no lost movements, all movements will obey a rhythm; 

and each character being merely a type, his gesticulation, 

physiognomy, and costume will appear like so many rays of light. 

THE CINEMA: To the crude visualization of what is, the 

theater through poetry opposes images of what is not. However, 

from the point of view of action, one cannot compare 
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a cinematic image which, however poetic it may be, is limited by
the film, to a theatrical image which obeys all the exigencies of
life. 

CRUELTY: Without an element of cruelty at the root of every
spectacle, the theater is not possible. In our present state of
degeneration it is through the skin that metaphysics must be made
to re-enter our minds. 

THE PUBLIC: First of all this theater must exist. 
THE PROGRAM: We shall stage, without regard for text: 

 1. An adaptation of a work from the time of Shakespeare, 
a work entirely consistent with our present troubled state of mind,
whether one of the apocryphal plays of Shakespeare, such as
Arden of Feversham, or an entirely different play from the same
period. 

2. A play of extreme poetic freedom by Leon-Paul Fargue.  
3. An extract from the Zohar: The Story of Rabbi Simeon, 

which has the ever present violence and force of a conflagration.
 4. The story of Bluebeard reconstructed according to the 

historical records and with a new idea of eroticism and cruelty.
5. The Fall of Jerusalem, according to the Bible and history,'

with the blood-red color that trickles from it and the people's
feeling of abandon and panic visible even in the light; and on the
other hand the metaphysical disputes of the prophets, the frightful
intellectual agitation they create 
and the repercussions of which physically affect the King, the 
Temple, the People, and Events themselves. 

6. A Tale by the Marquis de Sade, in which the eroticism will 
be transposed, allegorically mounted and figured, to create a 
violent exteriorization of cruelty, and a dissimulation of the 
remainder. 

7. One or more romantic melodramas in which the im-
probability will become an active and concrete element of 
poetry. 

8. Buchner's Wozzek, in a spirit of reaction against our 
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principles and as an example of what can be drawn from a 
formal text in terms of the stage. 

9. Works from the Elizabethan theater stripped of their text 
and retaining only the accouterments of period, situations, 
characters, and action. 





POETICS OF THE OPPRESSED 

In 1973, the revolutionary government of Peru began a national literacy campaign called Operacion 
Alfabetizacion Integral with the objective of eradicating illiteracy within the span of four years. It is 

estimated that in Peru’s population of 14 million people, between 3 and 4 million are illiterate or 

semi-illiterate. 

In any country the task of teaching an adult to read and write poses a difficult and delicate problem. 

In Peru the problem is magnified because of the vast number of languages and dialects spoken by 

its people. Recent studies point to the existence of at least 41 dialects of the two principal 

languages, besides Spanish, which are the Quechua and the Aymara. Research carried out in the 

province of Loreto in the north of the country, verified the existence of 45 different languages in that

region. Forty-five languages, not mere dialects! And this is what is perhaps the least populated 

province in the country. 

This great variety of languages has perhaps contributed to an understanding on the part of the 

organizers of ALFIN, that the illiterate are not people who are unable to express themselves: they 

are simply people unable to express themselves in a particular language, which in this case is 

Spanish. All idioms are ‘languages’, but there is an infinite number of languages that are not 

idiomatic. There are many languages besides those that are written or spoken. By learning a new 

language, a person acquires a new way of knowing reality and of passing that knowledge on to 

others. Each language is absolutely irreplaceable. All languages complement each other in achieving

the widest, most complete knowledge of what is real.1 

Assuming this to be true, the ALFIN project formulated two principal aims: 

• to teach literacy in both the first language and in Spanish without forcing the abandonment of the 

former in favor of the latter; 

• to teach literacy in all possible languages, especially the artistic ones, such as theatre, 

photography, puppetry, films, journalism, etc. 

What I propose to do here is to relate my personal experience as a participant in the theatrical 

sector and to outline the various experiments we made in considering the theatre as language, 

capable of being utilized by any person, with or without artistic talent. We tried to show in practice 

how the theatre can be placed at the service of the oppressed, so that they can express themselves 

and so that, by using this new language, they can also discover new concepts. 

In order to understand this poetics of the oppressed one must keep in mind its main objective: to 

change the people – ‘spectators’, passive beings in the theatrical phenomenon – into subjects, into 

actors, transformers of the dramatic action. I hope that the differences remain clear. Aristotle 

proposes a poetics in which the spectator delegates power to the dramatic character so that the 

latter may act and think for him. Brecht proposes a poetics in which the spectator delegates power 

to the character who thus acts in his place but the spectator reserves the right to think for himself, 

often in opposition to the character. In the first case, a ‘catharsis’ occurs; in the second, an 

awakening of critical consciousness. But the poetics of the oppressed focuses on the action itself: 

the spectator delegates no power to the character (or actor) either to act or to think in his place; on 

the contrary, he himself assumes the protagonic role, changes the dramatic action, tries out 



solutions, discusses plans for change – in short, trains himself for real action. In this case, perhaps the

theatre is not revolutionary in itself, but it is surely a rehearsal for the revolution. The liberated 

spectator, as a whole person, launches into action. No matter that the action is fictional; what 

matters is that it is action! 

I believe that all the truly revolutionary theatrical groups should transfer to the people the means of 

production in the theatre so that the people themselves may utilize them. The theatre is a weapon, 

and it is the people who should wield it.

But how is this transference to be achieved? As an example I cite what was done by Estela Linares, 

who was in charge of the photography section of the ALFIN Plan. 

What would be the old way to utilize photography in a literacy project? Without doubt, it would be 

to photograph things, streets, people, landscapes, stores, etc., then show the pictures and discuss 

them. But who would take these pictures? The instructors, group leaders, or coordinators. On the 

other hand, if we are going to give the people the means of production, it is necessary to hand over 

to them, in this case, the camera. This is what was done in ALFIN. The educators would give a 

camera to members of the study group, would teach them how to use it, and propose to them the 

following: 

We are going to ask you some questions. For this purpose we will speak in Spanish. And you must 

answer us. But you can not speak in Spanish: you must speak in ‘photography’. We ask you things in 

Spanish, which is a language. You answer us in photography, which is also a language.

The questions asked were very simple, and the answers – that is, the photos – were discussed later 

by the group. For example, when people were asked, where do you live?, they responded with the 

following types of photo-answers: 

1. A picture showing the interior of a shack. In Lima it rarely rains and for this reason the shacks 

are made of straw mats, instead of with more permanent walls and roofs. In general they 

have only one room that serves as kitchen, living room, and bedroom; the families live in 

great promiscuity and very often young children watch their parents engage in sexual 

intercourse, which commonly leads to sexual acts between brothers and sisters as young as 

ten or eleven years old, simply as an imitation of their parents. A photo showing the interior 

of a shack fully answers the question, where do you live? Every element of each photo has a 

special meaning, which must be discussed by the group: the objects focused on, the angle 

from which the picture is taken, the presence or absence of people in it, etc. 

2. To answer the same question, a man took a picture of the bank of a river. The discussion 

clarified its meaning. The river Rimac, which passes through Lima, overflows at certain times 

of the year. This makes life on its banks extremely dangerous, since shacks are often swept 

away, with a consequent loss of human lives. It is also very common for children to fall into 

the river while playing and the rising waters make rescue difficult. When a man answers the 

question with that picture, he is fundamentally expressing anguish: how can he work with 

peace of mind knowing that his child may be drowning in the river? 

3. Another man photographed a part of the river where pelicans come to eat garbage in times 

of great hunger; the people, equally hungry, capture, kill and eat the pelicans. Showing this 



photo, the man communicated his awareness of living in a place where ironically the people 

welcomed hunger, because it attracted the pelicans which then served to satisfy their hunger.

4. A woman who had recently emigrated from a small village in the interior answered with a 

picture of the main street in her barrio: the old natives of Lima lived on one side of the street,

while those from the interior lived on the other. On one side were those who saw their jobs 

threatened by the newcomers; on the other, the poor who had left everything behind in 

search of work. The street was a dividing line between brothers equally exploited, who found 

themselves facing each other as if they were enemies. The picture helped to reveal their 

common condition: poverty on both sides while pictures of the wealthier neighborhoods 

showed who were their true enemies. The picture of the divided street showed the need to 

redirect their violent resentment. Studying the picture of her street helped the woman to 

understand her own reality.

5. One day a man, in answer to the same question, took a picture of a child’s face. Of course 

everyone thought that the man had made a mistake and repeated the question to him: ‘You 

didn’t understand; what we want is that you show us where you live. Take a picture and show 

us where you live. Any picture; the street, the house, the town, the river.’ ‘Here is my answer. 

Here is where I live.’ ‘But it’s a child ....’ ‘Look at his face: there is blood on it. This child, as all 

the others who live here, have their lives threatened by the rats that infest the whole bank of 

the river Rimac. They are protected by dogs that attack the rats and scare them away. But 

there was a mange epidemic and the city dog-catcher came around here catching lots of 

dogs and taking them away. This child had a dog who protected him. During the day his 

parents used to go to work and he was left with his dog. But now he doesn’t have it any 

more. A few days ago, when you asked me where I lived, the rats had come while the child 

was sleeping and had eaten part of his nose. This is why there’s so much blood on his face. 

Look at the picture; it is my answer. I live in a place where things like this still happen.’ 

I could write a novel about the children of the barrios along the river Rimac; but only photography, 

and no other language, could express the pain of that child’s eyes, of those tears mixed with blood. 

And, as if the irony and outrage were not enough, the photograph was in Kodachrome, ‘Made in 

USA.’ 

The use of photography may help also to discover valid symbols for a whole community or social 

group. It happens many times that well intentioned theatrical groups are unable to communicate 

with a mass audience because they use symbols that are meaningless for that audience. A royal 

crown may symbolize power, but a symbol only functions as such if its meaning is shared. For some a

royal crown may produce a strong impact and yet be meaningless for others. 

What is exploitation? The traditional figure of Uncle Sam is, for many social groups throughout the 

world, the ultimate symbol of exploitation. It expresses to perfection the rapacity of ‘Yankee’ 

imperialism. 

In Lima the people were also asked, what is exploitation? Many photographs showed the grocer; 

others the landlord; still others, some government office. On the other hand, a child answered with 

the picture of a nail on a wall. For him that was the perfect symbol of exploitation. Few adults 

understood it, but all the other children were in complete agreement that the picture expressed 

their feelings in relation to exploitation. The discussion explained why. The simplest work boys 



engage in at the age of five or six is shining shoes. Obviously, in the barrios where they live there are

no shoes to shine and, for this reason, they must go to downtown Lima in order to find work. Their 

shine-boxes and other tools of the trade are of course an absolute necessity, and yet these boys 

cannot be carrying their equipment back and forth every day between work and home. So they must

rent a nail on the wall of some place of business, whose owner charges them two or three soles per 

night and per nail. Looking at a nail, those children are reminded of oppression and their hatred of 

it; the sight of a crown, Uncle Sam, or Nixon, however, probably means nothing to them. 

It is easy enough to give a camera to someone who has never taken a picture before, tell him how to

focus it and which button to press. With this alone the means of photographic production are in the 

hands of that person. But what is to be done in the case of the theatre? 

The means for producing a photograph are embodied in the camera, which is relatively easy to 

handle, but the means of producing theatre are made up of man himself, obviously more difficult to 

manage. 

We can begin by stating that the first word of the theatrical vocabulary is the human body, the main 

source of sound and movement. Therefore, to control the means of theatrical production, man must,

first of all, control his own body, know his own body, in order to be capable of making it more 

expressive. Then he will be able to practice theatrical forms in which by stages he frees himself from 

his condition of spectator and takes on that of actor, in which he ceases to be an object and 

becomes a subject, is changed from witness into protagonist. The plan for transforming the 

spectator into actor can be systematized in the following general outline of four stages: 

- First stage: Knowing the body: a series of exercises by which one gets to know one’s body, its 

limitations and possibilities, its social distortions and possibilities of rehabilitation. 

- Second stage: Making the body expressive: a series of games by which one begins to express 

one’s self through the body, abandoning other, more common and habitual forms of expression. 

- Third stage: The theatre as language: one begins to practice theatre as a language that is living 

and present, not as a finished product displaying images from the past: 

First degree: Simultaneous dramaturgy: the spectators ‘write’ simultaneously with the acting 

of the actors; 

Second degree: Image theatre: the spectators intervene directly, ‘speaking’ through images 

made with the actors’ bodies; 

Third degree: Forum theatre: the spectators intervene directly in the dramatic action and act. 

- Fourth stage: The theatre as discourse: simple forms in which the spectator-actor creates 

‘spectacles’ according to his need to discuss certain themes or rehearse certain actions. 

First Stage: Knowing the Body 

The initial contact with a group of peasants, workers, or villagers – if they are confronted with the proposal to 

put on a theatrical performance – can be extremely difficult. They have quite likely never heard of theatre and 

if they have heard of it, their conception of it will probably have been distorted by television, with its emphasis 

on sentimentality, or by some traveling circus group. It is also very common for those people to associate 

theatre with leisure or frivolity. Thus caution is required even when the contact takes place through an 



educator who belongs to the same class as the illiterates or semi-illiterates, even if he lives among them in a 

shack and shares their comfortless life. The very fact that the educator comes with the mission of eradicating 

illiteracy (which presupposes a coercive, forceful action) is in itself an alienating factor between the agent and 

the local people. For this reason the theatrical experience should begin not with something alien to the people

(theatrical techniques that are taught or imposed) but with the bodies of those who agree to participate in the 

experiment. 

There is a great number of exercises designed with the objective of making each person aware of his own 

body, of his bodily possibilities, and of deformations suffered because of the type of work he performs. That is,

it is necessary for each one to feel the ‘muscular alienation’ imposed on his body by work. 

A simple example will serve to clarify this point: compare the muscular structure of a typist with that of the 

night watchman of a factory. The first performs his or her work seated in a chair: from the waist down the body

becomes, during working hours, a kind of pedestal, while arms and fingers are active. The watchman, on the 

other hand, must walk continually during his eight-hour shift and consequently will develop muscular structures

that facilitate walking. The bodies of both become alienated in accordance with their respective types of work. 

The same is true of any person whatever the work or social status. The combination of roles that a person must

perform imposes on him a ‘mask’ of behaviour. This is why those who perform the same roles end up 

resembling each other: artists, soldiers, clergymen, teachers, workers, peasants, landlords, decadent 

noblemen, etc. 

The exercises of this first stage are designed to ‘undo’ the muscular structure of the participants. That is, to 

take them apart, to study and analyze them. Not to weaken or destroy them, but to raise them to the level of 

consciousness. So that each worker, each peasant understands, sees, and feels to what point his body is 

governed by his work. 

If one is able, in this way, to disjoint one’s own muscular structures, one will surely be able to assemble 

structures characteristic of other professions and social classes; that is, one will be able to physically ‘interpret’ 

characters different from oneself. 

Second Stage: Making the Body Expressive 

In the second stage the intention is to develop the expressive ability of the body. In our culture we are used to 

expressing everything through words, leaving the enormous expressive capabilities of the body in an 

underdeveloped state. A series of ‘games’ can help the participants to begin to use their bodily resources for 

self- expression. I am talking about parlor games and not necessarily those of a theatrical laboratory. The 

participants are invited to ‘play’, not to ‘interpret’, characters but they will ‘play’ better to the extent that they 

‘interpret’ better. 

For example: In one game pieces of paper containing names of animals, male and female, are distributed, one 

to each participant. For ten minutes, each person tries to give a physical, bodily impression of the animal 

named on his piece of paper. Talking or making noises that would suggest the animal is forbidden. The 

communication must be effected entirely through the body. After the first ten minutes, each participant must 

find his mate among the others who are imitating the animals, since there will always be a male and a female 

for each one. When two participants are convinced that they constitute a pair, they leave the stage, and the 

game is over when all participants find their mates through a purely physical communication, without the 

utilization of words or recognizable sounds. 

What is important in games of this type is not to guess right but rather that all the participants try to express 

themselves through their bodies, something they are not used to doing. Without realising it they will in fact be 

giving a ‘dramatical performance’. 



I remember one of these games played in a slum area, when a man drew the name hummingbird. Not knowing

how to express it physically, he remembered nevertheless that this bird flies very rapidly from one flower to 

another, stops and sucks on a flower while producing a peculiar sound. So with his hands the man imitated the 

frenetic wings of the hummingbird and, ‘flying’ from participant to participant, halted before each one of them

making that sound. After ten minutes, when it was time for him to look for his mate, this man looked all around

him and found no one who seemed to be enough of a hummingbird to attract him. Finally he saw a tall, fat 

man who was making a pendular movement with his hands and, setting aside his doubts, decided that there 

was his beloved mate; he went straight to ‘her’, making turns around ‘her’ and throwing little kisses to the air 

while singing joyfully. The fat man, upset, tried to escape, but the other fellow went after him, more and more 

in love with his hummingbird mate and singing with ever more amorous glee. Finally, though convinced that 

the other man was not his mate, the fat one – while the others roared with laughter – decided to follow his 

persistent suitor off stage simply to end the ordeal. Then (for only then were they allowed to talk) the first man,

full of joy, cried out: ‘I am the male hummingbird, and you are the female? Isn’t that right?’ 

The fat one, very discouraged, looked at him and said: ‘No, dummy, I’m the bull ....’ 

How the fat man could give an impression of a delicate hummingbird while trying to portray a bull, we will 

never know. But, no matter: what does matter is that for 15 or 20 minutes all those people tried to ‘speak’ with

their bodies. 

Third Stage: The Theatre as Language 

This stage is divided into three parts, each one representing a different degree of direct participation of the 

spectator in the performance. The spectator is encouraged to intervene in the action, abandoning his 

condition of object and assuming fully the role of subject. The two preceding stages are preparatory, centering

around the work of the participants with their own bodies. Now this stage focuses on the theme to be 

discussed and furthers the transition from passivity to action. 

• First degree: Simultaneous dramaturgy: This is the first invitation made to the spectator to intervene 

without necessitating his physical presence on the ‘stage’. 

Here it is a question of performing a short scene, of 10 to 20 minutes, proposed by a local resident, 

one who lives in the barrio. The actors may improvise with the aid of a script prepared beforehand, as 

they may also compose the scene directly. In any case, the performance gains in theatricality if the 

person who proposed the theme is present in the audience. Having begun the scene, the actors 

develop it to the point at which the main problem reaches a crisis and needs a solution. Then the 

actors stop the performance and ask the audience to offer solutions. They improvise immediately all 

the suggested solutions, and the audience has the right to intervene, to correct the actions or words of

the actors, who are obligated to comply strictly with these instructions from the audience. Thus, while 

the audience ‘writes’ the work the actors perform it simultaneously. The spectator’s thoughts are 

discussed theatrically on stage with the help of the actors. All the solutions, suggestions, and opinions 

are revealed in theatrical form. The discussion itself need not simply take the form of words, but rather

should be effected through all the other elements of theatrical expression as well. 

Here’s an example of how simultaneous dramaturgy works. In a barrio of San Hilarion, in Lima, a 

woman proposed a controversial theme. Her husband, some years before, had told her to keep some 

‘documents’ which, according to him, were extremely important. The woman – who happened to be 

illiterate – put them away without suspicion. One day they had a fight for one reason or another and, 

remembering the documents, the woman decided to find out what they were all about, since she was 

afraid they had something to do with the ownership of their small house. Frustrated in her inability to 

read, she asked a neighbour to read the documents to her. The lady next door kindly made haste to 



read the documents, which to the surprise and amusement of the whole barrio, were not documents at

all, but rather love letters written by the mistress of the poor woman’s husband. Now this betrayed 

and illiterate woman wanted revenge. The actors improvised the scenes until the moment when the 

husband returns home at night, after his wife has uncovered the mystery of the letters. The woman 

wants revenge: how is she to get it? Here the action is interrupted and the participant who was 

interpreting the woman asked the others what should be her attitude in relation to her husband. 

All the women of the audience entered into a lively exchange of views. The actors listened to the 

different suggestions and acted them out according to instructions given by the audience. All the 

possibilities were tried. 

This form of theatre creates great excitement among the participants and starts to demolish the wall 

that separates actors from spectators. Some ‘write’ and others act almost simultaneously. The 

spectators feel that they can intervene in the action. The action ceases to be presented in a 

deterministic manner, as something inevitable, as Fate. Man is Man’s fate. Thus Man-the-spectator is 

the creator of Man-the-character. Everything is subject to criticism, to rectification. Any spectator, by 

virtue of being a spectator, has the right to try his version – without censorship. The actor does not 

change his main function: he goes on being the interpreter. What changes is the object of his 

interpretation. If formerly he interpreted the solitary author locked in his study, to whom divine 

inspiration dictated a finished text, here on the contrary, he must interpret the mass audience, 

assembled in their local committees, societies of ‘friends of the barrio’, groups of neighbors, schools, 

unions, peasant leagues, or whatever; he must give expression to the collective thought of men and 

women. The actor ceases to interpret the individual and starts to interpret the group, which is much 

more difficult and at the same time much more creative. 

• Second degree: Image theatre: Here the spectator has to participate more directly. 

He is asked to express his views on a certain theme of common interest that the participants wish to 

discuss. The theme can be far-reaching, abstract – as, for example, imperialism – or it can be a local 

problem such as the lack of water, a common occurrence in almost all the barrios. The participant is 

asked to express his opinion, but without speaking, using only the bodies of the other participants and

‘sculpting’ with them a group of statues, in such a way that his opinions and feelings become evident. 

The participant is to use the bodies of the others as if he were a sculptor and the others were made of 

clay: he must determine the position of each body down to the most minute details of their facial 

expressions. He is not allowed to speak under any circumstances. The most that is permitted to him is 

to show with his own facial expressions what he wants the statue-spectator to do. When finally an 

image is arrived at that is the most acceptable to all, then the spectator-sculptor is asked to show the 

way he would like the given theme to be; that is, in the first grouping the actual image is shown, in the 

second the ideal image. Finally he is asked to show a transitional image, to show how it would be 

possible to pass from one reality to the other. In other words, how to carry out the change, the 

transformation, the revolution, or whatever term one wishes to use. Thus, starting with a grouping of 

‘statues’ accepted by all as representative of a real situation, each one is asked to propose ways of 

changing it. 

Once again, a concrete example can best clarify the matter. A young woman, a literacy agent who 

lived in the village of Otuzco, was asked to explain, through a grouping of live images, what her home 

town was like. In Otuzco, before the present Revolutionary Government,2 there was a peasant 

rebellion; the landlords (that no longer exist in Peru), imprisoned the leader of the rebellion, took him 

to the main square, and, in front of everyone, castrated him. The young woman from Otuzco 

composed the image of the castration, placing one of the participants on the ground while another 

pretended to be castrating him and still another held him from behind. Then at one side she placed a 

woman praying, on her knees, and at the other side a group of five men and women, also on their 



knees, with hands tied behind their backs. Behind the man being castrated, the young woman placed 

another participant in a position obviously suggestive of power and violence and, behind him, two 

armed men pointing their guns at the prisoner. 

This was the image that person had of her village. A terrible, pessimistic, defeatist image, but also a 

true reflection of something that had actually taken place. Then the young woman was asked to show 

what she would want her village to be like. She modified completely the ‘statues’ of the group and 

regrouped them as people who worked in peace and loved each other – in short, a happy and 

contented, ideal Otuzco. Then came the third, and most important part, of this form of theatre: how 

can one, starting with the actual image, arrive at the ideal image? How to bring about the change, the 

transformation, the revolution? 

Here it was a question of giving an opinion, but without words. Each participant had the right to act as 

a ‘sculptor’ and to show how the grouping, or organization, could be modified through a 

reorganization of forces for the purpose of arriving at an ideal image. Each one expressed his opinion 

through imagery. Lively discussions arose, but without words. When one would exclaim, ‘It’s not 

possible like this; I think that ...’, he was immediately interrupted: ‘Don’t say what you think; come and 

show it to us.’ The participant would go and demonstrate physically, visually, his thought, and the 

discussion would continue. 

This form of image theatre is without doubt one of the most stimulating, because it is so easy to 

practice and because of its extraordinary capacity for making thought visible. This happens because 

use of the language idiom is avoided. Each word has a denotation that is the same for all, but it also 

has a connotation that is unique for each individual. If I utter the word ‘revolution’, obviously everyone 

will realize that I am talking about a radical change, but at the same time each person will think of his 

or her ‘own’ revolution, a personal conception of revolution. But if I have to arrange a group of statues 

that will signify ‘my revolution’, here there will be no denotation-connotation dichotomy. The image 

synthesizes the individual connotation and the collective denotation. In my arrangement signifying 

revolution, what are the statues doing? Do they have weapons in their hands or do they have ballots? 

Are the figures of the people united in a fighting posture against the figures representing the common

enemies; or are the figures of the people dispersed, or showing disagreement among themselves? My 

conception of ‘revolution’ will become clear if, instead of speaking, I show with images what I think. 

• Third degree: Forum theatre: This is the last degree and here the participant has to intervene 

decisively in the dramatic action and change it. 

The procedure is as follows: First, the participants are asked to tell a story containing a political or 

social problem of difficult solution. Then a 10- or 15-minute skit portraying that problem and the 

solution intended for discussion is improvised or rehearsed, and subsequently presented. When the 

skit is over, the participants are asked if they agree with the solution presented. At least some will say 

no. At this point it is explained that the scene will be performed once more, exactly as it was the first 

time. But now any participant in the audience has the right to replace any actor and lead the action in 

the direction that seems to him most appropriate. The displaced actor steps aside, but remains ready 

to resume action the moment the participant considers his own intervention to be terminated. The 

other actors have to face the newly created situation, responding instantly to all the possibilities that it 

may present. 

The participants who choose to intervene must continue the physical actions of the replaced actors; 

they are not allowed to come on the stage and talk, talk, talk: they must carry out the same type of 

work or activities performed by the actors who were in their place. The theatrical activity must go on in

the same way, on the stage. Anyone may propose any solution, but it must be done on the stage, 



working, acting, doing things, and not from the comfort of his seat. Often a person is very 

revolutionary when in a public forum he envisages and advocates revolutionary and heroic acts; on the 

other hand, he often realizes that things are not so easy when he himself has to practice what he 

suggests. 

An example: An 18-year-old man worked in the city of Chimbote, one of the world’s most important 

fishing ports. There are in that city a great number of factories of fish meal, a principal export product 

of Peru. Some factories are very large, while others have only eight or nine employees. Our young man

worked for one of the latter. The boss was a ruthless exploiter and forced his employees to work from 

eight o’clock in the morning to eight at night, or vice versa – twelve consecutive hours of work. Thus 

the problem was how to combat this inhuman exploitation. Each participant had a proposal: one of 

them was, for example, ‘operation turtle’, which consists in working very slowly, especially when the 

boss is not looking. Our young man had a brilliant idea: to work faster and fill the machine with so 

much fish that it would break with the excessive weight, requiring two or three hours to fix it. During 

this time the workers could rest. There was the problem, the employer’s exploitation; and there was 

one solution, invented by native ingenuity. But would that be the best solution? 

The scene was performed in the presence of all the participants. Some actors represented the workers,

another represented the boss, another the foreman, another a ‘stool pigeon’. The stage was converted

into a fish meal factory: one worker unloading the fish, another weighing the bags of fish, another 

carrying the bags to the machines, another tending the machine, while still others performed other 

pertinent tasks. While they worked, they kept up a dialogue, proposing solutions and discussing them 

until they came to accept the solution proposed by the young man and broke the machine; the boss 

came and the workers rested while the engineer repaired the machine. When the repair was done, 

they went back to work. 

The scene was staged for the first time and the question was raised: Were all in agreement? No, 

definitely not. On the contrary, they disagreed. Each one had a different proposal: to start a strike, 

throw a bomb at the machine, start a union, etc. 

Then the technique of forum theatre was applied: the scene would be staged exactly as it had been 

the first time, but now each spectator-participant would have the right to intervene and change the 

action, trying out his proposal. The first to intervene was the one who suggested the use of a bomb. 

He got up, replaced the actor who was portraying the young man, and made his bomb- throwing 

proposal. Of course all the other actors argued against it since that would mean the destruction of the 

factory, and therefore the source of work. What would become of so many workers if the factory 

closed? Disagreeing, the man decided to throw the bomb himself, but soon realised that he did not 

know how to manufacture a bomb nor even how to throw it. Many people who in theoretical 

discussions advocate throwing bombs would not know what to do in reality, and would probably be 

the first to perish in the explosion. After trying his bomb-solution, the man returned to his place and 

the actor replaced him until a second person came to try his solution, the strike. After much argument 

with the others he managed to convince them to stop working and walk out, leaving the factory 

abandoned. In this case, the owner, the foreman, and the ‘stool pigeon’, who had remained in the 

factory, went to the town square (among the audience) to look for other workers who would replace 

the strikers (there is mass unemployment in Chimbote). This spectator-participant tried his solution, the

strike, and realized its impracticability; with so much unemployment the bosses would always be able 

to find workers hungry enough and with little enough political consciousness to replace the strikers. 

The third attempt was to form a small union for the purpose of negotiating the workers’ demands, 

politicizing the employed workers, as well as the unemployed, setting up mutual funds, etc. In this 

particular session of forum theatre, this was the solution judged to be the best by the participants. In 

the forum theatre no idea is imposed: the audience, the people, have the opportunity to try out all 



their ideas, to rehearse all the possibilities, and to verify them in practice, that is, in theatrical practice. 

If the audience had come to the conclusion that it was necessary to dynamite all the fish meal factories 

in Chimbote, this would also be right from their point of view. It is not the place of the theatre to show

the correct path, but only to offer the means by which all possible paths may be examined. 

Maybe the theatre in itself is not revolutionary, but these theatrical forms are without a doubt a 

rehearsal of revolution. The truth of the matter is that the spectator-actor practices a real act even 

though he does it in a fictional manner. While he rehearses throwing a bomb on stage, he is concretely

rehearsing the way a bomb is thrown; acting out his attempt to organize a strike, he is concretely 

organizing a strike. Within its fictitious limits, the experience is a concrete one. 

Here the cathartical effect is entirely avoided. We are used to plays in which the characters make the 

revolution on stage and the spectators in their seats feel themselves to be triumphant revolutionaries. 

Why make a revolution in reality if we have already made it in the theatre? But that does not happen 

here: the rehearsal stimulates the practice of the act in reality. Forum theatre, as well as these other 

forms of a people’s theatre, instead of taking something away from the spectator, evoke in him a 

desire to practice in reality the act he has rehearsed in the theatre. The practice of these theatrical 

forms creates a sort of uneasy sense of incompleteness that seeks fulfillment through real action. 

Fourth Stage: The Theatre as Discourse 

George Ikishawa used to say that the bourgeois theatre is the finished theatre. The bourgeoisie already knows 

what the world is like, their world, and is able to present images of this complete, finished world. The 

bourgeoisie presents the spectacle. On the other hand, the proletariat and the oppressed classes do not know

yet what their world will be like; consequently their theatre will be the rehearsal, not the finished spectacle. 

This is quite true, though it is equally true that the theatre can present images of transition. 

I have been able to observe the truth of this view during all my activities in the people’s theatre of so many 

and such different countries of Latin America. Popular audiences are interested in experimenting, in 

rehearsing, and they abhor the ‘closed’ spectacles. In those cases they try to enter into a dialogue with the 

actors, to interrupt the action, to ask for explanations without waiting politely for the end of the play. Contrary 

to the bourgeois code of manners, the people’s code allows and encourages the spectator to ask questions, to

dialogue, to participate. 

All the methods that I have discussed are forms of a rehearsal-theatre, and not a spectacle-theatre. One knows

how these experiments will begin but not how they will end, because the spectator is freed from his chains, 

finally acts, and becomes a protagonist. Because they respond to the real needs of a popular audience they 

are practiced with success and joy. 

But nothing in this prohibits a popular audience from practicing also more ‘finished’ forms of theatre. In Peru 

many forms previously developed in other countries, especially Brazil and Argentina, were also utilized and 

with great success. Some of these forms were: 

1. Newspaper theatre. It was initially developed by the Nucleus Group of the Arena Theatre of Sao 

Paulo, of which I was the artistic director until forced to leave Brazil. It consists of several simple 

techniques for transforming daily news items, or any other non-dramatic material, into theatrical 

performances. 

• Simple reading: the news item is read detaching it from the context of the newspaper, from 

the format which makes it false or tendentious. 

• Crossed reading: two news items are read in crossed (alternating) form, one throwing light on 

the other, explaining it, giving it a new dimension. 

• Complementary reading: data and information generally omitted by the newspapers of the 



ruling classes are added to the news. 

• Rhythmical reading: as a musical commentary, the news is read to the rhythm of the samba, 

tango, Gregorian chant, etc., so that the rhythm functions as a critical ‘filter’ of the news, 

revealing its true content, which is obscured in the newspaper. 

• Parallel action: the actors mime parallel actions while the news is read, showing the context in 

which the reported event really occurred; one hears the news and sees something else that 

complements it visually. 

• Improvisation: the news is improvised on stage to exploit all its variants and possibilities. 

• Historical: data or scenes showing the same event in other historical moments, in other 

countries, or in other social systems, are added to the news. 

• Reinforcement: the news is read or sung with the aid or accompaniment of slides, jingles, 

songs, or publicity materials. 

• Concretion of the abstract: that which the news often hides in its purely abstract information is 

made concrete on the stage: torture, hunger, unemployment, etc., are shown concretely, using

graphic images, real or symbolic. 

• Text out of context: the news is presented out of the context in which it was published; for 

example, an actor gives the speech about austerity previously delivered by the Minister of 

Economics while he devours an enormous dinner: the real truth behind the minister’s words 

becomes demystified – he wants austerity for the people but not for himself. 

2. Invisible  theatre: It consists of the presentation of a scene in an environment other than the theatre,

before people who are not spectators. The place can be a restaurant, a sidewalk, a market, a train, a 

line of people, etc. The people who witness the scene are those who are there by chance. During the 

spectacle, these people must not have the slightest idea that it is a ‘spectacle’, for this would make 

them ‘spectators’. 

The invisible theatre calls for the detailed preparation of a skit with a complete text or a simple script; 

but it is necessary to rehearse the scene sufficiently so that the actors are able to incorporate into their

acting and their actions the intervention of the spectators. During the rehearsal it is also necessary to 

include every imaginable intervention from the spectators; these possibilities will form a kind of 

optional text. 

The invisible theatre erupts in a location chosen as a place where the public congregates. All the 

people who are near become involved in the eruption and the effects of it last long after the skit is 

ended. 

A small example shows how the invisible theatre works. In the enormous restaurant of a hotel in 

Chiclayo, where the literacy agents of ALFIN were staying, together with 400 other people, the ‘actors’

sit at separate tables. The waiters start to serve. The ‘protagonist’ in a more or less loud voice (to 

attract the attention of other diners, but not in a too obvious way) informs the waiter that he cannot go

on eating the food served in that hotel, because in his opinion it is too bad. The waiter does not like 

the remark but tells the customer that he can choose something a la carte, which he may like better. 

The actor chooses a dish called ‘Barbecue a la pauper’. The waiter points out that it will cost him 70 

soles, to which the actor answers, always in a reasonably loud voice, that there is no problem. Minutes 

later the waiter brings him the barbecue, the protagonist eats it rapidly and gets ready to get up and 

leave the restaurant, when the waiter brings the bill. The actor shows a worried expression and tells 

the people at the next table that his barbecue was much better than the food they are eating, but the 

pity is that one has to pay for it. 



‘I’m going to pay for it; don’t have any doubts. I ate the “barbecue a la pauper” and I’m going to pay 

for it. But there is a problem: I’m broke.’ 

‘And how are you going to pay?’ asks the indignant waiter. ‘You knew the price before ordering the 

barbecue. And now, how are you going to pay for it?’ 

The diners nearby are, of course, closely following the dialogue – much more attentively than they 

would if they were witnessing the scene on a stage. The actor continues: 

‘Don’t worry, because I am going to pay you. But since I’m broke I will pay you with labour-power.’ 

‘With what?’ asks the waiter, astonished. ‘What kind of power?’ 

‘With labour-power, just as I said. I am broke but I can rent you my labour-power. So I’ll work doing 

something for as long as it’s necessary to pay for my “barbecue a la pauper”, which, to tell the truth, 

was really delicious – much better than the food you serve to those poor souls ....’ 

By this time some of the customers intervene and make remarks among themselves at their tables, 

about the price of food, the quality of the service in the hotel, etc. The waiter calls the headwaiter to 

decide the matter. The actor explains again to the latter the business of renting his labour-power and 

adds: 

‘And besides, there is another problem: I’ll rent my labour- power but the truth is that I don’t know 

how to do anything, or very little. You will have to give me a very simple job to do. For example, I can 

take out the hotel’s garbage. What’s the salary of the garbage man who works for you?’ 

The headwaiter does not want to give any information about salaries, but a second actor at another 

table is already prepared and explains that he and the garbage man have gotten to be friends and that

the latter has told him his salary: seven soles per hour. The two actors make some calculations and the 

‘protagonist’ exclaims: 

‘How is this possible! If I work as a garbage man I’ll have to work ten hours to pay for this barbecue 

that it took me ten minutes to eat? It can’t be! Either you increase the salary of the garbage man or 

reduce the price of the barbecue! ... But I can do something more specialised; for example, I can take 

care of the hotel gardens, which are so beautiful, so well cared for. One can see that a very talented 

person is in charge of the gardens. How much does the gardener of this hotel make? I’ll work as a 

gardener! How many hours work in the garden are necessary to pay for the “barbecue a la pauper”?’ 

A third actor, at another table, explains his friendship with the gardener, who is an immigrant from the 

same village as he; for this reason he knows that the gardener makes ten soles per hour. Again the 

‘protagonist’ becomes indignant: 

‘How is this possible? So the man who takes care of these beautiful gardens, who spends his days out 

there exposed to the wind, the rain, and the sun, has to work seven long hours to be able to eat the 

barbecue in ten minutes? How can this be, Mr. Headwaiter? Explain it to me!’ 

The headwaiter is already in despair; he dashes back and forth, gives orders to the waiters in a loud 

voice to divert the attention of the other customers, alternately laughs and becomes serious, while the 

restaurant is transformed into a public forum. The ‘protagonist’ asks the waiter how much he is paid to 

serve the barbecue and offers to replace him for the necessary number of hours. Another actor, 

originally from a small village in the interior, gets up and declares that nobody in his village makes 70 

soles per day; therefore nobody in his village can eat the ‘barbecue a la pauper’. (The sincerity of this 

actor, who was, besides, telling the truth, moved those who were near his table.) 

Finally, to conclude the scene, another actor intervenes with the following proposition: 



‘Friends, it looks as if we are against the waiter and the headwaiter and this does not make sense. They

are our brothers. They work like us, and they are not to blame for the prices charged here. I suggest 

we take up a collection. We at this table are going to ask you to contribute whatever you can, one sol, 
two soles, five soles, whatever you can afford. And with that money we are going to pay for the 

barbecue. And be generous, because what is left over will go as a tip for the waiter, who is our brother

and a working man.’ 

Immediately those who are with him at the table start collecting money to pay the bill. Some 

customers willingly give one or two soles. Others furiously comment: 

‘He says that the food we’re eating is junk, and now he wants us to pay for his barbecue! ... And am I 

going to eat this junk? Hell no? I wouldn’t give him a peanut, so he’ll learn a lesson! Let him wash 

dishes ....’ 

The collection reached 100 soles and the discussion went on through the night. It is always very 

important that the actors do not reveal themselves to be actors! On this rests the invisible nature of 

this form of theatre. And it is precisely this invisible quality that will make the spectator act freely and 

fully, as if he were living a real situation – and, after all, it is a real situation! 

It is necessary to emphasize that the invisible theatre is not the same thing as a ‘happening’ or the so-

called ‘guerrilla theatre’. In the latter we are clearly talking about ‘theatre’, and therefore the wall that 

separates actors from spectators immediately arises, reducing the spectator to impotence: a spectator 

is always less than a man! In the invisible theatre the theatrical rituals are abolished; only the theatre 

exists, without its old, worn-out patterns. The theatrical energy is completely liberated, and the impact 

produced by this free theatre is much more powerful and longer lasting. 

Several presentations of invisible theatre were made in different locations in Peru. Particularly 

interesting is what happened at the Carmen Market, in the barrio of Comas, some 14 kilometres away 

from downtown Lima. Two actresses were protagonists in a scene enacted at a vegetable stand. One 

of them, who was pretending to be illiterate, insisted that the vendor was cheating her, taking 

advantage of the fact that she did not know how to read; the other actress checked the figures, finding

them to be correct, and advised the ‘illiterate’ one to register in one of ALFIN’s literacy courses. After 

some discussion about the best age to start one’s studies, about what to study and with whom, the 

first actress kept on insisting that she was too old for those things. It was then that a little old woman, 

leaning on her cane, very indignantly shouted: 

‘My dears, that’s not true? For learning and making love one is never too old!’ 

Everyone witnessing the scene broke into laughter at the old woman’s amorous outburst, and the 

actresses were unable to continue the scene. 

3. Photo-romance: In many Latin American countries there is a genuine epidemic of photo-romances, 

sub-literature on the lowest imaginable level, which furthermore always serves as a vehicle for the 

ruling classes’ ideology. The technique here consists in reading to the participants the general lines in 

the plot of a photo-romance without telling them the source of this plot. The participants are asked to 

act out the story. Finally, the acted-out story is compared to the story as it is told in the photo-

romance, and the differences are discussed. 

For example: a rather stupid story taken from Corin Tellado, the worst author of this brutalizing genre, 

started like this: A woman is waiting for her husband in the company of another woman who is helping 

her with the housework. 

The participants acted according to their customs: a woman at home expecting her husband will 

naturally be preparing the meal; the one helping her is a neighbor, who comes to chat about various 



things; the husband comes home tired after a long day’s work; the house is a one-room shack, etc., 

etc. In Corin Tellado, on the contrary, the woman is dressed in a long evening gown, with pearl 

necklaces, etc.; the woman who is helping her is a black maid who says no more than ‘Yes, ma’am’; 

‘The dinner is served, ma’am’; ‘Very well, ma’am’; ‘Here comes Mr. X, ma’am’; and nothing else. The 

house is a marble palace; the husband comes home after a day’s work in his factory, where he had an 

argument with the workers because they, ‘not understanding the crisis we are all living through, 

wanted an increase in salaries ...’, and continuing in this vein. 

This particular story was sheer trash, but at the same time it served as a magnificent example of 

ideological insight. The well-dressed woman received a letter from an unknown woman, went to visit 

her, and discovered her to be a former mistress of her husband; the mistress stated that the husband 

had left her because he wanted to marry the factory owner’s daughter, that is, the well-dressed 

woman. To top it all, the mistress exclaimed: 

‘Yes, he betrayed me, deceived me. But I forgive him because, after all, he has always been very 

ambitious, and he knew very well that with me he could not climb very high. On the other hand, with 

you he can go very far indeed!’ 

That is to say, the former mistress forgave her lover because he had in the highest degree that 

capitalistic eagerness to possess everything. The desire to be a factory owner is presented as 

something so noble that even a few betrayals on the way up are to be forgiven. 

And the young wife, not to be outdone, pretends to be ill so that he will have to remain at her side, 

and so that, as a result of this trick, he will finally fall in love with her. What an ideology! This love story 

is crowned with a happy ending rotten to the core. Of course the story, when told without the 

dialogues and acted out by peasants, takes on an entirely different meaning. When at the end of the 

performance, the participants are told the origin of the plot they have just acted out, they experience a

shock. And this must be understood: when they read Corin Tellado they immediately assume the 

passive role of ‘spectators’; but if they first of all have to act out a story themselves, afterwards, when 

they do read Corin Tellado’s version, they will no longer assume a passive, expectant attitude, but 

instead a critical, comparative one. They will look at the lady’s house, and compare it to their own, at 

the husband’s or wife’s attitudes and compare them with those of their own spouses, etc. And they will

be prepared to detect the poison infiltrating the pages of those photo-stories, or the comics and other

forms of cultural and ideological domination. 

I was overjoyed when, months after the experiments with the educators, back in Lima, I was informed 

that the residents of several barrios were using that same technique to analyse television programmes, 

an endless source of poison directed against the people. 

4. Breaking of repression: The dominant classes crush the dominated ones through repression; the old 

crush the young through repression; certain races subjugate certain others through repression. Never 

through a cordial understanding, through an honest interchange of ideas, through criticism and 

autocriticism. No. The ruling classes, the old, the ‘superior’ races, or the masculine sex, have their sets 

of values and impose them by force, by unilateral violence, upon the oppressed classes, the young, the

races they consider inferior, or women. 

The capitalist does not ask the working man if he agrees that the capital should belong to one and the 

labour to another; he simply places an armed policeman at the factory door and that is that – private 

property is decreed. 

The dominated class, race, sex, or age group suffers the most constant, daily, and omnipresent 

repression. The ideology becomes concrete in the figure of the dominated person. The proletariat is 

exploited through the domination that is exerted on all proletarians. Sociology becomes psychology. 



There is not an oppression by the masculine sex in general of the feminine sex in general: what exists is

the concrete oppression that men (individuals) direct against women (individuals). 

The technique of breaking repression consists in asking a participant to remember a particular moment

when he felt especially repressed, accepted that repression, and began to act in a manner contrary to 

his own desires. That moment must have a deep personal meaning: I, a proletarian, am oppressed; we 

proletarians are oppressed; therefore the proletariat is oppressed. It is necessary to pass from the 

particular to the general, not vice versa, and to deal with something that has happened to someone in 

particular, but which at the same time is typical of what happens to others. 

Once the ‘reproduction’ of the actual event is over, the protagonist is asked to repeat the scene, but 

this time without accepting the repression, fighting to impose his will, his ideas, his wishes. The other 

participants are urged to maintain the repression as in the first performance. The clash that results 

helps to measure the possibility one often has to resist and yet fails to do so; it helps to measure the 

true strength of the enemy. It also gives the protagonist the opportunity of trying once more and 

carrying out, in fiction, what he had not been able to do in reality. But we have already seen that this is

not cathartic: the fact of having rehearsed a resistance to oppression will prepare him to resist 

effectively in a future reality, when the occasion presents itself once more. 

On the other hand, it is necessary to take care that the generic nature of the particular case under 

study be understood. In this type of theatrical experiment the particular instance must serve as the 

point of departure, but it is indispensable to reach the general. The process to be realised, during the 

actual performance or afterward during the discussion, is one that ascends from the phenomenon 
toward the law; from the phenomena presented in the plot toward the social laws that govern those 

phenomena. The spectator-participants must come out of this experience enriched with the 

knowledge of those laws, obtained through analysis of the phenomena. 

5. Myth theatre: It is simply a question of discovering the obvious behind the myth: to logically tell a 

story, revealing its evident truths. 

In a place called Motupe there was a hill, almost a mountain, with a narrow road that led through the 

trees to the top; halfway to the top stood a cross. One could go as far as that cross: to go beyond it 

was dangerous; it inspired fear, and the few who had tried had never returned. It was believed that 

some sanguinary ghosts inhabited the top of the mountain. But the story is also told of a brave young 

man who armed himself and climbed to the top, where he found the ‘ghosts’. They were in reality 

some Americans who owned a gold mine located precisely on the top of that mountain. 

Another legend is that of the lagoon of Cheken. It is said that there was no water there and that all the

peasants, having to travel for several kilometres to get a glass of water, were dying of thirst. Today a 

lagoon exists there, the property of a local landowner. How did that lagoon spring up and how did it 

become the property of one man? The legend explains it. When there was still no water, on a day of 

intense heat all the villagers were lamenting and praying to God to grant them even a tiny stream of 

water. But God did not have pity on that arid village. At midnight of the same day, however, a man 

dressed in a long black poncho and riding a black horse arrived and addressed the landowner, who 

was then only a poor peasant like the others: 

‘I will give a lagoon for all of you, but you, friend, must give me your most precious possession.’ 

The poor man, very distressed, moaned: 

‘But I have nothing; I am very poor. We all here suffer from the lack of water, live in miserable shacks, 

suffer from the most terrible hunger. We have nothing precious, not even our lives. And myself in 

particular, my only precious possession is my three daughters, nothing else.’ 



‘And of the three’, responded the stranger, ‘the oldest is the most beautiful. I will give you a lagoon 

filled with the freshest water of all Peru; but in exchange you will give me your oldest daughter so that 

I may marry her.’ 

The future landlord thought for a long while, cried a lot, and asked his frightened eldest daughter if 

she would accept such an unusual marriage proposal. The obedient daughter expressed herself in this 

way: 

‘If it is for the salvation of all, so that the thirst and hunger of all the peasants will come to an end, if it 

is so that you may have a lagoon with the freshest water of all Peru, if it is so that that lagoon will 

belong to you alone and bring you personal prosperity and riches – for you will be able to sell this 

wonderful water to the peasants, who will find it cheaper to buy from you than to travel so many 

kilometres – if it is for all this, tell the gentleman in the black poncho, astride his black horse, that I will 

go with him, even if in my heart I am suspicious of his true identity and of the places he will take me.’ 

Happy and contented, and of course somewhat tearful, the kind father went to inform the man in black

of the decision, meanwhile asking the daughter to make some little signs showing the price of a litre of

water, in order to expedite the work. The man in black undressed the girl, for he did not want to take 

anything from that house besides the girl herself, and placed her on his horse, which set off at a gallop 

toward a great depression in the plains. Then an enormous explosion was heard, and a large cloud of 

smoke remained in the very place where the horse, horseman, and naked girl had disappeared. From 

the huge hole that had been made in the ground, a spring started to flow and formed the lagoon with 

the freshest water of all Peru. 

This myth no doubt hides a truth: the landlord took possession of what did not belong to him. If 

formerly the noblemen attributed to God the granting of their property and rights, today explanations 

no less magical are still used. In this case, the property of the lagoon was explained by the loss of the 

eldest daughter, the landlord’s most precious possession – a transaction took place! And serving as a 

reminder of that, the legend said that on the nights of the new moon one could hear the girl singing at

the bottom of the lagoon, still naked and combing her long hair with a beautiful golden comb .... Yes, 

the truth is that for the landlord the lagoon was like gold. 

The myths told by the people should be studied and analysed and their hidden truths revealed. In this 

task the theatre can be extraordinarily useful. 

6. Analytical theatre: A story is told by one of the participants and immediately the actors improvise it. 

Afterward each character is broken down into all his social roles and the participants are asked to 

choose a physical object to symbolize each role. For example, a policeman killed a chicken thief. The 

policeman is analyzed: 

• he is a worker because he rents his labour-power; symbol: a pair of overalls; 

• he is a bourgeois because he protects private property and values it more than human life; 

symbol: a necktie, or a top hat, etc.; 

• he is a repressive agent because he is a policeman; symbol: a revolver. 

This is continued until the participants have analyzed all his roles: head of a family (symbol: the wallet, 

for example), member of a fraternal order, etc., etc. It is important that the symbols be chosen by the 

participants present and that they not be imposed ‘from above’. For a particular community the 

symbol for the head of the family might be a wallet, because he is the person who controls the 

household finances, and in this way controls the family. For another community this symbol may not 

communicate anything, that is, it may not be a symbol; then an armchair may be chosen .... 

Having analyzed the character, or characters (it is advisable to limit this operation to the central 



characters only, for the sake of simplicity and clarity), a fresh attempt to tell the story is made, but 

taking away some of the symbols from each character, and consequently some social roles as well. 

Would the story be exactly the same if: 

• the policeman did not have the top hat or the necktie? 

• the robber had a top hat or necktie? 

• the robber had a revolver? 

• the policeman and the robber both had the same symbol for the fraternal order? 

The participants are asked to make varying combinations and the proposed combinations must be 

performed by the actors and criticized by all those present. In this way they will realise that human 

actions are not the exclusive and primordial result of individual psychology: almost always, through the

individual speaks his class! 

7. Rituals and masks: The relations of production (infrastructure) determine the culture of a society 

(superstructure). 

Sometimes the infrastructure changes but the superstructure for a while remains the same. In Brazil the

landlords would not allow the peasants to look them in the face while talking with them: this would 

mean lack of respect. The peasants were accustomed to talking with the landlords only while staring at

the ground and murmuring: ‘yes, sir; yes, sir; yes, sir’. When the government decreed an agrarian 

reform (before 1964, date of the fascist coup d’etat) its emissaries went to the fields to tell the 

peasants that now they could become landowners. The peasants, staring at the ground, murmured: 

‘yes, friend; yes, friend; yes, friend’. A feudalistic culture had totally permeated their lives. The 

relationships of the peasant with the landlord were entirely different from those with the agent of the 

Institute of Agrarian Reform, but the ritual remained unchanged. 

This particular technique of a people’s theatre (‘Rituals and masks’) consists precisely in revealing the 

superstructures, the rituals which reify all human relationships, and the masks of behavior that those 

rituals impose on each person according to the roles he plays in society and the rituals he must 

perform. 

A very simple example: a man goes to a priest to confess his sins. How will he do it? Of course, he will 

kneel, confess his sins, hear the penitence, cross himself, and leave. But do all men confess always in 

the same way before all priests? Who is the man, and who is the priest? 

In this case we need two versatile actors to stage the same confession four times: 

First scene: the priest and the parishioner are landlords; 

Second scene: the priest is a landlord and the parishioner is a peasant; 

Third scene: the priest is a peasant and the parishioner is a landlord; 

Fourth scene: the priest and the parishioner are peasants. 

The ritual is the same in each instance, but the different social masks will cause the four scenes to be 

different also. 

This is an extraordinarily rich technique which has countless variants: the same ritual changing masks; 

the same ritual performed by people of one social class, and later by people of another class; 

exchange of masks within the same ritual; etc., etc. 



Conclusion: ‘Spectator’, a Bad Word! 

Yes, this is without a doubt the conclusion: ‘Spectator’ is a bad word! The spectator is less than a man and it is 

necessary to humanize him, to restore to him his capacity of action in all its fullness. He too must be a subject, 

an actor on an equal plane with those generally accepted as actors, who must also be spectators. All these 

experiments of a people’s theatre have the same objective – the liberation of the spectator, on whom the 

theatre has imposed finished visions of the world. And since those responsible for theatrical performances are 

in general people who belong directly or indirectly to the ruling classes, obviously their finished images will be 

reflections of themselves. The spectators in the people’s theatre (i.e., the people themselves) cannot go on 

being the passive victims of those images. 

As we have seen in the first essay of this book, the poetics of Aristotle is the poetics of oppression: the world is

known, perfect or about to be perfected, and all its values are imposed on the spectators, who passively 

delegate power to the characters to act and think in their place. In so doing the spectators purge themselves 

of their tragic flaw – that is, of something capable of changing society. A catharsis of the revolutionary impetus

is produced! Dramatic action substitutes for real action. 

Brecht’s poetics is that of the enlightened vanguard: the world is revealed as subject to change, and the 

change starts in the theatre itself, for the spectator does not delegate power to the characters to think in his 

place, although he continues to delegate power to them to act in his place. The experience is revealing on the 

level of consciousness, but not globally on the level of the action. Dramatic action throws light upon real 

action. The spectacle is a preparation for action. 

The poetics of the oppressed is essentially the poetics of liberation: the spectator no longer delegates power 

to the characters either to think or to act in his place. The spectator frees himself; he thinks and acts for 

himself! Theatre is action! 

Perhaps the theatre is not revolutionary in itself; but have no doubts, it is a rehearsal of revolution! 



The Metaphor of Geography

Space has no objective reality except as an order or arrangement of the objects we perceive in it, and time has

no independent existence apart from the order of events by which we measure it.

- Lincoln Barnett (on Einstein's Theory of Relativity) 

Excerpts from On Some Motifs in Baudelaire by Walter Benjamin

Introduction from From Margin to Center – The Spaces of Installation Art by Julie H. Reiss

Excerpts from Brian Eno: His Music and the Vertical Color of Sound by Eric Tamm

Be Here (and There) Now: The Spatial Dynamics of Screen-Reliant Installation Art

by Kate Mondloch
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This book seeks to fill a void in the study of art since 1960: namely,
the study of Installation art.The term “Installation art” is a relatively
new one, emerging years after many of the works to which it can be
applied were created.Although its definition is somewhat elusive, the
term can be used to describe works that share certain key character-
istics. In viewing such works, it is important to separate them from
other modes of artistic practice, allowing that which is unique about
them to be illuminated, and helping the works to be better under-
stood.

Before the term “Installation art” became part of the vernacular
of contemporary art, there was the term “Environment,” which was
used by Allan Kaprow in 1958 to describe his room-size multimedia
works.1 This term was picked up by critics and used to describe a
range of works for two decades. In the mid–1970s, the term
“Environment,” while still popular, was joined by others, including
“project art” and simply “temporary art.” Eventually there was a shift
in terminology. But it was not from Environment to Installation art
but, rather, from exhibition to installation. The artist Daniel Buren
recognized this in 1971 in his essay “The Function of the Studio.”
Writing about the need to preserve the relationship between the
work and its place of production, he asked:“Hasn’t the term installa-
tion come to replace exhibition?”2 Installation began to be used inter-
changeably with exhibition to describe work produced at the
exhibition site.All Environments (according to Kaprow’s conception
of the term) could also be described as installations, but the reverse is
not true.The shift from the term “Environment” to the term “instal-
lation” was a gradual one, and even the recognition of an artistic prac-
tice called Environments was slow to become established. Despite the
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prevalence of the word “Environment” in exhibition reviews begin-
ning in 1959, it did not appear in The Art Index until volume 18,
November 1969 to October 1970. There, for the first time,
“Environment (Art)” appeared.The first issue of The Art Index that lists
installations is volume 27, November 1978 to October 1979. Under
“Installation,” the researcher is advised to “see Environment (Art).” In
the next fourteen volumes,“installation” continues to be indexed with
no listings other than a cross-reference to Environment. Not until vol-
ume 42, November 1993 to October 1994 does “installation” appear
with an actual listing of articles. At that point, Environment ceases to
be a category.

The term “installation” appeared as its own listing in general ref-
erence books sooner than it did in The Art Index. The Oxford
Dictionary of Art (1988) defines installation as a “term which came into
vogue during the 1970s for an assemblage or environment con-
structed in the gallery specifically for a particular exhibition.”3 The
Glossary of Art,Architecture and Design Since 1945 (1992) concurs:“the
word ‘installation’ has taken on a stronger meaning, i.e., a one-off
exhibit fabricated in relation to the specific characteristics of a gallery
space. . . . In the late 1980s some artists began to specialize in con-
structing installations with the result that a specific genre—
‘Installation Art’—came into being.” 4 “Environment” can still be
found in recent reference books. Edward Lucie-Smith in The Thames
and Hudson Dictionary of Art Terms (1984) defines Environment as a
“term used from the late 1950s for a three-dimensional work of art,
often of a temporary nature, which the viewer can enter (although in
practice exhibiting authorities often prevent this).” 5

Installation art can be abstract or pictorial, controlled or sponta-
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neous. Separate objects can be included, or no objects at all.There is
always a reciprocal relationship of some kind between the viewer and
the work, the work and the space, and the space and the viewer. One
could argue that these qualities define many artistic practices. To
refine the definition further, therefore, one might add that in creating
an installation, the artist treats an entire indoor space (large enough
for people to enter) as a single situation, rather than as a gallery for
displaying separate works. The spectator is in some way regarded as
integral to the completion of the work. Although the term “Instal-
lation art” has become widely used, it is still relatively nonspecific. It
refers to a wide range of artistic practices, and at times overlaps with
other interrelated areas including Fluxus, Earth art, Minimalism,
video art, Performance art, Conceptual art and Process art. Site speci-
ficity, institutional critique, temporality, and ephemerality are issues
shared by many practitioners of these genres.While establishing the
autonomy of Installation art, we must also examine its relationship to
other forms.

The essence of Installation art is spectator participation, but the
definition of participation varies greatly from one artist to another,
and even from one work to another by the same artist. Participation
can mean offering the viewer specific activities. It can also mean
demanding that the viewer walk through the space and simply con-
front what is there. Objects may fall directly in the viewer’s path or
become evident only through exploration of a space. In each of these
situations, the viewer is required to complete the piece; the meaning
evolves from the interaction between the two.Art that acknowledges
the presence of the viewer was condemned as “theatrical” by Michael
Fried in his 1967 essay,“Art and Objecthood.” 6 He saw theatricality
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as the rift between Minimalism and modernism, and, by extension,
between modernism and any art that includes the spectator. Although
specifically aimed at Minimalism, Fried’s critique set down several
factors that illuminate Installation art in a broad sense: the temporal
nature of the art, its dependence upon a particular situation, and its
focus on the beholder.

Spectator participation is so integral to Installation art that with-
out having the experience of being in the piece, analysis of
Installation art is difficult. Perhaps as a result, few historians have seri-
ously studied it despite its proliferation as an art form in the last forty
years.As recently as 1993,Arthur Danto wrote of Installation art that
“it is impossible to speak of any one piece without having undergone
the experience it demands.” Therefore, at the time of the catalog’s
publication, he did not even attempt to discuss the works yet to be
installed in From the Inside Out: Eight Contemporary Artists, an exhibi-
tion of Installation art at the Jewish Museum in New York.7

My intent is not to create a complete survey of all installation-
type activity over the past four decades. Given the scant literature
devoted to Installation art, it is more fruitful to focus on some of the
central figures in the emergence of the genre.8 These include not
only the artists who create the works, but the individuals—including
artists, critics, and curators—who discuss them. Primary focus will be
given to installations created in New York City beginning in the late
1950s.There were important related activities happening elsewhere in
the United States and abroad, but the complex and rich history of
Installation art that is intertwined with the particulars of exhibition
spaces and the artistic community of New York provides ample justi-
fication for a geographical limit.
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Another focal point of this book is the gradual assimilation of
Installation art into mainstream museums and galleries. Originally
presented primarily in alternative art spaces, installations have been
routinely commissioned by major art museums and galleries since the
early 1990s.The move of Installation art from the margin of the art
world to its center has had far-reaching effects on the works created
and on museum practice. In a broader sense, Installation art can be
used as a barometer for the historical relationship between avant-
garde art and the museum.

Installation art has been an important development in the twen-
tieth century, but it has received only marginal scholarly attention.
Because Installation art is not easily collected and thus not easily
experienced after it is dismantled, it has resisted traditional art histor-
ical approaches. Indeed this resistance to historicization has been the
lure for many of the artists who have chosen to work in this genre.
There are other modes of artistic practice even more transient—
artists’ fleeting gestures or acts that cannot be collected or stored
except in memory. An example would be Vito Acconci’s Following
Piece, done in New York in 1969. Acconci would choose people on
the street at random and, unbeknownst to them, follow them until
they went off the street into a private domain such as a home or
office. Installation art, however, has a physical presence while it is on
view, and this allows for it to be reconstructed in a sense, using sev-
eral different methods.

There are four main sources for dismantled Installation art that
can be used by the historian. One is the published criticism of the
works. Reviewers see the works, walk through them, spend time in
them and based on this, they describe them.Their reviews not only
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demonstrate what was considered important about this revolutionary
art form at any given time, they function as eyewitness reports.That
it is the report of only one individual does not diminish its impor-
tance, as first-person experience is one of the main points of
Installation art.

Individuals whose work has been important in the development
of Installation art can be interviewed, including artists, curators and
critics. Their memories, perspectives, and published writings form a
second valuable source of information.

Another major source for historians is photography of the instal-
lations, whether it be for a museum catalog or an informal shot made
in an alternative space. Photographs of objects have assumed an enor-
mously significant role in the study of art. In 1953 André Malraux
observed that “for the last hundred years . . . art history has been the
history of that which can be photographed.”9 He is referring to the
use of photography as reproduction rather than documentation, but
for Installation art, documentation is all that is possible. Without 
photographic documentation, Installation art would likely be even
more peripheral to art history than it already is. The photograph 
preserves ephemeral art, and many major installations have been pho-
tographed. Because it is documentation rather than reproduction (a
two-dimensional image of a three-dimensional space), the photograph
of an installation cannot function as a substitute for the original.
Although one can glean a certain amount of visual information from
a photograph of an installation, one must avoid the temptation to use
the photograph as if it were a reproduction and to formally analyze
the piece based on it alone. Still, the photograph can be an extremely
useful tool if viewed critically.The way an installation has been pho-
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I.1 
Ilya Kabakov, 
Mother and Son,
1993. Mixed media
installation.
Installation view of
From the Inside Out:
Eight Contemporary
Artists. Jewish
Museum, New York.
13 June 1993 through
14 January 1994.
Photograph ©
Patricia Layman
Bazelon. Courtesy
Barbara Gladstone
Gallery.

tographed says a great deal about the piece and its context. I recall an
incident during my tenure at the Jewish Museum in New York. Ilya
Kabakov was perturbed that the museum staff had his installation,
Mother and Son, photographed without spectators for an exhibition
catalog (figure I.1). His feeling was that spectators were integral to the
piece and should have been included. But this had never occurred to
the museum staff. Their main concern was to find an architectural
photographer who would be able to successfully photograph a whole
space as opposed to a discrete object.

The fourth way to approach Installation art is through the con-
text in which it was exhibited. Installation art is and always has been
a public art form. (The great historical exception may be Kurt
Schwitters’s three Merzbau. The first and most elaborate one, which



I.2 
Kurt Schwitters,
Merzbau, 1933.
Photograph 
courtesy Sprengel
Museum Hannover.
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developed out of a column the artist had begun in 1919, was done in
Schwitters’s own home in Hannover, Germany10 [figure I.2]. The
other two versions, begun in 1937 and 1947, respectively, were 
also done on private, although not residential, premises.) Historically,
Installation art has been a showcase form, due in part to its site-
specific nature.Although not unheard of, it is atypical for an installa-
tion to be fully created in the privacy of an artist’s studio and then be
dismantled and transferred to a more public place. Installation art is
usually dependent on the configurations of a particular space or situ-
ation. Even if the same installation is remade in more than one loca-
tion, it will not be exactly the same in two places, owing to the
differences between spaces. The physical characteristics of the space
have an enormous effect on the final product.

The past four decades have witnessed a surge of interest from
both artists and critics alike in the effect of exhibition context on a
work of art.The notion of a “neutral” exhibition space has gradually
been eroded. The history of exhibition locale is inextricably inter-
twined with the history of Installation art on several levels. Physical
properties of the spaces—the raw, unfinished “alternative” space, or a
pristine white gallery—are enormously important in installations
where the space becomes integrated into the work. Through its
decrepitude, a raw space can represent continuity between the instal-
lation and the street. Or a break between the installation and the
world outside can be communicated through the rarefied atmosphere
of a museum. Moreover, the status of the spaces vis-à-vis the art world
has an effect on the status of the works shown. Institutional context
has the power to validate works or relegate them to the margin.The
spaces are an important part of Installation art’s history.
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The starting point for a history of Installation art is open to ques-
tion; there is no consensus at present. Deciding where Installation art
began depends on who is presenting the history and for what pur-
pose. In 1958 Kaprow proposed that Environments evolved from
1950s American action painting (particularly that of Jackson Pollock),
and from late 1950s assemblage.11 In 1969, however, Jennifer Licht,
writing the catalog essay for Spaces—the first exhibition of Installation
art at the Museum of Modern Art—cited Schwitters as the most
direct prototype for Kaprow and his contemporaries.12 She thus
placed their work solidly in a European framework, reflecting the
museum’s general bias.

In addition to Kaprow’s suggested lineage, there was other im-
portant environmental painting and sculpture done in New York in
the 1950s and early 1960s that should be taken into account in con-
structing a history of Installation art. Frederick Kiesler exhibited his
Galaxies at the Sidney Janis Gallery in 1954, extending thematically
related units of painting into the entire space, including the floor and
ceiling.The largest of these groupings, Horse Galaxy, showed views of
a horse from different angles.The viewer was surrounded by the work
in every direction (figure I.3).13 Beginning in 1955, Louise Nevelson
created Environments that comprised individual sculptures that could
later be reassembled in different arrangements or incorporated into
other Environments. One of the most dramatic examples of these
installations was Moon Garden + One, exhibited in 1958 at the Grand
Central Moderns Gallery. Nevelson created an all-black Environment
with walls of stacked boxes and free-standing sculptures. Richard
Marshall said of Nevelson’s Environments that “these thematic instal-
lations were planned to be environmental in the architectural sense
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I.3 
Frederick Kiesler,
Galaxies. Installation
view at the Sidney
Janis Gallery, New
York, 1954.
Photograph by
Geoffrey Clements.

and designed so that the sculptures physically surrounded the viewer
and often made use of all available space.”14

Herbert Ferber exhibited a full-scale environmental sculpture at
the Whitney Museum in 1961. Commissioned by the museum, Sculp-
ture as Environment filled a gallery in the Whitney’s West 54th Street
location with twisting papier-mâché forms protruding from the walls,
ceiling, and floor (figure I.4).“One had to literally explore the work
of art,” recalled George Dennison.15 These examples by established
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I.4 
Installation view of
the exhibition A
Sculpture by Herbert
Ferber to Create an
Environment. Papier-
mâché, 12 x 24 feet,
diameter 15 feet.
Whitney Museum of
American Art, 10
March through 23
April 1961.
Photograph by Eric
Pollitzer. Courtesy Jim
Strong.

artists in other media may have helped pave the way for later devel-
opments.

A broad attempt to historicize Installation art was made by
Germano Celant for the 1976 Venice Biennale.The guiding principle
for this international survey, entitled Ambiente Arte, was artists who
worked on a room-size scale. Celant provided a historical section as
well as a contemporary one. The exhibition began with the Italian
Futurists, Russian Constructivists, and Dutch de Stijl artists. Celant
included Pollock,Kaprow, and Nevelson in one of the later sections.16

European precedents are undoubtedly important to Installation
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art’s overall history. El Lissitzky’s Proun Room (constructed for the
Grosse Berliner Ausstellung at the Landesaustellungsgebäude in
Berlin in 1923), the painted abstract environments of de Stijl artists,
and Schwitters’s Merzbau are all important precedents in part because
they were made by artists who figure among the most important pio-
neers of modernism. In a sense, these works gave permission to later
artists to create room-size works of art, which the viewer could enter.
The early works paved the way to a variety of possibilities, and at
times may well have served as models in the abstract for later artists.
For example, Schwitters’s Hannover Merzbau had cut through its
original domestic interior, and in later stages reached the exterior. In
New York in 1970, George Trakas made (The Piece That Went
Through the Floor) and (The Piece That Went Through the Window),
two site-specific installations that contained a similar relationship to
interior and exterior space (figure I.5). Moreover, the early European
examples were generally not done for conventional art museums.
They were often done in temporary exhibition halls or in galleries.17

In this way they presage the status of Installation art in New York in
the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.

European precedents can also be found for the discussion of
spectator participation, an issue that was addressed early in the twen-
tieth century by Lissitzky, giving one starting point to this discourse.
Lissitzky wanted to make the experience of his art active for the
viewer. Regarding Proun Room, he stated that “one keeps on mov-
ing round in an exhibition.Therefore the room should be so orga-
nized that of itself it provides an inducement to walk around it.”18

Lissitzky’s interest in the viewer’s experience carried through to those
exhibitions in which he designed the space for other artists’ work. In
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I.5 
George Trakas, 

(The Piece That 
Went Through the
Window), 112 Greene
Street, New York,
September 1970.
Wood, wire, tem-
pered glass, 
sawdust, 56 x 201 x
64 inches.
Photograph by
Richard Landry.

the Raum für konstruktive Kunst (Room for constructivist art) that he
designed in Dresden for the Internationale Ausstellung in 1926, shift-
ing panels allowed the spectators to control their experience of view-
ing the art on the walls.19 At the time, Lissitzky said that “if on 
previous occasions in his march-past in front of the picture-walls, he
was lulled by the painting into a certain passivity, now our design
should make the man active. This should be the purpose of the
room.” 20 Lissitzky’s sentiments were prophetic. The desire to shake
the spectator out of a passive, spongelike state and instead have a self-
determined, active experience is borne out in the chapters to follow.
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Our mental model is that we look into the future, the past is behind us. 
I was told that the Chinese see things quite differently: they look at the 
past, and the future washes over them, which seems to me to be much 
more sensible. There’s a kind of peacefulness in that attitude that I ap-
preciate. You’re standing in one place, or treading water in one place, 
and meanwhile the drift of things is coming past you from behind. As 
the events recede, they cluster into bigger groups and become generali-
ties, so you have this nice transition of specific events to a background 
of generalities.8 

Again, this philosophical point of view has found musical expression, particularly in the solo 
album On Land of 1982. 

Eno’s interest in cybernetics was the focus of his article, “Generating and Organizing Variety 
in the Arts.” In the context of another discussion of cybernetics, Eno dismissed two other 
twentieth-century Western disciplines or practices as being of little use to him. Cybernetics, 
which acknowledges the complexity of systems, points (as does quantum theory) towards 
certain classes of results, rather than to specific outcomes and “in that sense it’s an inexact 
science, and it’s the first inexact science that actually can do something. As far as I’m con-
cerned, those other ones, like sociology and psychology, are very inexact and they really don’t 
seem to work.”9 

Eno has made a number of intriguing remarks that can be grouped loosely together under the 
rubric of epistemology – remarks that reveal him to be curious about the nature of knowledge. 
One has to do with a hierarchical concept which he uses to explain the creative process: 

Ideas are the result of meta-ideas, which are the result of meta-meta-
ideas. I sometimes think I could put together all the ideas I’ve ever had 
that led to interesting things in about 20 seconds ... An idea can gener-
ate a host of other ideas, which in turn will generate a host of pieces of 
work.10 

In musical terms, Eno’s meta-meta-ideas have been two: a certain approach to rock music 
involving harnessing of his “idiot energy,” and a certain approach to musical materials that 
resulted in the creation of the ambient style. Each of his solo albums springs from one of 
these, and can be seen as revolving around a meta-idea – a specific approach to specific prob-
lems of style, of group organization, of musical theory and presentation.  

The limits of understanding are expressed by Eno in his rephrasing of a Socratic aphorism: 
“You can never understand anything totally. But when you begin to understand something, 
you realise how much more there is that you don’t understand.”11 The context for this remark 
was his close study of paintings of Ron Kitaj. Reading criticism of the paintings, Eno said, 
has not lessened his appreciation of the painter’s work, on the contrary, he found it more fas-

                                                 
8 Hutchinson, “Eno: Place #13,” n.p. 
9 Kurt Loder, “Eno,” Synapse (Jan./Feb. 1979), 26. 
10 Steven Grant, “Brian Eno Against Interpretation,” Trouser Press 9 (Aug. 1982), 30. 
11 Alan Jensen, “The Sound of Silence: A Thursday Afternoon with Brian Eno,” Electronics 
& Music Maker (Dec. 1985), 25. 
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cinating the more he learned about it. A final facet of Eno’s thinking about knowledge is the 
idea that one’s sum total of knowledge remains the same, as if one had a maximum available 
at any given moment, though its contents might shift: 

Luis Bunuel said that in a film every object obscures another object. 
That’s a great maxim for me. I have another version of that: Every in-
crease in your knowledge is a simultaneous decrease. You learn and 
unlearn at the same time. A new certainty is a new doubt as well12 

Culture and Information 

Since the early 1980s, Eno has been preoccupied with working out a theory of “culture as a 
system of knowledge ... as a system of evolution in the same way that you might talk about 
genetics as a system of evolution ... But since this is practically all I ever think about, since it 
occupies practically all of my serious thinking time, I don’t have any simple comments about 
it.”13 He mentioned in 1981 that he hopes to publish this theory in one form or another, but as 
yet all we have is a handful of typically Enoesque, thought-provoking fragments. He sees all 
human culture as a system for the transfer of information, directly analogous to genetics, in 
the sense that “all creatures transmit information about their environment genetically.”  

Culture is all human behaviour, outside of pure instinct. Everything we 
do is cultural: gardening, cooking, different fashions, architecture.  

What artists do a lot, in music in particular, is look at culture in the 
world. Music doesn’t depict something, it’s about other music. So 
quite a lot of the business of “culture merchants” like myself is study-
ing how culture works – how it changes and how it changes us.14 

One view of the history of culture, and of specific art forms such as music, holds that the pri-
mary role of the creative artist is to innovate, the result being a sort of linear progress or evo-
lution in a (we hope) positive direction. Eno finds this view old-fashioned and outmoded. The 
artist, according to Eno, 

“re-mixes” – he perpetuates a great body of received cultural and sty-
listic assumptions, he re-evaluates and re-introduces certain ideas no 
longer current, and then he also innovates. But the “innovation” part 
might be a much smaller proportion than we usually think. Conse-
quently, I started to suspect that the palette of the painter or artist was 
incredibly broad – that it was the whole history of art. There’s nothing 
linear about evolution at all: it is a process of trying to stay in the same 
place, of trying to maintain an identity in a changing landscape.15 

                                                 
12 Grant, “Eno Against Interpretation,” 29. 
13 Jim Aikin, “Brian Eno,” Keyboard 7 (July 1981), 66. 
14 Jensen, “Sound of Silence,” 24-5. 
15 Hutchinson, “Eno: Place #13,” n.p. 
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fragments, and graphs into a book intended to be read not from beginning to end but by 
choosing various possible “pathways” from one section to another. 

If in his creative work he is free to operate within a spatial or hierarchical frame of reference, 
he also happily accepts the challenge of framing his thoughts in linear, verbal form, and has 
found a suitable medium – the interview. For Eno, being interviewed means putting himself in 
a situation where he is forced to articulate his ideas. 

A particularly good example of the way in which visual and spatial images and patterns form 
the substance of Eno’s way of thinking is provided by his account of walking past “an enor-
mous rubber plantation in Malaysia”: 

It was a chaos of trees, thousands of them. I thought it strange that they 
should be planted so randomly. Then I reached a point where I realized 
they were in absolutely straight rows. Only at one point could I see 
that. 

Particular ideas create a point of view that organizes something that, 
from any other angle, is chaotic. The same is true of memories. You 
think of your past as a kind of jungle. Suddenly you’ll have what I call 
a crack in time, where you can see right through the gap to the field at 
the other end.31 

Eno has used an elaborate visual metaphor to illuminate the contrast between the mechanical 
noises frequently produced by musicians using synthesizers and the kinds of sounds he tries to 
draw out of them. The typical sounds produced by synthesizers, he says, are like the synthetic 
designer material formica: elegant from a distance, but rather boring and regular when viewed 
close up. Acoustic instrumental sounds, and synthesized sounds properly treated, are more 
like a forest, which is beautiful and complex at any level of magnification: viewed from miles 
above, from the level of the treetops, each individual tree and leaf, and the microscopic, mo-
lecular structure of the plants themselves. “The thing permits you any level of scrutiny. And 
more and more, I want to make things that have that same quality ... things that allow you to 
enter into them as far as you could imagine going, yet don’t suddenly reveal themselves to be 
composed of paper-thin, synthetic materials.”32 Indeed, one of the things that distinguishes 
Eno’s best ambient music from the vast majority of superficially similar electronically-based 
pieces in the “space music” genre is precisely this sense of depth and complexity at any num-
ber of audible structural levels. (We shall return to this point in Chapter 10.) 

Another striking and even more extended metaphor is what has been called Eno’s “hologram 
theory of music.” He begins by describing Samuel Beckett’s Company, a book about 90 pages 
long printed in very large type. In typical Beckett style, Company contains a few phrases that 
are endlessly repeated, permutated, said over and over again in slightly different ways. “Once 
you’ve seen the first two pages, you’ve effectively read the entire book.” This reminded Eno 
of the Catholic doctrine he learned in school to the effect that the host – the bread wafer re-
ceived at Holy Communion – “could be broken into any number of minute parts and ... each 

                                                 
31 Grant, “Eno Against Interpretation,” 30. 
32 Bill Milkowski, “Brian Eno: Excursions in the Electronic Environment,” Down Beat 50 
(June 1983), 15. 
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part was still the complete body of Jesus Christ.” Later Eno learned about holograms, the spe-
cially engineered plates that reproduce a three-dimensional image. Holograms, he discovered, 
were a concrete, physical analog to the doctrine of the host, for when a hologram is shattered, 
each piece still contains an image of the whole, though it is indistinct and fuzzy. He observed 
something of the same phenomenon in his study of a series of Cezanne paintings: “You could 
take a square inch of one of those Cezanne paintings and somehow there was the same inten-
sity and feeling and style within that one piece as there was within the whole picture.” Eno’s 
conclusion from all these observations was simple, yet it has affected much of his music: “I 
thought, this is really how I want to work from now on. I don’t want to just fill in spaces any-
more ... I want to be alive every stage of doing any project.33 

Eno relied on a more down-to-earth metaphor in responding to an interviewer who said to 
him, “As somebody who is so frequently ‘borrowed from,’ I would think you’d have mixed 
feelings about new artists doing something that really isn’t new art”: 

I think of it as compost. If you think of culture as a great big garden, it 
has to have its compost as well. And lots of people are doing things 
that are ... not dramatic or radical or not even particularly interesting, 
they’re just digestive processes. It’s places where a number of little 
things are being combined and tried out. It’s like members of a popula-
tion. We’re all little different turns of the same genetic dice. If you 
think about music in that way, it makes it much easier to accept that 
there might be lots of things you might not want to hear again. They 
happen and they pass and they become the compost for something else 
to grow from [laughs]. Gardening is such a good lesson for all sorts of 
things.34 

Another image from the natural world Eno has drawn upon in explicating his ideas is that of 
the sea, although, true to his rock roots, he pictures a surfer riding the waves: 

I don’t just want to see a good idea or a clever use of materials. One of 
the motives for being an artist is to recreate a condition where you’re 
actually out of your depth, where you’re uncertain, no longer control-
ling yourself, yet you’re generating something, like surfing as opposed 
to digging a tunnel. Tunnel-digging activity is necessary, but what art-
ists like, if they still like what they’re doing, is the surfing.35 

The image of the surfer resonates with Eno’s creative philosophy of “riding on the dynamics 
of the system” as opposed to making up rigid theories and taking ineffectual actions in at-
tempts to control. 

                                                 
33 Milkowski, “Eno: Excursions,” 16-7. 
34 Rob Tannenbaum, “A Meeting of Sound Minds: John Cage and Brian Eno,” Musician 83 
(Sept. 1985), 72. 
35 Anthony Korner, “Aurora Musicalis,” Artforum 24:10 (Summer 1986), 79. 
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Database as a Genre of New Media

Lev Manovich

The Database Logic 

After the novel, and subsequently cinema privileged narrative as the key form of cultural

expression of the modern age, the computer age introduces its correlate - database. Many

new media objects do not tell stories; they don't have beginning or end; in fact, they don't

have any development, thematically, formally or otherwise which would organize their

elements into a sequence. Instead, they are collections of individual items, where every

item has the same significance as any other. 

Why does new media favor database form over others? Can we explain its popularity by

analyzing the specificity of the digital medium and of computer programming? What is the

relationship between database and another form, which has traditionally dominated human

culture - narrative? These are the questions I will address in this article.

Before proceeding I need to comment on my use of the word database. In computer science

database is defined as a structured collection of data. The data stored in a database is

organized for fast search and retrieval by a computer and therefore it is anything but a

simple collection of items. Different types of databases - hierarchical, network, relational

and object-oriented - use different models to organize data. For instance, the records in

hierarchical databases are organized in a treelike structure. Object-oriented databases store

complex data structures, called "objects," which are organized into hierarchical classes that

may inherit properties from classes higher in the chain. [2] New media objects may or may

not employ these highly structured database models; however, from the point of view of

user's experience a large proportion of them are databases in a more basic sense. They

appear as a collections of items on which the user can perform various operations: view,

navigate, search. The user experience of such computerized collections is therefore quite

distinct from reading a narrative or watching a film or navigating an architectural site.

Similarly, literary or cinematic narrative, an architectural plan and database each present a

different model of what a world is like. It is this sense of database as a cultural form of its

own which I want to address here. Following art historian Ervin Panofsky's analysis of

linear perspective as a "symbolic form" of the modern age, we may even call database a

new symbolic form of a computer age (or, as philosopher Jean-Francois Lyotard called it in

his famous 1979 book Postmodern Condition, "computerized society"), [3] a new way to

structure our experience of ourselves and of the world. Indeed, if after the death of God

(Nietzche), the end of grand Narratives of Enlightenment (Lyotard) and the arrival of the

Web (Tim Berners-Lee) the world appears to us as an endless and unstructured collection of

images, texts, and other data records, it is only appropriate that we will be moved to model

it as a database. But it is also appropriate that we would want to develops poetics,

aesthetics, and ethics of this database. 

Let us begin by documenting the dominance of database form in new media. The most

obvious examples of this are popular multimedia encyclopedias, which are collections by



their very definition; as well as other commercial CD-ROM titles which are collections as

well - of recipes, quotations, photographs, and so on. [4] The identity of a CD-ROM as a

storage media is projected onto another plane, becoming a cultural form of its own.

Multimedia works which have "cultural" content appear to particularly favor the database

form. Consider, for instance, the "virtual museums" genre - CD-ROMs which take the user

on a "tour" through a museum collection. A museum becomes a database of images

representing its holdings, which can be accessed in different ways: chronologically, by

country, or by artist. Although such CD-ROMs often simulate the traditional museum

experience of moving from room to room in a continuous trajectory, this "narrative"

method of access does not have any special status in comparison to other access methods

offered by a CD-ROM. Thus the narrative becomes just one method of accessing data

among others. Another example of a database form is a multimedia genre which does not

has an equivalent in traditional media - CD-ROMs devoted to a single cultural figure such

as a famous architect, film director or writer. Instead of a narrative biography we are

presented with a database of images, sound recordings, video clips and/or texts which can

be navigated in a variety of ways. 

CD-ROMs and other digital storage media (floppies, and DVD-ROMs) proved to be

particularly receptive to traditional genres which already had a database-like structure, such

as a photo-album; they also inspired new database genres, like a database biography. Where

the database form really flourished, however, is on the Internet. As defined by original

HTML, a Web page is a sequential list of separate elements: text blocks, images, digital

video clips, and links to other pages. It is always possible to add a new element to the list -

all you have to do is to open a file and add a new line. As a result, most Web pages are

collections of separate elements: texts, images, links to other pages or sites. A home page is

a collection of personal photographs. A site of a major search engine is a collection of

numerous links to other sites (along with a search function, of course). A site of a Web-

based TV or radio station offers a collections of video or audio programs along with the

option to listen to the current broadcast; but this current program is just one choice among

many other programs stored on the site. Thus the traditional broadcasting experience, which

consisted solely of a real-time transmission, becomes just one element in a collection of

options. Similar to the CD-ROM medium, the Web offered fertile ground to already

existing database genres (for instance, bibliography) and also inspired the creation of new

ones such as the sites devoted to a person or a phenomenon (Madonna, Civil War, new

media theory, etc.) which, even if they contain original material, inevitably center around

the list of links to other Web pages on the same person or phenomenon. 

The open nature of the Web as medium (Web pages are computer files which can always be

edited) means that the Web sites never have to be complete; and they rarely are. The sites

always grow. New links are being added to what is already there. It is as easy to add new

elements to the end of list as it is to insert them anywhere in it. All this further contributes

to the anti-narrative logic of the Web. If new elements are being added over time, the result

is a collection, not a story. Indeed, how can one keep a coherent narrative or any other

development trajectory through the material if it keeps changing? 

Data and Algorithm

Of course not all new media objects are explicitly databases. Computer games, for instance,

are experienced by their players as narratives. In a game, the player is given a well-defined



task - winning the match, being first in a race, reaching the last level, or reaching the

highest score. It is this task which makes the player experience the game as a narrative.

Everything which happens to her in a game, all the characters and objects she encounters

either take her closer to achieving the goal or further away from it. Thus, in contrast to the

CD-ROM and Web databases, which always appear arbitrary since the user knows that

additional material could have been added without in any way modifying the logic of the

database, in a game, from a user's point of view, all the elements are motivated ( i.e., their

presence is justified). [5]

Often the narrative shell of a game ("you are the specially trained commando who has just

landed on a Lunar base; your task is to make your way to the headquarters occupied by the

mutant base personnel...") masks a simple algorithm well-familiar to the player: kill all the

enemies on the current level, while collecting all treasures it contains; go to the next level

and so on until you reach the last level. Other games have different algorithms. Here is an

algorithm of the legendary "Tetris": when a new block appears, rotate it in such a way so it

will complete the top layer of blocks on the bottom of the screen making this layer

disappear. The similarity between the actions expected from the player and computer

algorithms is too uncanny to be dismissed. While computer games do not follow database

logic, they appear to be ruled by another logic - that of an algorithm. They demand that a

player executes an algorithm in order to win. 

An algorithm is the key to the game experience in a different sense as well. As the player

proceeds through the game, she gradually discovers the rules which operate in the universe

constructed by this game. She learns its hidden logic, in short its algorithm. Therefore, in

games where the game play departs from following an algorithm, the player is still engaged

with an algorithm, albeit in another way: she is discovering the algorithm of the game itself.

I mean this both metaphorically and literally: for instance, in a first person shooter, such as

"Quake," the player may eventually notice that under such and such condition the enemies

will appear from the left, i.e. she will literally reconstruct a part of the algorithm

responsible for the game play. Or, in a diffirent formulation of the legendary author of Sim

games Will Wright, "Playing the game is a continuos loop between the user (viewing the

outcomes and inputting decisions) and the computer (calculating outcomes and displaying

them back to the user). The user is trying to build a mental model of the computer model."
[6]

What we encountered here is an example of the general principle of new media: the

projection of the ontology of a computer onto culture itself. If in physics the world is made

of atoms and in genetics it is made of genes, computer programming encapsulates the world

according to its own logic. The world is reduced to two kinds of software objects which are

complementary to each other: data structures and algorithms. Any process or task is

reduced to an algorithm, a final sequence of simple operations which a computer can

execute to accomplish a given task. And any object in the world - be it the population of a

city, or the weather over the course of a century, a chair, a human brain - is modeled as a

data structure, i.e. data organized in a particular way for efficient search and retrieval. [7]

Examples of data structures are arrays, linked lists and graphs. Algorithms and data

structures have a symbiotic relationship. The more complex the data structure of a

computer program, the simpler the algorithm needs to be, and vice versa. Together, data

structures and algorithms are two halves of the ontology of the world according to a

computer. 



The computerization of culture involves the projection of these two fundamental parts of

computer software - and of the computer's unique ontology - onto the cultural sphere. If

CD-ROMs and Web databases are cultural manifestations of one half of this ontology - data

structures, then computer games are manifestations of the second half - algorithms. Games

(sports, chess, cards, etc.) are one cultural form which required algorithm-like behavior

from the players; consequently, many traditional games were quickly simulated on

computers. In parallel, new genres of computer games came into existence such as a first

person shooter ("Doom," "Quake"). Thus, as it was the case with database genres, computer

games both mimic already existing games and create new game genres. 

It may appear at first sight that data is passive and algorithm is active - another example of

passive-active binary categories so loved by human cultures. A program reads in data,

executes an algorithm, and writes out new data. We may recall that before "computer

science" and "software engineering" became established names for the computer field, it

was called "data processing." This name remained in use for a few decades during which

computers were mainly associated with performing calculations over data. However, the

passive/active distinction is not quite accurate since data does not just exist - it has to be

generated. Data creators have to collect data and organize it, or create it from scratch. Texts

need to written, photographs need to be taken, video and audio need to be recorded. Or they

need to be digitized from already existing media. In the 1990s, when the new role of a

computer as a Universal Media Machine became apparent, already computerized societies

went into a digitizing craze. All existing books and video tapes, photographs and audio

recordings started to be fed into computers at an ever increasing rate. Steven Spielberg

created the Shoah Foundation which videotaped and then digitized numerous interviews

with Holocaust survivors; it would take one person forty years to watch all the recorded

material. The editors of Mediamatic journal, who devoted a whole issue to the topic of "the

storage mania" (Summer 1994) wrote: "A growing number of organizations are embarking

on ambitious projects. Everything is being collected: culture, asteroids, DNA patterns,

credit records, telephone conversations; it doesn't matter." [8] Once it is digitized, the data

has to be cleaned up, organized, indexed. The computer age brought with it a new cultural

algorithm: reality-> media-> data->database. The rise of the Web, this gigantic and always

changing data corpus, gave millions of people a new hobby or profession: data indexing.

There is hardly a Web site which does not feature at least a dozen links to other sites,

therefore every site is a type of database. And, with the rise of Internet commerce, most

large-scale commercial sites have become real databases, or rather front-ends to company

databases. For instance, in the Fall of 1998, Amazon.com, an online book store, had 3

million books in its database; and the maker of leading commercial database Oracle has

offered Oracle 8i, fully intergrated with the Internet and featuring unlimited database size,

natural-langauge queries and support for all multimedia data types. [9] Jorge Luis Borges's

story about a map which was equal in size to the territory it represented became re-written

as the story about indexes and the data they index. But now the map has become larger than

the territory. Sometimes, much larger. Porno Web sites exposed the logic of the Web to its

extreme by constantly re-using the same photographs from other porno Web sites. Only rare

sites featured the original content. On any given date, the same few dozen images would

appear on thousands of sites. Thus, the same data would give rise to more indexes than the

number of data elements themselves. 



Database and Narrative

As a cultural form, database represents the world as a list of items and it refuses to order

this list. In contrast, a narrative creates a cause-and-effect trajectory of seemingly unordered

items (events). Therefore, database and narrative are natural enemies. Competing for the

same territory of human culture, each claims an exclusive right to make meaning out of the

world.

In contrast to most games, most narratives do not require algorithm-like behavior from their

readers. However, narratives and games are similar in that the user, while proceeding

through them, must uncover its underlying logic - its algorithm. Just like a game player, a

reader of a novel gradually reconstructs an algorithm (here I use it metaphorically) which

the writer used to create the settings, the characters, and the events. From this perspective, I

can re-write my earlier equations between the two parts of the computer's ontology and its

corresponding cultural forms. Data structures and algorithms drive different forms of

computer culture. CD-ROMs, Web sites and other new media objects which are organized

as databases correspond to the data structure; while narratives, including computer games,

correspond to the algorithms. 

In computer programming, data structures and algorithms need each other; they are equally

important for a program to work. What happens in a cultural sphere? Do databases and

narratives have the same status in computer culture? 

Some media objects explicitly follow database logic in their structure while others do not;

but behind the surface practically all of them are databases. In general, creating a work in

new media can be understood as the construction of an interface to a database. In the

simplest case, the interface simply provides the access to the underlying database. For

instance, an image database can be represented as a page of miniature images; clicking on a

miniature will retrieve the corresponding record. If a database is too large to display all of

its records at once, a search engine can be provided to allow the user to search for particular

records. But the interface can also translate the underlying database into a very different

user experience. The user may be navigating a virtual three-dimensional city composed

from letters, as in Jeffrew Shaw's interactive installation "Legible City." [10] Or she may be

traversing a black and white image of a naked body, activating pieces of text, audio and

video embedded in its skin (Harwood's CD-ROM "Rehearsal of Memory.") [11] Or she may

be playing with virtual animals which come closer or run away depending upon her

movements (Scott Fisher et al, VR installation, "Menagerie.") [12] Although each of these

works engages the user in a set of behaviors and cognitive activities which are quite distinct

from going through the records of a database, all of them are databases. "Legible City" is a

database of three-dimensional letters which make up the city. "Rehearsal of Memory" is a

database of texts and audio and video clips which are accessed through the interface of a

body. And "Menagerie" is a database of virtual animals, including their shapes, movements

and behaviors. 

Database becomes the center of the creative process in the computer age. Historically, the

artist made a unique work within a particular medium. Therefore the interface and the work

were the same; in other words, the level of an interface did not exist. With new media, the

content of the work and the interface become separate. It is therefore possible to create

different interfaces to the same material. These interfaces may present different versions of



the same work, as in David Blair's Wax Web. [13] Or they may be radically different from

each other, as in Moscow WWW Art Centre. [14] This is one of the ways in which the

general principle of variability of new media manifests itself. The new media object

consists of one or more interfaces to a database of multimedia material. If only one

interface is constructed, the result will be similar to a traditional art object; but this is an

exception rather than the norm. 

This formulation places the opposition between database and narrative in a new light, thus

redefining our concept of narrative. The "user" of a narrative is traversing a database,

following links between its records as established by the database's creator. An interactive

narrative (which can be also called "hyper-narrative" in an analogy with hypertext) can then

be understood as the sum of multiple trajectories through a database. A traditional linear

narrative is one, among many other possible trajectories; i.e. a particular choice made

within a hyper-narrative. Just as a traditional cultural object can now be seen as a particular

case of a new media object (i.e., a new media object which only has one interface),

traditional linear narrative can be seen as a particular case of a hyper-narrative. 

This "technical," or "material" change in the definition of narrative does not mean that an

arbitrary sequence of database records is a narrative. To qualify as a narrative, a cultural

object has to satisfy a number of criteria, which literary scholar Mieke Bal defines as

follows: it should contain both an actor and a narrator; it also should contain three distinct

levels consisting of the text, the story, and the fabula; and its "contents" should be "a series

of connected events caused or experienced by actors." [15] Obviously, not all cultural objects

are narratives. However, in the world of new media, the word "narrative" is often used as

all-inclusive term, to cover up the fact that we have not yet developed a language to

describe these new strange objects. It is usually paired with another over-used word -

interactive. Thus, a number of database records linked together so that more than one

trajectory is possible, is assumed to be constitute "interactive narrative." But to just create

these trajectories is of course not sufficient; the author also has to control the semantics of

the elements and the logic of their connection so that the resulting object will meet the

criteria of narrative as outlined above. Another erroneous assumption frequently made is

that by creating her own path (i.e., choosing the records from a database in a particular

order) the user constructs her own unique narrative. However, if the user simply accesses

different elements, one after another, in a usually random order, there is no reason to

assume that these elements will form a narrative at all. Indeed, why should an arbitrary

sequence of database records, constructed by the user, result in "a series of connected

events caused or experienced by actors"? 

In summary, database and narrative do not have the same status in computer culture. In the

database / narrative pair, database is the unmarked term. [16] Regardless of whether new

media objects present themselves as linear narratives, interactive narratives, databases, or

something else, underneath, on the level of material organization, they are all databases. In

new media, the database supports a range of cultural forms which range from direct

translation (i.e., a database stays a database) to a form whose logic is the opposite of the

logic of the material form itself - a narrative. More precisely, a database can support

narrative, but there is nothing in the logic of the medium itself which would foster its

generation. It is not surprising, then, that databases occupy a significant, if not the largest,

territory of the new media landscape. What is more surprising is why the other end of the

spectrum - narratives - still exist in new media. 



Elena Filipovic

A Museum That
is Not

One could say that everything begins and ends in
Marcel Duchamp’s studio. His first New York
studio is perhaps best known from a series of
small and grainy photos, some of them out of
focus. They were taken sometime between 1916
and 1918 by a certain Henri-Pierre Roché, a good
friend of Duchamp. Roché was a writer, not a
professional photographer, clearly. He was the
same guy who would go on to write Jules et Jim,
arguably a far better novel than these are
photographs. But their aesthetic quality was not
really what mattered. Duchamp was attached to
those little pictures. He kept them and went back
to them years later, working on them and then
leaving them out for us like his laundry in the
picture. Or like clues in a detective novel.

Henri Pierre Roché, Marcel Duchamp’s Studio, c. 1916-18.
© 2009 Artists Right Society (AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris /
Succession Marcel Duchamp. Courtesy Jean-Jacques Lebel. 

          There isn’t a single photograph among them
that shows his studio (which was also his home,
in this case) cleaned up. Duchamp’s drawers are
open, his shoes and pillows are strewn across
the floor, dust has collected in the corners. The
supposed cold conceptualist, the guy who
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Henri Pierre Roché, Marcel
Duchamp’s Studio, c. 1916-18.
Courtesy Jean-Jacques Lebel. 

epilated his entire body because he seemed not
to like the unkemptness of body hair (and
requested that his partner at the time consider
doing the same), the artist of the industrially
produced readymades – lives in a pigsty.1 This is
not the first nor will it be the last of many
Duchampian paradoxes. Still, Duchamp’s sense
of housekeeping and the dust that he bred in his
apartment is not so much my point as is his
arrangement of objects. While he might live with
a mess, everything also has its place. The small
photographs reveal that the shiny porcelain
urinal on view is not in the bathroom (although
there might be another one there), or even
tucked in a corner – it’s hung over a doorway. The
disorder of the room might appear careless,
except that a urinal simply doesn’t get up there
by accident. Duchamp’s snow shovel is not
casually leaning against a wall waiting for use –
it is suspended from the ceiling. And his coatrack
lies inconveniently and ridiculously in the middle
of the room, nailed to the floor. Selected objects
in chosen positions.
          Remember, this is sometime around 1917,
several years after the artist first started to bring
everyday objects into his studio. Back then, he
had a Paris atelier, which his sister cleaned up
when the artist moved to New York, throwing the

first readymades into a dustbin, where she
innocently thought they belonged.2 A few years
have passed since then and Duchamp is in a new
city now. By this point, his utilitarian things
already have a category name, a genre:
“readymade.” Sure, Duchamp claimed that he
had begun fiddling with them as a “distraction,”
but already by 1916 he had decided to title each
one of them. He had also begun to sign them, and
to submit them to public exhibitions (even if that
pretty much failed).3 In short, he treated them
like works of art, even as he repeatedly denied
their artfulness.
          Another indication that Duchamp thought of
the readymades as more than mere things comes
from these photos. The pictures show that these
everyday objects are not – cannot be – useful.
They were carefully arranged, displayed –
indeed, exhibited – with their utilitarianism left
undermined so that they became objects of
contemplation and even of laughs, but decidedly
not of use. In a way, then, the studio was the
readymades’ first “exhibition” space. Now, the
studio wasn’t an institution, but even if not
exactly public, it was nevertheless a frequented
space in which the objects were shown and
could be read as artifacts that meant something.
It was what Helen Molesworth rightly calls the
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John Schiff, Installation view of the First Papers of Surrealism exhibition, New York, 1942.
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Gift of Jacqueline, Paul and Peter Matisse in memory of their mother Alexina Duchamp, Courtesy of Leo Baeck Institute, New
York.
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Marcel Duchamp, Boîte-en-valise, 1938-42.
© 2009 Artists Right Society (AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris / Succession Marcel Duchamp

readymades’ “major site of reception.”4 That site
of exhibition/reception was a place of
annunciation, declaring: this is not (only) a urinal.
This is the tale the little photos tell.
          The studio should not be confused with an
art institution, but I mention the latter because
such institutions and their legitimizing function
are of concern to Duchamp at precisely this
moment. His now-famous 1917 submission of a
urinal to the “unjuried” Society of Independent
Artists Exhibition is refused by its art committee,
probably the same year of the studio photos. He
signs Fountain with the pseudonym “R. Mutt,” so
most onlookers don’t suspect he is behind it,
although anyone who paid attention in his studio
could easily divine the truth. Most of the world
doesn’t know a thing about it though, until later.
          “I myself will exhibit nothing, in accordance
with my principles,” Duchamp wrote
unequivocally in 1918 to his friend and most
fervent collector, Walter Arensberg.5 The issue
was whether or not Duchamp would show any of
his own work in the Cubist exhibition that he was
attempting to organize in Buenos Aires during his
short stay there. The exhibition never
materialized. Still, directing his collector-friend
from afar, Duchamp added that Arensberg should
not loan any of the artist’s work for other

exhibitions being planned in New York at the
time. Later, in a 1925 letter to another patron,
Jacques Doucet, Duchamp would again speak of
his distaste for exhibitions, saying, “All
exhibitions of painting or sculpture make me ill.
And I’d rather not be involved in them.”6 Such
comments further clarify the artist’s involvement
with Dreier’s ironically titled “corporation” for the
first “museum of modern art,” the Société
Anonyme, Inc.; as Duchamp wrote adamantly to
the American patroness in 1929, “I don’t want to
go back to America to start anything in the way of
an ‘Art’ museum.”7

          Almost from the start, Duchamp maintained
a shifting position between interest in and
antipathy for institutions of artistic judgment
and exhibition: salon, gallery, museum. Of
course, there was his early history of salon
participation and rejection, but he also served as
board member and president of the hanging
committee for the Society of Independent Artists
exhibition in New York in 1917 (the same one that
rejected Fountain) and, in that position,
proposed hanging the works according to
chance, alphabetically, beginning with the first
letter selected from a hat. He also had a
foundational role in the Société Anonyme, Inc.
with Katherine Dreier and Man Ray in the 1920s,
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and an explicitly curatorial role in Constantin
Brancusi’s exhibition at the Brummer Gallery in
New York in 1933. Exhibitions and the questions
of public display were far from unproblematic for
Duchamp.
          Perhaps not surprisingly, then, the
commercial gallery and the museum would be,
with increasing insistence over the years,
important sites of intervention and critique for
Duchamp. If the artist’s 1917 submission of an
inverted urinal to an exhibition or 1919 scribbling
of a mustache and L.H.O.O.Q. on a reproduction
of the Mona Lisa seemed aimed at the
epistemological givens of art, by the late 1930s
Duchamp had decidedly turned his attention to
the architectural contexts, classificatory
systems, institutional protocols, and
authoritative doxas of the gallery–museum. This
“turn” might thus add another layer to the story
of the lapsed painter, obsessive chess-player,
frantic note-taker, “precision optician,”
occasional cross-dresser, and one-time librarian
that “left” art-making in 1923, spent the rest of
the ‘20s inventing optical contraptions and,
throughout the ‘30s, seemed to be “vacationing”
in his past through various exercises of
repetition, reproduction, and collection. For, at a
moment when the official spaces for the display
of art were hailing themselves as rational,
objective, and scientific, and at a moment when
it was undeniable that the historical narratives
which held up museums also held up belligerent
nations, Duchamp’s turn toward the idiosyncratic
installation of exhibition spaces and his
development of his own “portable museum”
brought a recasting of the architectural,
temporal, and discursive armatures of art and its
institutions to the fore of his practice and it did
not soon leave.

Exhibition Making
At the end of 1937, Paul Éluard and Surrealist
leader André Breton invite Duchamp to generate
ideas for the International Surrealist Exhibition
to be held at the fashionable Galerie Beaux-Arts
in Paris. Duchamp had contributed works to
previous collective Surrealist exhibits, but the
artist famous for his detachment never officially
belonged to that movement or any other. Still, he
agrees to take on the exhibition-designer role,
which leads to the first of a series of
collaborations with Duchamp as
curator/designer of exhibitions that radically
reconceive what the space of an art exhibition
could look like.8

Anonymous, Visitors with flashlights at the 1938 Exposition
International du Surréalisme, Paris 1938.

          Duchamp’s interventions are quite simple,
but radical. In his official capacity as
“générateur-arbitre,” he turns the elegantly
appointed eighteenth-century interior into a
darkened “grotto,” covering the ornate moldings,
ceiling, and bank of lights with what he
announces as “1,200” suspended coal sacks. He
installs an iron brazier in the center of the main
hall and hangs artworks on uprooted department
store revolving doors. The ceiling undulates, the
walls are blackened, and coal dust invariably
falls onto the finery of the exhibition’s guests.9

          The coal sacks are what he is perhaps most
proud of. In their inversion of interior and
exterior, of up and down, the 1,200 sacks (Could
there have really been so many? And why that
excessive number?) initiate the unsettling of the
architecture of the gallery that in turn inspires
the other participating artists. The collaborative
results are well-known: a faux urban landscape
along the entryway (lined with fictive Parisian
street signs and sixteen artistically “dressed”
mannequins), a lake and four beds in the main
hall, dead leaves and dirt covering the floors, a
soundtrack of insane asylum cries and German
marching music in the air, a danced simulation of
hysteria, Salvador Dalí’s snail- and rain-filled
taxicab just outside the gallery, and near-
obscurity throughout. Perhaps more pointedly
even than the Dada or Surrealist exhibitions that
preceded it, this exhibition responds to the
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Marcel Duchamp, Manipulated photos of Trébuchet for reproduction in the Boîte-en-valise, 1941.
© 2009 Artists Right Society (AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris / Succession Marcel Duchamp

conventional space and experience of an art
exhibition, constructing an elaborate answer to
both on an architectural scale.
          Just as significant to our understanding of
the exhibition is an element that wasn’t realized.
As Marcel Jean recalls, “Duchamp had thought
of installing ‘magic eyes’ so that the lights would
have gone on automatically as soon as the
spectator had broken an invisible ray when
passing in front of the painting.”10 Duchamp’s
wish proved unfeasible, but Man Ray adapted the
idea for the opening night, turning out the lights
and handing out flashlights at the entrance so
that visitors could use them to view the artworks
“on display.” The solution retained much of
Duchamp’s original intention: the viewers got
close to the art, leaning forward to focus their
hand-held electric lights – an act in distinct
contrast to the notion of “proper distance,”
disembodied viewing, and the “enlightening”
clarity of the traditional museum or gallery. Even
in its adapted form, one notes a concern with
perception and a continuation of that assault on
visual autonomy that so interested Duchamp –
from his efforts to contravene retinality to his
“precision optics” experiments with motorized
optical machines and spinning Rotoreliefs. At the
newly organized modern museums and display

spaces, so in vogue in Paris in the 1930s, the
spectator was choreographed to keep a safe
distance, to look disinterestedly, and to forget his
or her body. Duchamp, on the other hand,
seemed to want to make explicit that vision’s
condition of possibility is the approach of the
body – that vision is decidedly corporeal. For
Duchamp, the interrogation of the autonomy of
vision went hand-in-hand with a rethinking of
that site so invested in maintaining it – the
Cartesian exhibition space. It is perhaps in the
context of his exhibition designs, therefore, that
one best understands Duchamp’s complex visual
exercises and their centrality to his corpus – his
persistent preoccupation with visuality
questioned not only what and how we see, but,
ultimately, what and how institutions of art make
us see.11

          Duchamp’s experiments with space and
display continued when, after the exodus of
many of the Surrealists out of Europe during the
Second World War, Breton called on him again,
this time to install the first international
Surrealist exhibition in the United States. Titled
the “First Papers of Surrealism” after the
application papers that most of the émigré
artists faced upon entry into the US, the show
was held in 1942 at the Whitelaw Reid mansion in
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New York as a benefit affair for the French Relief
Societies. Duchamp devised for it a simple,
economic solution to work against the interior’s
gilded moldings, Italianate ceiling paintings,
crystal chandeliers, and other opulent
architectural details. Having acquired sixteen
miles of ordinary white string for the installation,
the artist engaged the help of several friends to
erect a criss-crossed webbing (in the end, using
only a fraction of his overzealous purchase).12

The twine traversed the mansion’s former
drawing rooms, filled for the exhibition with
paintings hung on portable display partitions
(paintings being the overwhelming majority of
what was on show). The tangled mesh did not cut
off vision completely (it was the frustration, not
the elimination of sight that Duchamp desired);
nevertheless, the entwinement between and in
front of so many of the things “on display”
constituted a decided barrier between the
spectator and the works of art.13

          As in the 1938 Exposition, what was
exhibited in 1942 was in fact a rethinking of
viewing in the typical space of exhibition and of
the body’s implication in that experience, as
much as the “art” itself. Several of the artist-
participants were disappointed that spectators
could not properly see their artworks. That was
precisely the point. And it was not the only
assault on the senses carried out by “First
Papers”: for the October 14, 1942, opening,
eleven-year-old Carrol Janis showed up on
schedule with several of his friends, running
around, playing ball, and causing quite a scene
at the exhibition. To the visitors’ questions and
complaints, the children replied as they had
been instructed: Marcel Duchamp had asked
them to come and play there.

Portable Museums
Duchamp’s role as exhibition prestidigitator in
1938 and 1942 had ephemeral effects. Yet some
of the very same concerns found another
manifestation – and a multiplied, permanent
form – in the Duchampian project that the artist
called De ou par Marcel Duchamp ou Rrose
Sélavy (From or by Marcel Duchamp or Rrose
Sélavy), also known as La Boîte-en-valise (The
Box in a Valise). Chronologically, the two projects
overlapped, with the labor on the albums
beginning several years before the 1938
Surrealist exhibition and continuing in the years
after. Formally, the chaotic disorientations that
characterized the 1938 Exposition and the
webbed obstruction to vision of the 1942 “First
Papers” could not have been more distinct from
the unassuming air and seemingly ordered
arrangement of the portable cases filled with
facsimiles of Duchamp’s works. But there was a
measure of continuity: Duchamp’s contribution

to the Surrealist shows responded to the art
institution’s inviolate and dignified space with an
intrusion that exposed and shifted normative
notions of display and the aesthetic experience
proper to it; so, too, his encased retrospectives
continued a reflection on the nature of art and
the space of display, in their own way making
explicit the terms and conditions of the art
institution’s overburdened authority.
          Following the 1934 publication of the boxed
facsimiles of the sketches and notes that
document the conceptual development of Large
Glass, Duchamp conceived another project, this
one archival in nature. He wanted to document
his lifework, to create an “album” (a “book,” he
described it several times in letters) of
“approximately all the things [he had]
produced.”14 By the end of 1935, the silent
administrative labor that would be the
cornerstone of the project had begun: Duchamp
drew up lists of all his artworks and their owners;
ordered black-and-white photographs of
selected paintings, glass works, objects, and
other unclassifiable productions; made cross-
continental voyages to examine and record the
titles, dates, measurements, and exact color
shading of his works in public and private
collections; and bought back or borrowed other
pieces to make the required detailed notes. For
most of the reproductions to be included in the
Boîte, Duchamp opted for a complex and labor-
intensive method of replication called the
“pochoir” technique. He rejected the
reproduction of works through color
photography, in part, it seems, because the
burgeoning technology could not yet faithfully
reflect the colors of the original. But one
suspects that Duchamp may not have employed
such a method even if it had proved exact
enough. After all, the artist eschewed other more
frequently used and expedient processes
including offset lithography (which he had used
for the Rotoreliefs) in favor of the somewhat
anachronistic coupling of collotype printing and
pochoir coloring (he employed this method most
extensively when making the reproductions
contained in the Boîte verte).
          Labor-intensive years passed. Simple
mechanical reproduction be damned. As Ecke
Bonk makes clear, to speak of the Boîte
“reproductions,” or even of Duchamp’s other
generic term, “items,” hardly conveys the
elaborateness of the handwork involved; the
process was precise, painstaking, and often
required more labor than the originals had.15

There can be little doubt, this reproductive
method as much as its ambivalent result –
somewhere between the handcrafted and
mechanically reproduced – is crucial to the
subversive operation of the Boîte-en-valise.
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Willy Maywald, Marcel
Duchamp’s Rain Room at the
1947 Exposition International du
Surréalisme, Paris 1947.
© 2009 Austrian Frederick and
Lillian Kiesler Private
Foundation, Vienna

          Duchamp selected a total of 69 works to be
reproduced and, in keeping with the magnitude
of the edition he envisioned, he made as many as
350 copies of each item. He worked undauntedly,
with the first few models completed around the
time of his wartime migration to the United
States, and a slow but steady trickle of more
appearing during the subsequent decades.
Although he envisioned an edition of 300
standard copies of the project, Duchamp also
conceived of roughly 20 deluxe models (nearly all
of these are housed in a brown leather valise),
which are distinguished from the standard
versions by containing a signed “original” work of
art. These deluxe models, destined for friends
and select patrons, were the first of the group to
be constructed. Emblematizing the centrality of
questions of artistic aura, authorship, and
authenticity to the project as a whole, these
deluxe “originals” and the reproductive process
to which they bear witness smack of Duchamp’s
rejection of both Romantic values and
Enlightenment Progrès – his turn to a form of
creation that relied neither on the mythology of
the artist as troubled, inspired genius (he was,
after all, “copying”), nor on purely industrial
production and ready-made objects (this
“copying” was hardly simple, automated, or

wholly mechanical). Thus, everywhere in the
Boîte-en-valise, the aura of the unique work of
art is laboriously underscored and effaced,
elevated and ruined, such that, in the end,
Duchamp offers a conflicted set of products that
self-consciously limn the borders between the
hand-crafted and mechanically reproduced,
between original and replica, between dated
artwork and contemporary interpretation,
between auratic object and serial copy.16

          If the very concept of the work of art and its
authenticity is at stake in the Boîte-en-valise, so
too are the institutions that judge, classify,
present, and historicize the work of art as such.
The condition of the Boîte-en-valise as a
presentation case and a site of display
confounds the boundaries between contents and
context, container and contained. The Boîte
internalizes (and in doing so it extends the
operation of the readymade) the status of the art
object in general, acknowledging that the “art-
ness” of objects is determined by questions of
classification, administration, presentation, and
museality. One may even say that Duchamp
understood his retrospective project as only
having properly begun at the moment that it
could no longer be the “book” he had once
thought it would be, but instead the “museum”
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he would finally see it as.
          This may help elucidate why, in a lengthy
undertaking that spanned from 1935 (with his
initial work on the reproductions) to 1942 (when
the first few deluxe editions were complete),
Duchamp repeatedly dated the “beginning” of
the Boîte-en-valise to 1938.17 The artist never
explained the dating and no one pressed him on
it. But, if we know that 1938 is too late to ascribe
to the beginning of this retrospective project
either in terms of conception or of work on its
various reproductions, it does seem to mark the
beginning of the conception of the album as a
three-dimensional space.
          The boxed form that Duchamp had used
previously (on a small scale in 1914 and then
later, in 1934, for the Boîte verte) contained
scraps and photographic paper; they were boxes
with loose and disordered contents which –
however remarkable they were in revamping a
notion of “literature” and the book-form – never
emerged beyond the two-dimensional. Had
Duchamp continued in this manner, he might
very well have ended up with a mere loose-leaf
collection of paper and celluloid reproductions in
a box. (Indeed, by 1937, Duchamp had made a
number of reduced-size copies of his paintings
and pieces on glass, but he had also reproduced
several three-dimensional objects, including the
Bottle drier and Why not Sneeze? in two-
dimensional photographic form for use in the
album.) However, shortly after his work on the
Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme in
January 1938, Duchamp made a tiny object that
arguably signaled a redefined conception of the
“album” in his album project.

Marcel Duchamp, Papier maché reproduction and first porcelain cast
of the miniature Fountain for the Boîte-en-valise, 1938.
© 2009 Artists Right Society (AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris /
Succession Marcel Duchamp

          In the early months of 1938, Duchamp
replicated the contours of his store-bought piece

of plumbing entitled Fountain. More than twenty
years after Duchamp’s defiant act of “selection,”
the artist returned to the object for inclusion in
his retrospective project. Rather than buying a
new urinal and having it photographed as he had
done two years prior to represent the lost original
Bottle drier, and rather than reproducing one of
those little Roché photographs that show the
original urinal in the New York studio, as he
would do a couple years later to represent
Trebuchet, Duchamp instead (re)made the urinal,
turning the memory of the Fountain’s curved
industrial form into a crude miniature wire and
papier-mâché sculpture.18 The result was, as
Roché described it in his diary, “a little
masterpiece of humorous sculpture, the color of
a boiled shrimp, with little holes that are so
absurd yet done with such care.”19 By the
summer of 1938, the artist brought the object,
absurdity and all, to a ceramicist (one of several
artisans he would employ for the slow and
complicated casting project) to make a mold and
porcelain casts for inclusion with the two-
dimensional reproductions of his artworks.
          Duchamp’s modeling of the tiny object thus
instituted a sculptural act never present in the
lavatory-receptacle-turned-Fountain. Indeed,
this act of sculpting reversed the very questions
of authorship, technique, artistic touch, and aura
posed by its readymade “original,” while
paradoxically serving to put these notions even
further into doubt. The reproduction of two other
reduced-size three-dimensional objects (Air de
Paris and Pliant . . .  de voyage) would follow, but
the papier-mâché construction of the urinal
testified to something quite remarkable:
Duchamp could no longer be thinking of his
monograph either as anything like a typical
“book” or as a simple “boîte” like the others. The
reasoning is simple: the introduction of a three-
dimensional object to the project entails a three-
dimensional space to hold it. Therefore, even if
he may not have yet determined the exact nature
of the container for his reproduced artworks, in
making the tiny sculpted model of the urinal –
and, more importantly, in thus returning to the
questions of institutionalization that the
Fountain and its 1917 scandal ineluctably
recalled – Duchamp seems to have decided that
the container for his reproduced corpus should
take on an architectonics of some sort, what
would quickly become an exhibitionary
configuration. And with that simple act,
Duchamp effectively inserted Fountain – the
readymade object that few even knew was by
him – into his official oeuvre. More than twenty
years after its original rejection and non-
exhibition, it finally had an exhibition place – all
the better to allow it to eventually enter (and
shake) the museum and history.
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Marcel Duchamp, Door to Étant donnés, 1946-66.
© 2009 Artists Right Society (AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris / Succession Marcel Duchamp. 
Courtesy Philadelphia Museum of Art

Henri Glaeser, Installation view of Exposition International du Surrealism “Eros,” Paris, 1959.
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          Describing the Boîte-en-valise to James
Johnson Sweeney, Duchamp said:

Instead of painting something new, my aim
was to reproduce the paintings and objects
I liked and collect them in as small a space
as possible. I did not know how to go about
it.  I first thought of a book, but I did not like
the idea. Then it occurred to me that it
could be a box in which all my works would
be collected and mounted like in a small
museum, a portable museum, so to
speak.20

Art historian Benjamin Buchloh underscores the
ways in which the work was true to that
description:

All of the functions of the museum, the
social institution that transforms the
primary language of art into the secondary
language of culture, are minutely contained
in Duchamp’s case: the valorization of the
object, the extraction from context and
function, the preservation from decay and
the dissemination of its abstracted
meaning . . . [With it, Duchamp] also
changes the role of the artist as creator to
that of the collector and conserver, who is
concerned with the placement and
transport, the evaluation and
institutionalization, the display and
maintenance of a work of art.21

Indeed, the work’s retrospective grouping of
objects, protective container, standardized
labels, and various forms of enframement do
suggest, precisely, an effort to invoke a certain
museality. Yet, one should not ignore the highly
ambivalent character of the Boîte-en-valise as a
museum, of Duchamp as “conserver,” the
discontinuities in the stories it tells, and the
fragilities in the structure it offers. One must ask
what kind of museum, what kind of architecture,
and what kind of history Duchamp’s so-called
museum actually presents?
          Between “de ou par,” Marcel and Rrose,
singular and plural, artisanal precision and serial
reproduction, original and copy, lie multiple
ambiguities, instabilities, and indeterminacies
that are hardly accidental. For Duchamp’s
portable case of tiny wares performs its function
precisely in its undecidability as a work “of art”
in its own right, and, further, in its to-ing and fro-
ing between invoking and refuting museum-ness.
          With the Boîte-en-valise, Duchamp
continues the effort begun in the Box of 1914,
pushing his questioning of photography in new
directions. The Boîte-en-valise uses photography
for the most seemingly neutral, most inartistic of

means: reproduction (in this case, of works of
art). Yet, Duchamp’s anonymous
“documentation” is here most often duplicitous,
at once announcing and refusing its role as proof
or as truth-bearer. And, given that some of the
photographs “represent” artworks that, at the
time of the making of the Boîte, were no longer
extant, photography – and the unreliability that
Duchamp builds into it – becomes the perfect
tool and emblem for the ungroundedness of the
copy.
          For Duchamp, reproduction was not ever an
affair of practical publicity or dissemination and
never a mere mechanical process. Neither was it
a simple replica of something but, rather, a
displacement – a temporal and perceptional
shift. Duchamp’s involvement in photography
gives the impression of play and lack of
seriousness, but in almost every instance, he
uses photography (either his own or that of his
conspiratorial accomplice, Man Ray) to literalize
its deceptive dimension. From the barren
landscape suggested by the layer of dust
covering the Large Glass in Man Ray and
Duchamp’s collaborative photo Élevage du
poussière (Dust Breeding, 1920) to the numerous
images of Duchamp in drag as Rrose Sélavy or
Belle Haleine in Man Ray’s glossy portraits, the
photograph is the recurrent site of contradiction,
deception, visual troubling: what you see is not
what you see. The Boîte-en-valise reproductions
based on photographs, in particular, refuse
credibility: the image of the Bottle drier shows
false shadows, images of a hat rack and bicycle
wheel are retouched and hardly hide the fact,
and the strange plaster-and-photographic
representation of Why Not Sneeze? stands
resolutely between the second and third
dimensions. Dissolving distinctions between the
real and the illusory, the index and the
reconstituted referent, these “items” thus resist
fixing the boundaries, properties, and functions
of the works on which they are based.
          In 1940, the artist turned to one of those
little photographs of his New York studio. He
enlarged the image and completely covered over
the object that was the explicit subject of the
reproduction: in this case, the ready-made
coatrack he had nailed to the floor and entitled
Trebuchet. After whiting out the object, Duchamp
made a line drawing of the coatrack in which he
exactly replicated the photographic detail he had
covered over in white. Then, through a time-
consuming and careful process of hand coloring,
collage, and repeat printing, he turned the newly
drawn Trebuchet into an element of the
photographic “document.” He later employed
variations of this process with the suspended
snow shovel, the hat rack, and the bicycle wheel.
The result, a new order of the image – neither
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Marcel Duchamp, Manual of instructions for Étant donnés, 1946-66.
© 2009 Artists Right Society (AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris / Succession Marcel Duchamp. 
Courtesy Philadelphia Museum of Art

Marcel Duchamp, Interior view of
Étant donnés, 1946-66.
© 2009 Artists Right Society
(AGP), New York / ADAGP, Paris /
Succession Marcel Duchamp. 
Courtesy Philadelphia Museum
of Art
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fully photographic, nor fully documentary, nor
fully other – introduced a perceptual slippage
that hardly fools anyone, betraying as it does its
lack of verisimilitude and uncomfortably
declaring its incongruousness.
          Why would Duchamp go to so much trouble?
Why so meticulously and exactly redraw an
element already clearly visible in a photograph?
If photography was for so long seen as emulating
painting, the father of the readymade effectively
reverses this relationship, adding to his
museum’s contents a hand-drafted element that
shuttles between categories and media, between
artful facture and documentary evidence. The
privileged status of the photograph as
guaranteed witness of the actuality of objects or
events it represents (a direct transcription of the
real) long made the photograph part of a regime
of truth. As Duchamp works to undermine truth,
he shatters assumptions about both the reality
of the photograph and the real in the photograph.
The Boîte’s reproduction of Trebuchet thus
reiterates on the level of representation what its
participation among the other reproductions
produces through its organization: the “portable
museum” shows us the fiction of representation
in the so-called systems of truth. As with the
carefully simulated notes of the Boîte verte, the
Boîte-en-valise reproductions reflexively
acknowledge the incapacity – indeed, the
impossibility – of the visual to deliver its promise
of certainty or authenticity. That the photograph
has a central place within Duchamp’s museum is
no coincidence. The failure of illusion to work in
the Boîte-en-valise’s photographic/drawn forms
tethers photography to a critique of the museum,
exposing and upsetting the way in which the
museum and history typically construct and
present their “evidence.”
          If the readymade had shown that the
artwork and the commodity could meld into near
indistinction, Duchamp’s production of over 320
copies of his own “museum” suggests that, in his
opinion, there was no institution more invested
in denying this than the modern museum. For
Duchamp, the transformation of art into
merchandise is a different program from either
the Art Nouveau or even the Bauhaus agenda in
which the utilitarian and the aesthetic are to be
subsumed. Duchamp’s is a gesture without
pretense to heroism: there is no claim of bringing
art to the masses (whatever Apollinaire joked
about his friend’s role), no effort to make
anything that holds the least bit of functionality,
no making beautiful of the everyday. If there is
something dysfunctionalizing about the usurping
of a real toilet to claim it as a work of art, there is
something wantonly reckless in reducing its size,
in making it toy-like, and casing it up with other
items (typewriter cover, comb, bottle drier . . .)

that in the end serve as nothing so much as
placeholders for the “real” once-useful things to
which they refer. Thus, insofar as the readymade
is seen to expose the tensions between the
commodity and the art object, between the serial
and the collectable, between the ordinary and
the exhibition-worthy, the Boîte grafts this
ambivalence even more emphatically onto the
very specific components that make up the
museological, including institutional
architecture, presentation technologies,
chronological sequences, explanatory labels,
and so forth. And, the serial multiplications of
Duchampian boxes claim that the museum and
industry, and the museum and the commodity,
have something profoundly in common. The
artist’s archive is perfectly packaged as a
product in a neat box (the most precious
examples of which included convenient
suitcases with locks and handles), whose
purchase is made easy with a “bulletin of
subscription” and whose descriptive inscription
(“This box contains 69 items”) not only blurs the
distinction between art object and luxury
product, but also claims for the artist the roles of
producer, distributor, curator, architect,
salesman, and historian.
          There is something decidedly amiss in the
Boîte-en-valise’s curatorial/archival system. The
information on labels, the wall text, the
exhibition title, the overall organization:
Duchamp understood well that this apparatus
determines how and what we see. And so he
played the museum’s game – his way. The
grouping of works follows no perceptible logic of
chronology, medium, or theme; the selection is
unjustified (why those sixty-nine items in
particular?); the scale of miniaturization is
variable. Yes, the labels accompanying each
piece employ a standardized typeface and bear
the typical classificatory information (title,
technique, size, place and date of production,
collection or location), but in Duchamp’s hands,
this vital aspect of a museum’s authoritative
narrative is deployed to parody curatorial
techniques and question the validity of systems
of classification. The information on Duchamp’s
museum labels refers to the “original” works
(extant or not), whose sizes, dates of
manufacture, and locations are distinctly at odds
with the reduced dimensions and posterior
reproduction of the specimens on offer in the
Boîte-en-valise. Knowledge is unstable;
information is contradictory; logic is defied.
Duchamp marshals the seemingly empirical
nature of the archive and museum – and their
various classificatory systems – in order to
loosen our grip on knowledge and question what
is really possible to know about the ideas or
objects before us. 
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          Ultimately, Duchamp meets the museum’s
desire for precision with irony and
approximation, its desire for totality with a
fragmentary story, its desire for encyclopedic
coverage with “à peu près,” its desire for system
and order with a volatile taxonomy, its desire for
the original with an ensemble of copies, and its
desire for linear history with caesura, delay, and
ungraspable logic. Whereas monumental
armatures and visual primacy, taxonomies, and
clear chronologies constitute the foundational
givens of the museum, Duchamp orchestrates
the destabilization of museal spaces and the
reorganization of display logics. He constructs
approximate retrospectives of reproductions in
unstable structures.
          With the Boîte-en-valise the artist creates a
museum without walls, without a secure
location, without “authentic” works of art, that
is, a museum with only the most tenuous hold on
museum-ness. But, he neither recuperates nor
obliterates the museum through his project;
rather, he subjects its idea, rules, and
operational givens to a series of questions and
pressures. And herein lies the core of the artist’s
multiple self-narratives: through a combination
of seeming order and randomness, the original
and its reproduction, the museal and the
commercial, and the auratic and the ordinary, the
Boîte-en-valise offers an ambivalent model of
the artist as producer and an even more
conflicted model of the museum as truth-bearer.
          “Can one make works that are not ‘of art’?”
Duchamp scribbled to himself one day in 1913.22

And then, quietly, decades later, he hinted at
another, not unrelated, set of questions: Can one
make a museum that holds works that aren’t
(works) of art? Can a museum be a work of art?
Can one make more than 300 works that are
museums? Is a box filled with works of art, then,
a museum? Is it a museum if it doesn’t have
walls? Can one make a museum that is not?
          A museum that is not. With its tentative
structure, Lilliputian dimensions, and wobbly
frame, the Boîte-en-valise defies the stability
and rootedness so typical of the museum; it
works against the impenetrable façade and
transcendent spaces of the museum as modern
temple for heroic works (and what could be less
heroic than a miniature, thin, plastic version of
the Large Glass). The instability of Duchamp’s
little exhibition armature comes at least in part
from the negotiation of its form – an unstable,
unbounded structure with a collapsing frame,
sliding panels, moveable parts, and an endlessly
reconfigured exhibition space – so unlike the
static, solid, and stable architecture and terra
firma of the museum. To expose the “works,” one
needs to unfurl the framework; to view them all,
one needs to handle the pieces and reorganize

the display.
          Much of a museum’s architecture is
precisely in the service of the visual
management central to the functioning of the
museum-machine. One of the defining functions
of the museum, as historian Donald Preziosi has
elaborated, is that it “situates all objects within
viewing spaces that evoke and elicit a proper
viewing stance and distance. Artworks are
spaced, arranged, and composed so as to permit
the taking up of proper stances: positions for the
subject.”23 As if countering this supremely visual
institution, Duchamp’s portable museum cannot
be seen outside the performative operation
incited in his “museum visitor.” The
miniaturization of the individual works grounds
viewing in bodily experience – in the handling of
objects; in the opening and closing of lidded
compartments; in the rubbing of fingers across
the black creased folders of reproductions; in the
sliding and movement of “glass” works; in the
invitation to touch the palm-sized urinal, glass
ampoule, and typewriter cover. In short,
Duchamp inscribes the viewer’s body in museum
“looking.” The Boîte’s implicit mobility and
manipulability is made even more emphatic (and
problematic) when inserted into an actual
museum where it becomes, like the rest of a
museum’s objects, immobilized, protected, and
untouchable. The Boîte-en-valise’s summons to
touch thus reveals a set of sustained
preoccupations that expose the ocularcentrism
of the spaces for public display.
          If, as historians have noted, the artist’s aim
in his early optical experimentation is “to
corporealize the visual,” one might say that it
was the gallery and museum that most upheld
the disembodied retinal impulse of Modernist
painting for Duchamp.24 The tactile, mobile mode
of looking demanded by the Boîte-en-valise (like
the darkened, disorienting, twine-traversed, or
pulsating installations for the Surrealist
exhibitions) shatters a Cartesian relationship
between body and vision, observer and object
and, in so doing, exposes the institutional
constructs that condition subjects, organize
looking, and manage attention. To seriously
consider the Boîte, then, is to recognize the way
it undermines and redirects the purely visual, the
way it insists on the libidinal and corporeal as
both matière of and point of access to the
museum. In its undoing of the symbolic
structural frame of the museum, the Boîte holds
a germ of the project that would preoccupy
Duchamp until the end his life.

A Real Museum Exhibition
Duchamp spent the last two decades of his life
secretly building an elaborate erotic tableau
vivant entitled, Étant donnés: 1° la chute d’eau,
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2° le gaz d’éclairage, which only became known
to the public (and even to many of the artist’s
closest friends and family) after his death, when
the artwork entered the collection of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Arguably one of the
twentieth century’s most unusual and enigmatic
artworks, Étant donnés’ display in a museum is
central to its very functioning.25

          The viewing experience of it begins outside
the work, in the enfilade of rooms and pictures
that precede it and in the approach to the small
white space adjoining the main gallery filled with
Walter and Louise Arensberg’s collection of
Duchampian works (and the Large Glass which
had previously been in Katherine Dreier’s
collection). One enters a white room, at its end a
battered Spanish door with eye-holes that reveal
(for those who dare to look) a broken brick wall
behind which one spies a diorama of a nearly
life-sized naked female body covered in pig skin.
She lays atop a layer of dead twigs and holds
aloft a gas lamp – all set against a pacific,
photorealist background of sky, mountains,
waterfall, clouds, and light. The background’s
vast expanse is a partially hand-painted
photomural with fake waterfall light effects
(hardly Caspar David Friedrich’s sublime), and
the nude – a failed, strangely unnatural body –
rejects any claims to virtuosity. By deploying the
museum’s most familiar genres – the idyllic
landscape and the reclining nude – but with a
mix of hyperrealism and strangeness,
pornographic explicitness and utterly un-
arousing awkwardness, Duchamp keeps the
viewer from being seduced by the very “tableau”
that the painterly tradition seems to be inviting
us to behold. At the same time, in order to do so,
he deploys photography to deceptive ends – one
last time – and on a grand scale: what you see is
not what you see, indeed.
          The return to figuration and to a seemingly
material (rather than conceptual) production for
an artist so critical of the retinal impulse of
painting was disappointing – considered an
erroneous anomaly – to many of Duchamp’s
close friends and critics when the installation
was first made public. And yet, rather than either
an incongruity in his oeuvre or a return to order, it
might be read as the perfect culmination of a
lifetime of persistent concerns and, as such, a
biting commentary on the visual and the
institutions that implicitly uphold it.
          Constructed from 1946 to 1966, the
installation came on the heels of the long
production of the Boîte-en-valise and overlapped
with Duchamp’s work on the design of a number
of different display and exhibition spaces. In
retrospect, the latter especially seem to serve as
testing grounds for the questions he was quietly
pursuing: There was his window display for the

Gotham Book Mart in 1945, with its half-dressed
mannequin with a faucet attached to her leg, a
kind of “bride” behind glass purveying running
water and already materializing different
elements of the Large Glass into a three-
dimensional tableau. There were his ideas for
undulating fabric exhibition walls and a room
dripping with water for the 1947 Exposition
International du Surréalisme in Paris, which not
only slyly portended the “chute d’eau” of Étant
donnés, but radically refused typical exhibition
protocol, falling as it did on an artwork (in this
case, none other than The Impossible, a
sculpture by Maria Martins, Duchamp’s lover and
major muse for Étant donnés). He conceived an
enigmatic peephole viewing-device that was
built into the wall, entitled Le Rayon Vert, quietly
pointing to the artist’s interest in peeping,
illusion, and visual troubling. (The exhibition was
also importantly accompanied by foam-breast-
lined catalogue covers he designed, requesting
that onlookers “Please touch”). There was also
his experimentation with heaving, “breathing,”
vaginal interior velvet walls for the 1959
Exposition International du Surréalisme around
the theme of “Eros,” where the labyrinthine,
explicitly corporeal interior space of the gallery,
lined in pink and green velvet, announced the
decided imbrication of eroticism and display. And
one could mention still others – each
reconfiguring conventional exhibition spaces and
the means by which visitors experience the
looking central to an exhibition’s mission.26

          Duchamp’s development of Étant donnés
also overlapped with a less spectacular but no
doubt influential task: in the late 1940s, Walter
and Louise Arensberg enlisted Duchamp to carry
out the negotiations with potential museum
spaces to which the couple could entrust their
art collection (which included the most
substantial existing collection of Duchampian
works). The artist met with several museums and
finally with the Philadelphia Museum of Art for
the display of the extensive collection of art.
Letters and sketches sent to the Arensbergs in
California so as to help them with their decision-
making from afar attest to Duchamp’s intimate
involvement with the entire process. In 1951
Duchamp drew several sketches that convey the
proportions and layout of several possible
exhibition galleries in the museum.27 Measured
with precision and drawn to scale, the plans
include the famous galleries where the Duchamp
works are held to this day, including the small
adjacent room, measured and marked as well, in
which, unknown to anyone then, Étant donnés
would be housed just over a decade later
(unknown, yes, but it is striking that Duchamp
knew this space as well as he did – with an
architect’s precision – one can’t help speculate
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that in its final years, he worked on his
construction with exactly that space in mind).
The Arensberg collection was installed in 1954
with Duchamp directing the placement of each of
the works – a regular museum curator, you might
say.
          In the years that followed, Duchamp
devised a mind-boggling apparatus to
accompany and constitute Étant donnés and its
resting place in a museum. The experience of the
work is entirely circumscribed by the fact that it
is in an art museum – no negligible detail – and
yet the question is rarely posed amongst critics
as to how exactly to read the effort that went into
securing its place there. Yet shouldn’t we
imagine that part of the “oeuvre” that is called
Étant donnés is the invisible web of legal and
administrative aspects that mimics the
museum’s own constructs in complex ways: the
secret sale of the work in the 1960s to trusted
friend William Copley and his Cassandra
Foundation which would officially “own” the work
upon Duchamp’s death; the arrangement for the
donation of the work from the Cassandra
foundation to the Philadelphia Museum of Art
immediately after his death (this charitable
transfer increasing the chances of the
acceptance of this final, provocative installation
into the museum that held the majority of his
oeuvre); the construction of an elaborate
instruction manual for the reassembly of the
installation in its final institutional site; and the
interdictions on how and when to photograph the
work? Thus in 1969, from the grave, Duchamp
“curated” one last show. His postmortem
delayed-release installation appeared one day in
a small dark room of the Philadelphia Museum of
Art, where it was permanently installed adjacent
to the rooms in which he had already set up so
many of his pieces.
          For nearly fifteen years after it opened to
the public, one couldn’t simply “see” the Étant
donnés. It wasn’t supposed to exist as an image.
An official museum decree prevented
reproduction by the public and the Philadelphia
Museum of Art did not itself release any photos
of the piece.28 Étant donnés was not itself if it
wasn’t viewed in person and in its specific
museal context – two aspects of the work that
are lost in a photographic reproduction. It was
important to Duchamp that the work not be
reproduced but he knew this possibility wouldn’t
last forever, so he left very specific instructions
in his manual and built an opening into the
structure to allow for the ideal photographic
position in the event of the (unavoidable?)
necessity of reproduction. Once reproduced, he
wanted it to represent as accurately as possible
what the spectator actually sees. Duchamp also
went to considerable lengths (such as using

black velvet to line the back of the Spanish door
and cover sides of the structure from the front
door to the broken brick wall) to ensure that the
viewer would not be able to see in by any other
way than the two eye-holes provided. What is at
stake is the particular experience of Étant
donnés – an experience untranslatable into a
two-dimensional form outside of its architectural
and institutional context, and outside of a
certain performance on the part of the spectator.
          The instruction manual that Duchamp left
to the museum in order to ensure the most
“approximate” reassembly of the work in its new
location tells this story too. A strange artifact-
album composed of dozens of pages of
handwritten, numbered instructions, and over a
hundred pasted, cut, and collaged photographs,
it provides considerable evidence for reading
Duchamp’s project.29 For the very last page of
images in the album, Duchamp paper-clipped a
series of photographs in which the camera
stands in the place of his and also the imagined
spectator’s eyes. He framed and reframed the
scene, with the splayed female body more or less
covered by the bricks, and he added bricks here
and there, first penning them in, then adding
them to the actual construction. He was
experimenting, imagining what it would be like to
be a viewer. But if the manual is to aid the
museum in its job of reconstruction, why include
all of these shots – the incorrectly aligned along
with the final views – details, in short, not
necessarily useful for the reassembly of the
installation? What seems at stake in these final
images is not so much the conveyance of
information about the scene itself, but the
conveyance to the museum of his sense of the
utter importance of minutely controlling what
the viewer would see, and how this work would
perform that.
          Looking at the manual, we see what is
behind-the-scenes, that fragile architecture
Duchamp constructed to be administered and
maintained by the museum, but not accessible to
sight. The manual shows it: Duchamp cobbled
together a bizarrely functional object from
materials at hand, an incredible structure held
together with Scotch tape, with clouds made of
cotton, dangling electrical wires attached with
twist ties, a homemade waterfall-light machine
encased in a Peek Freans Biscuit box – in short,
nothing like the seamless corners, pristine
environment, and stability of the museum. He
drew the whole installation for them, with the
precision of an amateur architect – sharp,
measured lines to show his strange and fragile
architecture, all gangly and awkward. What
perversity to make the museum attend to it, to
make it tiptoe around the hanging wires and
crumbling bricks, to fret that a piece of
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Duchampian tape might come unstuck. Where,
after all, does this artwork begin and end? He
left that for the museum to mull over.
          In perception as in architecture, a threshold
marks the point of transition, the passage
toward or away from the perceptible, into or out
of a place. Architecture, one might say,
constructs and is constructed by the threshold, a
necessary limit that articulates interiority contra
exteriority. For there can be no architecture
without interiority (that would be a monument)
and no architecture without exteriority.
Considered in these terms, Étant donnés follows
a decidedly anti-architectural logic, offering an
elaborate behind-the-scenes structure whose
visible “front” is a weathered, exterior door found
inside the museum that should logically lead
vision outside the museum, but instead brings it
past a broken brick threshold giving way to an
illusionistic idyll, purportedly outside but so
unconvincing, that it is very clearly inside.30 But
inside what exactly? A structure of thresholds,
Étant donnés explores the limit of architecture,
the limit of the museum, site-ing itself precisely
where the architecturally defined opposition
between interior and exterior crumbles.
          Étant donnés might have begun with a
question that was at the same time a
contradiction: how to open up a hole in the
museum, a hole that was also a frame for
viewing, a hole that was also architecture? Étant
donnés, so informed by Duchamp’s previous
installations (of which his studio was the first
exhibition space) and the Boîte en valise
(another, albeit miniature, space of exhibition),
defined, with these other works, a lifelong
project in manifest opposition to architecture’s
stabilities – a project to pressure the rational,
authoritative space of the museum; a project to
visualize the promise and limits of the aesthetic
in face of art institutions. But make no mistake,
Duchamp was not interested in eradicating the
museum. Instead, in multiple gestures, Duchamp
evoked and contravened that archetypal
structure of modernity, the museum, in order
that we begin to see the way it makes us see.

Postscript
I should end here. Étant données was an end, in
many senses of the word. So this will be a
postscript of sorts. Duchamp constructed his
elaborate secret work over twenty years. The
question one might rightly ask is: How did he do it
in secret? How did he manage for no one to know
about the installation and his labor on it? After
all, hiding it for twenty years from friends and
family is no small undertaking. The answer is
that he set up a decoy, another exhibition of
sorts. To do so, he rented a second studio. In one
studio he was building his gangly nude and her

brick house, and in the other, he sat around,
receiving friends, guests, groupies, chess
mates.31 He gave interviews there. He told them
all that he was doing nothing, that he had given
up making art. Of course it wasn’t completely
true, since, even if one didn’t know about the
secret project, there were all sorts of objects
being “released” in those years: all those book,
store window, and exhibition designs – which are
hardly “nothing” – many of which in fact point to
ideas developed in Étant donnés, not to mention
the series of erotic objects made directly from
the parts or casts of the secret installation, each
enigmatic form serving as a key sent out into the
world for an as-yet invisible door.
          Still, anyone who came to the “public”
studio saw no signs of production or artistic
activity. And, you see, that too was an exhibition
of sorts, since Duchamp could simply have
gotten rid of the public studio altogether and
received visitors at home. But Duchamp wanted
to have, just next door to the secret studio, a
public studio in which he could show – literally
exhibit – that he was doing nothing. He fooled
them all. When he died, nearly none of them
knew about the secret work – not his closest
friends, not the interviewers, not even Arturo
Schwarz who was just then going to press with
The Complete Works of Marcel Duchamp.32

          There, it seems, was Duchamp’s last lesson,
and yet he had been saying it all along, almost as
if he had written it on his studio walls, from
nearly his first to his last: Pay attention. The way
things are exhibited matters.
×
This essay first appeared in a Portuguese and Spanish
version in the exhibition catalogue Marcel Duchamp: A work
that is not a work “of art” curated by the author and held at
the Museu de arte moderna in São Paolo and the Fundación
Proa in Buenos Aires (2008-2009).
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There is, of a tell-talc sign: :IS if to ..... am ;lgainst the possibility of 
any erocic thought that she might arouse, a small cross hangs heside the left 
thigh of Hiram Powers's (;rrd· Slt/vt (p. i 3)' And while she certainly l:Q\'ers 
herself modestly with her right hand (it is the same gesture of modesty as 
the ancit!nt stanJes known as the Vel/liS PlIdic{/), the heaVY chain that binds 
her h,lnds and gives a ftmher due to the intended sub ject ofthe sc\Jlprure 

to act as nothing so much as some kind of ancient belt. )\;01 

surprising, we might think, that this smooth and perfect fonn should ha,·c 
bcen one of the great artistic successes of the Universal Exhibition at the 
Crystal Pabce in London in IS 5 I; but surely not only because of the cham! 
thoughts she aroused in her beholders? The vcry idca of an impure 
thought, however, would have been swifcly denied by the sculptor-

J ' 
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whether hy repression or rationalization, though, we cannot rca lly know. 
After ali, he had a clear moral view of the subject, apparently inspired by 
accounts of how, during the Greek war of independence of I - I8 30, the 
Turks rook a number of btauriful Gretk girls as prisoncrs in order to sell 
thtlTl on the market. "T hese were Christian womtn," he wrote, 

and il j, nO! diffi<:lli l to ima!(in., and c'-en despair of the sufferer, 
while exp",ed ro be .mId to highcsr biddcrs_ [J,,, 11.' ,h,.rr sbo/lld be II mom! in 

work of Ht. I ha'-e given to the expression of the S!.vc what trust 
therc could slill bc in a Divillt Proyidcncc for J futu re of wi th 
uttn for the with of scorn for all her. 

V-lt may suppose that not everyone would have trouhled so long with 
the expression of the Grrek Slllvc- at least not long enough to discern this 
moral. For evtn then she must have sccmed, were it not for the sign of the 
cross, more pagan Venm than sbve, And <:can the artist himself 
have bccn unal\'are of the most famous storv llssociated with the ancient 
stamc of Venus that scr.cd as the direct artistic model for work, the 
VenllS ofCnidos? For, as Pliny, Lucian, Aclian, and many others recount, this 
was the statue that so excited a young man of Cnidos that one night he stole 
out of town in order to be alone with her, and left on her ueautiful form the 
vcry evidcnce of his 

Bur one docs not, Of coufse, have this sort of thought inside a museum, 
let alone a museUlll that bcgan with as much a scientific as an pur-
pose, and where tht moral dimension was so pronounced. Or does one? In 
the same year as the UJi,-ersal Exhibition, the Brooklyn lnstirute- ,h, 
precursor of T he Brooklyn MuseuTll- received s [l ,000 in order to endow 
a series of Sunday Night Lectures on "The Power, V,'isdom and Goodness 
of God as Manifested in H is \Vorks"; and a few years bter, its large col lec-
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lion of casts of G reek and Roman seulpLUres was especially singled om b), a 
group of dergynlt:n as providing evidence of the noblest quali ties of Mall. 
These may nor be the first things thar l:Ome to mind as we look at the 
Roman stamcs of Dionysus and Apollo in the contcxt of the objects dis-
played alongside them in Joseph Kosuth's "The Play of the Unmention-
able" (pp. 88- 93); instead, the te.xts and objocts Kosuth has assembk-d fo r 
this force us to ask ourselves ;lbout their both to 
oursclvc: .... and to others, and (0 be honest about those meanings. They 
also make us these inevitable questions: In what ways arc the puri -
taniSIllS of rhe mid-n ineteenth and late twentieth centuries different from 
each mher? \Vhat are the implications of such differences: And what 
effe ct do our concepts of art---of what art is, or should be-h:l\'c on judg-
ments of this 

'lbc Brooklyn i\'luseum sUrted as a "muscum of c,"crything" ( :IS former 
director, Thomas S. Buechner, oncc put it). It was meant to covcr the 
world: uy no means only a museum of art, it \\';IS also a of science 
and ethnography. T he objects it held r:lIlged from an entire Hindu street 
to thc best coll ection in the world ofbchina dolls, as well as stuffed 
and fifty-fi,"c thousa nd dried As soon as the new cultural insti -
tution was on a secure footing, ;1 huge palace of a museum commis-
sioned from the noted Ncw York an::hi l"ects of McKim, Mead & ''''hite, (0 

he constructed in their best style. To the hurghers and patrons of 
no style could have seemed more appropriate for the housing of 

art and for the architcctunl declaration of its public status .. Ahbough the 
building may now seem grand enough, only Ol/t sixth of the original phn 
was constructed. By '934 the decision had been taken to restrict the rangc 
of the great museum LO art and ethnography alone (by then , of course, 

JJ 
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had become institutionali;o;ed and narurali7,cd as art). 
I was abolished. "I "he ta xi derm ists took th eir le,l ve, ,1 nd one of them 
expressed his fears for the future in these words: "Modern art was begin-
ning to show its ugly, ineomprehensihle forms with a vengeance, and there 
would be no place for anything else, so 1 decided to look for another job." 

.m replaced science, and an old anxiety was again awakened, though 
not for the first time- that the radical and the unpalatable might beconlc 
instinnionali7.ed as art. In fact, 1934 was the year in which ,vIcKim, '\lead 
& \Vh ite 's monumental entrance staircase was removed. This was done in 
the interests of modernism: not only would the entrance appear more in 
keeping with the modern spirit, the museum would seem (it was sllpposed) 
more accessible to the people. 

No nexus could have been more fr:lgile than rhar one, of modern art 
and its public. Tn 1933, for example, the ""\J,lzi SS wrote a letter to .\'1ies 
der Rohe in Berlin concerning the recently closed Bauhaus. (This institu-
tion, probably more than ,my other, was responsible for the change of taste 
that dicuted the remon l ohhe grand staircase in faraway Brooklyn.) The 
SS letter declared that the Bauhaus could on ly be reopened on the follow-
ing conditions: Vassi ly Kandinsky and Ludwig I lilberseimer were to bc 
fired , the curriculum was to be changed in accordance with the dictates of 
the ,Vlinistry of Culture, and the faculty was to sign its full agreement ""ith 
the new conditions. 

That sl1{;h a letter was in perfect mne with Hitler's views on art is made 
d ear by Kosuth's charaneristieally challenging mosaic of quotations. 
"C.halltnging" Kosuth comrantiy makes liS revist views Wt take 
'lltogether for grallted, ,lila he makes us rel1eet on positions th'lt we 
unthinkingly accept. For example, al though it is hard to imagine agreeing 
lI'i th any utter;lJlee of H itler's-Iet ,l lone wi th the sentiment behind it-

34 
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Kosuth confronts us with at least onc of his that, 011 tbe iflao/if, secms 
quite laudably democratic: when it comes to art, the pe:oplc are the: judge. 
Uut beware of taking the view out of context. Soon the material Kosuth 

makes reali7.c, or remember, that things :irC never so simple:. 
\Vhat Hider lIleans is that the artist must submit his will to "the sure and 
healthy instinct of the pecple." The tr;lnscenclr.:nt, God-b-iven artist is, 
auolle all , drum; he must eschew all radic:Jlism, :md must nul paint blue: 
meadows and grccn skics. Ir he does so because this is the W;lY he feels or 
experiences things, he is ei ther defective or a liar. Accordi ngl)" there is to 

be no p:linting for small cliques; the artist Inust produce an art that ellil, 
from the counr on the and most intimate: agreement of the 
great mas..; of the pt'ople (whose instincts, dearly, are more reliable dun 
those of the artists). Otherwise it is a for the criminal court. 

Tht:rc is 1)0 b'Tcat distance between ofv; .. such as these and 
the ones expressed:lt the time of the Chicago Armory Show of !913' The 
works of the Cubist artists, likc those of Matisse, were regarded ei ther :IS 

fo rms of mystification, charlat:lI1ry, insani ty, or si mplY:l.5 hoaxes. At best, 
such artists were believed to be guilty of insincerity. Their picmres cor-
rupted public morals-especially, of course, the morJls of children and 
women (nmoriously morc susceptible than men). M. Blair Coan. the 
inspector for the Senatorial Vice Commission declared that Fururist art 
was immoral, and that every girl in Chicago " '"2S being gi\'en the opportu-
nity ofgtlc=.illg (not JUSt looking):1t examples of distorted art. \\ 1".:n a cler-
gyman saw the art on he had to tum b:l.ck his 110ck of children at 
the head of the stairs. lest sec the latest degener;ICles froIll Paris. A 
schoolteacher denoUlll:ed the exhibition:ls nasry.lewd , and immoral, whi le 
his superintendem ueela red it off-lim its. The Ch.i<:ago Law and Order 
League ealled for the suppression of the exh ibiri{}ll al tOgether. 
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\\ 1"10 would ha,'e thought that views like these could return with such 
"cngcancc in One had believed them to be dead and buried. But no; 
the guardians of pllblic morality-and others whom one might hal'e 
though t less coocemc:d about the well-being of ordinary men and women 
- revil'ed the old connections betwcen art (above all modern art) 
immor;llity. The}' did so ill order to wave the banner of corruption, degen· 
eral'Y, and the decline not juSt of morality, but of society as a whole. T hc 
twO things--corruption of an and corruption of society----obviously go 
together. Although it is true that the issues seemed the same as they always 
had been, there was one significa nt differen ce. Having assimilated-how-
evcr uncomfortably. however meagerly- some of the realities of fenwle 
sexuality, society was able, in 1990, to be less incl ined to hide irs general 
fear of representation behind fears for the corruption of women. But 
now there was some new Threat to deal with (or, to put it more aeeurn tcly, 
some threal that newly out in the open): the rcprl'Semation of hOlllo-
SCK\lalit}'. ;....1aturally. the: a:lxictics about children and scmality remained. 
Once :I!!ain the great soci.11 fe;lrs werc O1Ctcd our in the domain of art. 

' j'he year 1990 saw the lrioll of the Cincinnati Contemporary Arts Cen-
ter and its direnor Dennis Barrie, the Reverend Donald 'Vildmon's Icgal 
pursu it of Da" jd \Vojna rowicz, the National F.ndowlTlem for the Arts' 
rejections, equivocations, and volte-faces over the performances of Karen 
Finley and Holly Hughes. Already in 1989 one coul d detect the beginning 
of n kind of general hysteria about the pcrmissi hle and the unmentionable 
gripping not only the r,ldieal Right but also both houses of Congress and ;l 

large ly craven public press. From e\'ery quarter l':IlTle rencwcd pressun: for 
the govcrnmelll to contro. :Ind legislate the artS. Puritanism, prudishness, 
and hostili ty to hotnosextl.lli t}'- all as usual in the guise of preservi ng the 
nest and purest or civil il.:Irion from degenerncy and eorruption-h,ld wai t-
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ed in the wings. Now they could rerum to center stage. The prosecution of 
the Cincinnati arts center and Barrie for "pandering obst·enity" and fo r 
"the ill egal of in nudity-related material" by having publicly 
exhibited seven pholOgr.lph by Robert Mapplcthorpe swiftly became the 
most falTious of these episodes. began on September 14 and 
concl uded on October 5. This is the background to "The Play of the 

and it is in this con ten that it had-and has-to be 
T he installation opened ar·l'he Brooklyn Museum on September 26, the 
(lay hefore the selection of the jury at the trial in Cincinnati. 

Askcd by The Brooklyn Museum to produce one of the instal la tions fo r 
which hc was already fa mous, Kosuth knew that financial support would H 

lcast panlv ha\'e to come fmlll the National Endowment for the Arts. But 
since artist espcci"lly well known for his critiques of the institu-

of art, the subject of the install ation, in 1990, must have 
seemed both inevitable and urgent. It was to examine the consequences of 
the institutionalization of art for artistic liberty. His installation would be 
both a reflection and a pr:wocation. Its aim would be to engender sclf-
n:Aexivcness in each \'icwer's judgment ahout the rcbtions between art, 
morJliry, and censorship. It was to be less owrtly theoretical man his 
previous instl1 llations such as those at the Freud Museum (198 2) and in 
commemoration of the \Vingenstcin centennial in \ 'ienna and Brussels 
(1 989), and more specifically related to current political issues. But the 
theoretical fI/1mUlirr of the Brooklyn installation W2S dosely linked to 
the earl ier on es, and the \lew of the nature of artistic work 2nd the place 
of the installation within it remained the S3mc. It \\':1;5 me logical Out-

come of Kosuth 's long eng-agement with the problems of the production 
of meaning, wi th the role of conte.x( in the malcing of both an and rtlC,H1-

l7 



ing. and with the dialectical relations bCf\l.·ccn viewcr and work of art. 
T he Vienna-Bmsscls installation, "\Vittgenstein; Thc Play of the 

L'nsayable," .. ':as predicated on the second of the in the great 
philosopher's TmttllTllf Logiw-PbilosopIJjms: to demonstrate that what could 
not be spoken was necessarily to h!: left lillsaid, or to be omitted. ( f his was 
clearly different fro m the first of his :Igendas, which was to gil'e an artk\!-
late basis for what could be said). Kosuth's aim was to suggest the ways in 
which meaning was produced through the pifl)' of whar wa s not or could 
not be said. lie did so by using both artworks and texts, juxtaposed in such 
a way as to elicit self-consciousness about comeXl (ha th person:11 and insti-
tutional) and about the war in which one 's notion o( art depended on COIl -

text. At st1lge in Kosuth's thought, the idca was that art pro",i lles the 
c."idcrlce fo r what cannot be said, or for what Cdn be said only indi rectly. If 
art can ncver SflJ anything d irectly, it has the power of being ablc to l"hUll' 

th at which ca nnot he said. 
For o\'cr t\\'cllt),-til 'e KO'iuth has been producing mosaicli kc 

juxtapositions in such a as to prodU(;e new (or surplus) meanings that 
go beyond the individual texts and obj ects ninde by others. These mOsaics 
of texts and objccts become worb in their own right. in 
wh ich ilew men nings arise in the interstices between texts and texts, texts 
ami objects, objects and objects. T hl: Brooklyn insta llation thus a work 
li ke any other Kosuth. Fundament:ll to c\'erything that he has done is 
the meaning cannot reside in the object or the text alon!: and is 
in no sense autonomous. T he meaning of a work of art depends on 
it5 context nnd on its relations with the viewer. ,"leaning, as I.Viugemtein 
himself tli.:c1ared, lies in.lse. Tf the Wittgenstein show was about the 
unsayable, thc Brooklyn installation was about that still morc remote ea Le-
gory, the unmcntionable. If art is able to show, even to describe, that whieh 
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(nll llO l b( it is even morc of showing that which cannot he 
mentioncd. The point of thc Brooklyn installation was to enable, through 
the play of these unmentionables, the laying bare of wh:lt we are no longer 
allowed to menrion (becausc of the coils of institutionality), or cannot 
bringourselvcs to mention (because of repression). This Kmmh achicvcd 
hy juxtaposing ohjects selected from Thc .\ 'iuseum's collection, 
,mcl br disphying texts around them on the walls of the Grand Lobby (and 
now (:()lIened in this volume). In making his selection from lIle museum, 
anu in explicitly acknowledging thc subvcntion from the Kosmh was 
;!ble to raise a whole series of questions in th( minds ofllis \1ewers, begin-
ning with thcse: \Vhat is role of the insriwtion in thcjOrllHtion of our 
view o f 3rt? \Vho, fina lly. {Iecidcs wha[ is art ami what is not art? \ ·\'hat are 
the consequences of that I Io\\" 11<) [mf own views of art affed our 
monll judgments ;Ihout [(presentation and, th( rcfore, our larger moral 
and po litiClI 

T he choice seeIn to lie between \lCeCptancc o f the rules ;Jnd fctish -
ization on the one hand, and a construC[ivl.:, critical, sclf-rdlectivc view o f 
an on the orner. The latter is the morc difficult path; and it is this palh. 
whi(h requires both work and active thought on the part of the beholder, 
thar Kosuth ill\1tcd his \1eWCrS to foll ow .. rhat so Inany people should hal'e 
ae(epted the invitation is a :riburc to his skills, and to the urgen· 
cy of th( issues. It was as if people realized that what concerned them most 
deeply and touched them most profoundl y could not be edited out by the 
dictates of gO\'ernmcnt and by the officers of instirucion21iz.ed mon.iity. 

Kosuth 's 3n, like that of his fellow conceptU21 artists, does not lie sim · 
ply in the prod\lction ofa painting or a sculpture. For him, an is prior to 

material; mllstitutl.:d by the \'cry process of its being questioned. and is 
therefore wholl), dependent on comext. Being an artist means quesrioning 
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the narure of ort. nOl of paindng or sculpture. The work of an, as he it, 
" is essentially a play lI"ithin the meaning system of art." That pby within 
the is fundamentally predicnted on the historiC1l1 and social comcxt 
of the indil-idual viewer, and so the artist has necessarily to concern himself 
with philosophy, anthropology, psychology, ,mel history. Indeed , for all his 
rejection of painting and as viable an forms now, and for all the 
fiercen(:ss of his critique of the institution or art history, there arc few con-
temporary artists whose commitment to history runs as deep as Kosuth's. 
For him the power of the work we see in museums is derived from the con-
crete experience of th e historicalmomcnt, both and past., In short, 
"no matter what actual form Ihe activity of art takes, its history gives it a 
concrete llresence." 

Kosulh's positions ha\'c becn worked out ovcr a long period in a series of 
nO{"l blc essays, many of which h;l\'e a diret"t hcari ng on the way in which 
the I3rooklyn installation II' ,\S conccin:d and presented. The phases o f his 
work hal'e often been presented ;lS being compar,ltil'cly disjunct, but in fact 
they follow logically one from the other. If the lodest'Jr of the carly phase 
was the phi losophy of \oVittgenstein, that of the sc.'COnd phase was rudie-AI 
anthropology, ami that of the third the psychology of Freud. Yet Kosuth's 
engagement with each of these disciplines is unimaginable withom the 
others. Throughout, the commitment to the role of art within the political 
and lI10rallife has remain<..x.i unwavering. For these reason s it is impossible 
to grasp either the impact of the Brooklyn installation or its plKC within 
his work without a brief consideration of rhe cvolution of his thought. 

In a f.1mous essay or 1969 entitled "Art after Philosophy," Kosuth 
worked out the consequences of the ... -iew lhar works of art arc akin to ;UI3 -

lytic propositions in ianb'l.lage. The crucial proposal was that the work of 
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art, like an analytic propo5itioll (and unlike a synthetic proposition), con-
tains no reference to any matter of fact Ixyond itself. Its validity is not 
dependent on any empiriC"JI, much less any lll':sthetic presupposition about 
the nature of things. Art precedes its material. 1t is tautologica l, like an ana-
lytic proposition, in that it contains its Ilelinition within itsdf. The artist's 
nomination of the work as "art" is what makes it art. In rhl-"Se respects, art is 
essentially linguistic in character (Kosuth would later modify this position 
by claiming. in line with the later \Vittgenstcin, that a dcdining characteris-
tic of art is that it can show that which words can not say). Sut·h a position 
has serious implicatinns not only for the future of art, hut also for its past . 
The tlifliculry with modernist painting and sculpturc is that it exists 
solc:ly in lhc realm of aes:hetics and is essentially dccoratil'e. Since it 
refers LO that which is beyond art (aesthetics), it docs not add to Ollr under-

,I ncline of the namre of art. \Vorse still. since modernism became instim -
uonalized and feri shized r.uher swiftly (as one might have predil:ted), it 
si mply shored up the tradit:on. the conventional art histories, and- above 
all-the market. 

M uch of this may seem:o at a considcrable remove from the Brook-
lyn installation , hut it is Itss so than one might thin k. For Kosuth, [he 
notion thnt we can on ly underst;lnll art as the come.\"/ of art was as funda-
menral (I) his work in 199C as it was in 1969. Of course, as Kosuth noted 
then, any ob ject is eligible for acsthetic consideration once it is presented 
in, say, a museum; hUl occause what ma kes art is its dcfinirion, what gi\-es it 
its meaning-just like language-is its use_ 

Kosulh lin ks his poli tical agcnda with his concern for the nature and 
COllccpt of art thus: we cannot ignore the link between politics and the 
concept of art precist:ly because the presc.nt:uion of the "-""Ork in the muse-
um or gal lery is an ideological position, the \"ery filet of its institutional-
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il :1 tion. I would add the catch lies in the play between our own 
responses to the objects 3S obje:ct. .. , referring to the world of faeb beyond 
them, and our responses to the objects under!ltood (by vi rtue of denomina-
tion o r installation) as works of art. \Ve must also al low the discom fort of 
the nCI'er-ending cam;ellation of one response by the other, and acknowl -
edge that it is from such discomfort or irritation we ach ieve a fo rm of 
understandi ng. 

In the course of the next few years, Kosurh developed his thin king on the 
fundamental problem of Context under rhe infl uence of Marxism and radi-
cal anthropology. Th e '975 essay enti tit:d "The Artist as Anthropologist" 
is, of all his earl ier wri tings, perhaps the most direl.: tiy rdel-anr to the 
Brooklyn installation. ThroughoU[ it he constantly returns to his bel ief 
that the meaning of the work b L'tJllstitutcd by the individua l beholder. T he 
firs t implication of this posi tioll is tbat we ought to renOlllll.:e the: ol{1 
Cartesian distincti on between experience and real ity. The only is 
experi enced rea li ty: we stop rhe emotions from interfering wi th the 
judgments that form the hasis of scienrific knowledgc, 11l1d we 
must acknowledge thc repression of sensua lity under the domination of 
rationalit}" Ohjectivity can only he eonceivcd of as alienaLion: thc prtssurcs 
of institutionalization to suppress what is most meaningful to ns should he 
resisted. Hence the need to examine as critica lly as possible the waFS ill 
which fashion and the m,lrket determint: our taste. Consumption ,I nd the 
feti shiz'll.ion of art as commodity reduce the aUlonomy of our judgment. It 
is imperative to remain 3; attentive as possible to "the sway of society over 
the inner life of the pI.'fSOn," ,IS \.vi ll iam Leiss, one of Kosuth's great 
:mthropologist heroes, puts it. 

And so we begin to unllersta nd Kosuth's need to si ngle our works lhM 
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arc not, as he later it, pan of the great Autobahn of masterpieces. 
"Lcsser" or less offer a better chance for us to fonn indepen-
dent judgments, since the potential of such works is likely to have been 
corrupted by their havi ng been instilUlionalizcd, commodified, and nu'ned 
in to fetishes . for in his effort- his desire-tO avoid reality, the fetishist 
focuses his attention on what is secondary This, then, was another advan-
t:Ige of making a sd oxtlon of works from the collections of Tht: Brooklyn 
l'vluseum. Ont: could hardl)' fa ll into the tra p of th inking, as a distinguished 
modern art historian once did, that "the superior and only the 
superior one, is so organized that he can n:gister within his mcdium an 
indi vidual awarcncss of a period predicament." The fact is that even the 
undistinguished craftsman is likely to be ail le to register within his medium 
the period prcdic-.lmenr, whctht:r set:n "i ndividually" or as reflecdon o f 
somc common If "",.r on(' ncc(led evidence o f the authority 
of "Iesser" works of art as historic-al documents, it was to be fo und in 
Kosuth 's installation. 

But the issuc wtnt Elr beyond history and documentation; it forced a 
reevaluatio n of ourselves and our relation to present I.:u lture. In "The 
Artist as Anthmpologist," Kosurh sought to show why ont had not only to 

aC(jlJ irc flut:nL}' in :l cul t'ure, but also to diminish the spurious disunce, 
imposed hy fa lse seicntism, between oneself and thar culrure. R.:l.dial 
'lnthropology renounced :.he notion of the objective in\-estigator, in the 
Silme way as one examin ed other cultures, one had to examine one's posi-
tion wi thin one's own culture. There are abundant lessons to be leamed 
from other culrures, to be sure, bur most impomnt is to perttive the 
subjcerh'iry of our own ideology, and the failure of objecti\i ty. The duality 
between subject and ob ject which penneates the "objecti\ity'" of so much 
\Vestern thought is onl}" m impediment ro undersl:2nding the inquiring 
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self and, therefo re, to the object of its investigation. 
And, as Thc Brooklyn Museum show demonstrates, since art only exists in 
context and as context, it becomes a critical implement not only in Ute activ-
it)' of sc1 f-reAection, but also- and thereby-i n the liberation frum the 

of fashion, raste, and the dictates of domin:mt social structures. 
'10 say this may he to invest tOO much fa ith in the possibilities of art; but 

the mora l of Kosuth's work proposes that, with religion no 
longer viable, and with science doomed to its positivisms, we must turn to 

art for the lInderstanding of ethics, value, and those issues of meaning that 
go beyond rhe laws of physics and the decrees of God. 

Kosuth's concern with the role of the viewer soon lcd, naturally enough, to 
lin intense engagement "'':lth th e work of Sigmund Freud. Through Freud, 
Kosuth seems to have inlTeasingly aware of the ways in wh ich an 
individual beholder's context. .. change, and of how meanings ure lost, can-
celed, reclaimed, and revised in rhe light of personal experience. The 
opening quotation in his notes on the work entitled Cathexis came from 
Freud's 1915 pa l}c:r on the Unconscious: "T hought proceeds in so 
fu r remote frOIll the original perceptual residues that they havc no longer 
rerained 3nything' of the qualities of those residucs, and, in order to 
become conscious, need to he reinforced by new qualities." 

This provides an important clue to the way in which conceived 
of the Brooklyn promcltion . H is aim was to makc the beho lder as self-
conscious as possible about the rd ation between conditions of conten ami 
the production of meaning. And he did so by making one as aware as possi-
ble of the process whereby is constructed. The viewer hegi ns to 

sec the work of art in the way L1le artist does, "as a struggle to make and 
cancel meaning and re-:'onn ie" Understanding rhe work of art becomes 
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an event that both and includes the viewer through the innu-
merable evocations, cancellations, and superimpositions called forth hy 
the juxtaposition of objects and texts-in this case, in the domain of the 
"ullmentiona ble." 

One further element in Kosuth's conception of art and artwork bears 
directly on the Brooklyn installation-his view of the problem of the art-
work's aura. He derived it, of course, from that maverick early associate of 
the Frankfurt school, '-"alter Benjamin. 

For Benjamin , the aura of a work of art-and he was thinking particu-
larly of painting-was tied to notions of authenticity and uniqueness. In an 
age of religion (or magic), aura was prO\ided by ritual context (rimal space, 
Ule ritualization of or some comhinati on of hath); but in what he 
terms the age of mechanical reproduction, "the criterion of authenticity 

to bc applicable to artistic production [and l thc tot.ll function of art 
is reversed . Instead of being based on ri tual, it begins to be based on <moth-
er practice-politics." Aura had become a nostalgic bourgeois category. 
The context that endowed the work with aura had now become the institu-
tions of capitalist society, such as the museum and, mutatis mutandis, the 
market. Kosuth recognized the factitious aura of pa inting and the extent to 

which it was a product of hegemonic instimtions- and so he gave it up. 
For him, the wholt of art the questioning of art. A truly political 
art, he realized, would not content itsel f with the message alone; it would 
-it had to--engage the viewer in a questioning of the nature and process 
dart iL';elf. Only in this way could we understand the nature of the institu-
tions and the pressures they exert, and thereby subject them ro me neces-
sary critique. For Kosmh, then, an art such as Hans Haacke's- in which 
the message lies primarily in the contem-simply reinforces the positions 
already held by his viewers. It is toO unambiguous. It cannot change any-
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hecause it fails to (juestion stams ;Irt and, therefore. its institu-
tional presumptions and presuppositions. 

T his is the background to "The Play of the Unmentionable.n 

This is how n major conceptual artist C;llllC to select a series of" historical 
works of art from a major Illuseum in order to make a politiDll in tervention 
that, almough Ic.ss ohviously theoretical than much of his prcvious work, 
was in keeping with the concerns of his prnetice. 

"The Play of the U was an extraordinary succe.iS : over 
ninelY--{)lle thousand visimr.; came to visit the insr-.llbtion in th e space of a 
lin lc over three mOnfhs. At any gi"cn time, the GrJlId Lobby of the mnse-
um-a large space of over eight thousand square fee t- was unusua1!y 
crowded. In re(;(;nt years the J"t useum has done el'ery-thing to enSlire that 

would not simply be cmpty space. in the II'av that museum 100-
bies often out now it look on an aspect that was both anim:lteJ and 
intense. One the di stinct that the visitor.; to the inSl,lllation 
were not making thdr across the space to the m,lin galleries of 
rhe museum. or to the exhiIJition of the works of Albert Pinkham Ryder 
that ran. successfully. for the dl1rntlon of the inst<1 l1a tion. They were 
concentrating. engaged in the issues so clearly presented by the images and 
mosaics of texts written wilh calculated elebr:lnce the walls-beside, 
O\"er, and under me objecLi. Kosuth 's habimal ski ll in me of 
texts made the installatinn seem at the same tillle emh1t:ntly accessible and 
deeply provocntive. 

"''hile sever:11 of Kosl1th's precedi ng installations adopted similar 
str.ltegies, nonc had enjoyed the same l)()puiar sucecss. In compa rison with 
the BrODklyn illSlallation. the Wingenste in exhibit in Viennn and Brussels 
wO\dd have seemed rather esoteric. both for its an d for the difficult 
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works It showed, );lot (hH Kosuth would apologize for. such difficul ty: he 
has nel'er claimed that an is, or shoulcl be, easy, Rut in the Brookl}'n 
lation the stakes were plain, and they were rel'ealed In the of works 
that were clC:l rly a part o:'our own history. 

All this proved to be a seductive strategy. In most cases it required no 
great initial leap to The works werc generally ones that 
fo rmed part of the tracl iriolls and con\'entions we knO\I-. Bm Kosuth's juxta-
posi tions and the spatial and intellecnlal inteT'I"cnrion of the texts set an 
unexpected kind of rnenml effort in motio n, One found onesel f mecli tating 
011 the relations nctll'eer. objects, bcrween objects and texts, and between 
ohjeets, texts, and oneself. Constantly one sought to eonstru<.:t the work, ,LS 

work of art, helow the fragments of other discourses. Ry using texts, "the 
mystified experience of aesthetic contemplation W ,] S ruptured." BecJ use 

Kosuth human marks, amI sim'e language is daily and 
banal "the individualizing profundi ty of cC )I1 templalion \\"lS denied." As he 
affirmed with regard to his earlier work, CllriJtxis, "the vic\.\'er, as n reader, 
could experience the language of the construction of what is seen. That 
cancellation o f ha bituated experiences which makes the language visible 
also forces the viewers/re:lders to realize (hei r own subjective role ill the 
meaning-making process." 

.o\s a rcsul t, onc could have fa iled to sec that there nrc no intrin-
sic me:mings in ll n ohject or an imagc, but that meaning always exists in 
relation to the viewer, as well as "to society, nnd in to what preced-
c(1 it, to what it shares, and to what follows," Soon one could see that mean-
ings were being produced that went berond the ol'en content of the works. 
H'e, as viewers, were made aware of our role in the production of 
and the old mystifying, trJllscendental StltuS of :In was broken. \\ 'e could 
gr;lsp the full extent of embeddedness in and cul rure. and in 
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manner be led [0 engage the issues of censorship, control, and me lim-
its of art. For ther, [00, could now d early be seen as subject tu detcnnina-
rion by context, !.eriOl\, md convention. They were inabsolute the 
transcendence of art. unmentionable was revealed through the play of 
the unmentionable and through the processes by which meanings are (on-
strUcted and made apparent. El'ery beholder was made conscious of the 
processes whereby history-and context interact with the individual. And art 
c(mld show what words alone could not say. 

Nor could any visitor to the Brooklyn inst;t.ll ation have had any doubt 
that one was dealing with a new work, one by Kosuth. T his not just 
another exhibition of individual works of art, curated by an art histOri an or 
museum curator in such a way as to leave ou r sense of the amonomy of art 
objects and their historical distance unimpingcd (let alone unthreatened). 
The exhibition was d e;!rl, dialectical. Indi\idual works were acrualized. as 
it were; because the pmd.lct;on of meaning lay so dearly with the viewer, 
th e artworks were charged with meanings and imp lications they had never 
had before. Or, to put it more precisely, the were ch arged with 
meanings that had lai n dormant in them, waiting, one might say, to be 
:lwakened under the w nd itions of both Kosuth's work and the historical 
moment in which it was SCt. 

The challenge became obvious as soon as (me: entered the museum. For 
one thing, there were the texts. Printed in while lettering on gray walls, in 
various typesi:>:es, they arrested one's ancmion, both for their foml and 
their content. The large, banner-style slogans capture(! the (.'}'e, drawing it 
down to the longer sentences, and then to the p:l r.lgf'aphs, inscribed in the 
smallest prim around discrete clusters of objects and images. The texts 
insisted that we read them. T here was no need to search, as we: sometimes 

do, for the innocuous and "objective" labels that we generally 
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need as historical crutches with which [0 look more safely (or less igno· 
rantly) upon works mat w( do not know or have not secn beforc, or that 
eome from anomer period. T hese "labels" were comments, provocations, 
ins,l les, puzzles, contradictions, and stimulations. One was impelled into a 
person al interaction with each text, and with each image or object on 
which the text commented-if one had not already been forced into some 
interaction by the strength o r unusualness of the objeer itsel f. 

The provocation-like the challenge to see uniquely-also began immedi· 
atcly, with the inscription of the title of the instalbtion on the entrance 
wall of the Grand Lobby. "The Brooklyn Museulll Collection: Tbe Play of 
the Unmentionable." The series of oxymorons, of contradictions, had 
sta rted o ff: museum/ploy/unmentionable: these aTC not the usu:l l or the 
convention:!. l colloGitions. R .. this ritle frank acknowledge· 
ment of the support of the National Endowment for the T he mighry 
second museum ufNt:w York! The greatest grant· giving body in the field 
of the arts! VVhat place could there be for the unmentionable within tht:st: 
instinltionS---(Jne erecled oy virtuous citizenry as the very t:mbodirnen t of 
the rd ations between knowledge, art, and autborir}', and me other nothing 
less than an ann of government? O ff to the left one ClIught a glimpse of a 
picture of a naked man and a variety of sculptures of nude young men (pp. 
88- 93). Revealing himself, as it were, from beh ind, the man in the picture 
seemed casually to be attending [Q some need (he turned out [Q be lighting 
a cigarette) of a seated clothed figure (p. 91). Off to the right ont' could 
make out three large oil paintings of more or less unclothed children (pp. 
111-113)· 

·fhe Cincinnati trial, which began the day before the opening of "Thc 
Play of the Unmentionable" at The Brooklyn Museum, revol\'ed around a 
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well-known homosexual artist's photographs of mell in sadomasoch istic 
poses, and of children with thcir genitals exposed. The cOLllcidence of 
dares was by chance and not hy design , of CO\Il'S(!; but for months- as 
everyone knew- the :\EA had been equivoca ting, vacillating, and finally 

in thc face of pressure not to fund, directly or indireetlr, thc 
production or exhibi tion of artworks represen ting the supposedly un rncn-
rionable. But who decides? 'Ibis must have heen :It least one of the many 
'l uestions that now entered into play. 

l(1 hal"e opened with the mort famous o f the passages by that great 
philosnpher of liberty, J ean-Jacques RO\lSse:lu ("ma n is horn frec but is 
everywhere in chains"), would have been too obvious; but it was power-
fl.1 lly alluded to by the first three images in the installation: Ihrbara 
!(nIger's HIt' nl)' lIorij;·ill.'l, }o/l of n cbnngr of (/dduss. where heavy chains hoth 
imprison and bar access to an apparently bare fCIll.Ile figure (p. 7l ); LU L";lS 
Cranat:h the Elder's Lllm 'rill with a large ch,lin around her neck, as she 
stabs herself in shame ,It I:er rape (p. 73): fi nally I Iiram Powers's Cn'do: 
Sif/vr. with the hea,-!, ch,lin both ensLiI'CS her and seems to preserve 
her chastity (p. 73). ·I·hcsl such contr:ldit:tory t·hoiees that they force us 
to work to resoi--e thcm. t\longside the images (.";lme the opening (luot,l-
tion, not the obvious onc by the philosopher o f ( ;eneva, but another, C' "t:n 
more germane: 

lives within himself, while social ntall1ke, outsiJe him,elf 
knows onk how to H,·e in opioion of so that he sCem, to 

rhc consciousllc,-, of his "'''1) existence maei)" from rhe jUd!!:ClllCnI ",f others 1.:011-. -
ccmin!!" hi",. 

Reminders of t/Jrir autonomv and Olfl" sl:lvishness would hcnt:eforth 
punt:ntate the installa tion. \Vc had embarked on the difficul t search fo r the 
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integri ty within ourselves, by heing made to reflect 011 the proct!ss of ,lrtis-
tic activity and on the implications of our own dcfini tion of art. The con-
sta nt issue would be our independence of judgmcnt: who. Kosllth secmed 
insistently to be aski ng, decided what was or was not art, and what follows 
from that decision? F reedOin and tolerance, or control ami censonhip? 

At the same rime, though, there was ,mother issue. that oCthe nature of 
artistic and its legi timate domain. In calling ,mention to the Kor-
anic parallels between the creative powers of the artist and those of God 
himself, the text mal inllnediatdr followed the open ing cluster of images 
presented all too dearly the thrcat of ,lrtistic autonomy to institutional 
power, and the need to control lItc freedom rhar comcs from creation . 

On Dnr punishment ufhell will he oul 10 [he [l:linru. 
and he will he calbl upun to hreathc hfe inlu the forms thJI has rashioned; hut 
Ill: cannot hre3thc into In fashioni,,!; tl .. : rn, on o f a be;,,!! that h .. 

the usurping the erntivc runl"tiun of the Crcatur and thus is 
to to Cod .. 

To make what one likes, amI to he frce to do so, is [(J aspire to a power that 
not of the human realm, hecausc it is the power to make images ,·ital. 

This is the threat that the lawmakers cannot tolerate, because it is the gU3r-
antor of the potencial of our resistance to control. 

But what are the fu rther implications of mis freedom-to make what 
one likes and to be free to do so-and of the varieties of constraints that arc 
placed upon it? ,,·hile the Islamic proscriptions may be concerned v.ith the 
dangers of aspiring to creative I>owers th:n only God is supposed to have. 
what is it in the \Vest that constrains freedom? In "The Artists as Anthro-
pologist," Kosmh cites \ ViUi31ll Leiss on the v.-ays in which the transform,l-
tion of al! of namre (i ncluding consciousness itself) into me materi,ll o( 
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production comes to be "compulsive, blindly repetitive and finally self-
destructive." For Leiss, "the final stage is reached when the only rationale 
for production that can be offered is that many persons can be induced to 
believe that what they really want and need are the newest offering of com-
modities in the marketplace." This is the most insidious constraint on 
artistic freedom. \V'hether or not we now take such a bleak view of the 
effects of the marketplace, it is not hard to grasp the lesson here, and it is 
phrased in such a way as to serve as a perfect motto for "The Play of the 
Unmentionable": 

At this stage domination m-er nature and men, by the ruling social 
elass, becomes internalized in the p>ychic process of indi"lduals; and it is self-
dcstructh'c the compulsive character of consumption and behavior 
destroys personal autonomy and negates the long and difficult effort to win lib-
eration from that experience of compubion. 

This is a complex and important point; but one can perhaps speak still 
more hluntly and plain ly, just as Kosuth himself does. The Brooklyn instal-
lation, as we have seen, was conceived as a direct response to recent assaults 
on freedom of expression and artistic liberty. The situation was all too 
dear. The :\EA had refused to give grants to works that it, in wisdom, 
had decided were immoral or pornographic; the Corcoran Galley in 
\Vashington had, at the last minute, canceled a show of photographs by 
Robert Mapplethorpc; and the Cincinnati trial was about to open. The 
issue of what an artist could or could not do--should or should not be 
allowed to cio--was 011 the minds of many more people than usual. Under 
these circumstances, photographs such as those hy Larry Clark could only 
have been taken as some kind of deliberate provocation (pp. 95, 107-10, 
14I). Beside them, photographs hy Mapplethorpe such as the one on dis-
play from The Brooklyn Museum collection must have seemed altogether 
innocuous and tame, slick and decorative (p. 92). One has no difficulty in 
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finding in them just those forma l qualities that seem to be so lacking in 
Clark (though, as always, there is no shortage of people willing to offer a 
formal analysis of his works too). 

T he depiction of sex in Larry Clark's photographs seems pbin and 
explicit enough. Even the more sophisticated \iewcrs, upon seeing them 
for the first time, arc li kely to ask themselves (or at least, to entert;1in the 
thought); Can these works really be fin? And if they are, what then are the 
conditions of an? These are exactly the questions that Kosuth wants us to 
raise. The whole of his own an is about this. It is not JUS t that he brings our 
of storage a painting of an apparently homosexual e.\change, showing a 
wholly nude male figure (:he model for Promerbl!lIs!) with an attracti\·c 
rump (p. 91), or coy pictures o f seminude chi ld ren ( pp. I I 1- 113), in ordcr 
to bring [he vcry issues that werc most deb:lted in 1990 to mind. It is that 
his use of COntext and cOll text1.lali/.ation is so effective. 

For example, in confronting with Larry Clark 's picture of a boy ba n-
dling his penis (p. 95), and setting it in thc visual context of the Roman 
statues of Dionysus and Apoll o (pp. 90, 93), he makes us face the possibili -
ty that we Illay ue more aware than we like to admit aoom the absence of 
the male member (whet.her lost by ebance or by deliberate mutilation) in 
the antique works. Or thai we may either be more sensitive [0, or more 
incli ned to suppress, the scrual aspects of the Egyptian bronze ( p. 94) of a 
Pharaoh worshiping the Otter (which hc does, we may not immediately 
notice, with a phallus attached to his forehead and by mast1.lrbating he 
worships) . 

\Ve ha\'e no difficulty ir, classi fying these Egyptian. Greek. and Roman 
works as art , and we tolerate their sexual dimension by suppressing our 
interest in it; but with LaIT}' Clark .... ? In the ose of the ancient stan lCS it all 
secms much clearer. Eithe r we do nor notice the sexual dimension because 
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the objects are in a museum, and because art permits us to repress that 
which would trouble liS in an object we more to as 
or we sim ply prerl'lul not to notice. From the Rodin hrom:es (pp. 100- I O!) 

to the Japanese woodhlock alhums (pp. 104-106), these were the issues 
that "T he Play of the Unmentionahle" hrought constantly, insistently, and 
trenchantly to the fore. 

In a direct allusion to one of the j\llapplcthorpe photographs singled 
out by the Cincinnati prosecution, Kosuth showed a Mughal painting 
imoxicnud Ascetics (p. (03), the central scene of which is a man urinat-
ing directly into the m:)uth of another. Kosuth did not hesitate to have 
an enlargement made of this scene, as if in defiance of all "scientific" art-
historical commentary, whieh has never commented directly on it (even 
though the page itself is well-enough known). It is reported to be an illus-
tration of the fastest way of allowing opium to enter the bloodstream; but 
once we have tbis infonnation, there is yet another problem, yet another 
aspect of the play of the unmentionahle . Are we somehow supposed to 
feci that historical knowledge--essentially socilll kno\\·ledge-somehow 
detracts from the transcendental status of art? Or does it have nothing to 
do with art at all? 

T he other photographs by Larry Clark present similar difficulties. 
Kosuth showed these images of adolescent sex in the company of three 
paintings of disrobed children and a pair of textual reminders by mysclf-
the first a bout the barrier against regarding real ism as art ("Art is beautiful 
and high. The photograph is realistic; it is vulgar; it elicits natural and real-
istic responses. In an, nudity is beautiful and ideal; in the photograph 
(unless it has aClluired the status of it is ugly an d (therefore?) provoca-
tive"), and the second the contextuality of pornography ("Arousal 
hy image [whether pornographic or not ) only occurs in context: in the 
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context of the indi\'idual beholder's conditioning, and, as it were, of his 
prepaI"3tion for seeing the arousing, erotic, or pornographic image. It is 
dependent on the prio r availahility of images and prevailing boundaries 
of shame," etc.). But beside the oil paintings he also inscribed in large 
letters a passage from the biography of Will iam Sergeant Kendall, the 
paintcr .of the picrure evasively called A Stllrllmr (p. I I 3). "Americans," 
wrote Kendall 's biographer, "have never felt enti rely comfortable with 
paintings of the nude. Perhaps Kendall 's nudes were so well liked bet"'3 use 
they showed children and were therefore removed from a sexual context. " 
Whil!.: the first part of passage may be a fair acknowledgment of a cer-
tain state of affairs, the evasiveness of the second became appar-
ent in the context of the Clarks. 

But wim evasion comes great illumin:u ion. It is as hard ro l>clic\'c in the 
absence of sexual conrent in Kendall's (seminudc) painting of a child as it is 
to deny th3[ Ollr uis(;omfort with Larry Clark's photographs, however 
enli ghtened we may he, springs precisely from the unadorned lldolesccnt 
sexuality they ]X1rtray, as well as from our persistent reluctance to integrate 
sex and art. Kosuth 's installation spoke for itself-onc had on ly to survey 
the history of art to sec that they need not be scen as contradicto ry in 
terms. Al the saillc time, though, it I"3ised the question : "''hat is the force of 
institutionalization that impels me separation of these categories? This 
was the motor that drove Kosuth's selection of works from the Brooklyn 
collection, a selection sanctioned by the authority of the \'ery institution 
that had collected them. This, in short, was the paradox that provoke{1. 

' ·Ve may think a reprcsentation pornographic, or acknowledge that others 
are likely to think it pornographic. We know that this judgment, {his 
assignment of category, is wholly dependent on con texl, convention, :I!ld 
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education. But how is this judgment affected by the knowledge that thc 
work is a work of :Ift, or e\'en by the sIIspicio1l that it may be? after all, 
determines? And how is autonomy of judgment affectc(1 by the (h:tcnnina-
tion of the work as art? It be that in making his spectators rellen morc 
un the question of the cnnccpt of art than on the narrowness of censorship. 
Kosllth overstatcd the problcm-bil favored problem. Hut one mu!it 
acknowledge the prescience of his demonstration that the very act of social 
control manifested 15 ccnsorship is that it is nOlhing more than an exten-
sion of powcr into thc dom;lin of autonomy emhodied in the idea of art. 
Ami indced. his prescience was clearly vindicated by the proceedings and 
the outcome of the tTi:!1 in Cincinnati. 

From the very start of the trial, it was clear that the central issue would 
be the artistic status of the se\'cn photographs. The fund:lmental qucstion 
was: Could such (pornographic) images possibly bc rcg-,mkd as The 
lead prosecutor would show and describe every photogr:!ph and each 
memher of the jury: " Is this art?" Of CO UThC , the prosecution 's hope was 
that the jury would see th:!t the photos could not possihly be art (since art is 
pure, transcendent, cuhurall}' and spiriruall)' enhancing, and so on). in 
the early <lays of photography, if the imag-c was too realistic it could not he 
art. But to th e prosecution the maner must have seemed dear, even ifrau-
tologous: if it is an, i: is an, but ifit is pornography, if is not art, ' rhe pros-
ecution cannot long have considered the possibility thnt someonc might 
demonstrate the contrary. And yet someone, many people, did . . rhe jury 
W:lS swayed by those :luthoritics (muscum officials and critics) who con-
vinced thcm thal the images were art- and therefore am pornographiL" 
Kow the legal position was dear, and was set fOM \lith surprising lucidi ty 
by a judge whom everyone had taken to be hostile to the mllseum's case. 
The threefold test or ohscenity was "that the average person <lpplying con-
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temporary community standards would lind that the picture, taken as a 
whole, appeals to a prurient interest in sex, that the picture depicts or 
describes semaJ conduct in a patently offensive way, and that the picture, 
taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value." 

Yet it is impossible not to feel a little uneasy at the faci lity of the out-
come. Hthe members of the jury genuinely believed, at the outset, that the 
images were pornographic (say, se.'illally stimulating in .1 way that present-
ed some kind of danger to public morality), how could lhey suddenly have 
changed their minds just becausc the imagcs were nominated as art? How 
does the category of art come to have such power- if indeed it has this 
power- to alter perceptions? And on whose are such im ages thus 
nominated? Do they becolTle art only when they enter a ITlllseum? The 
temptation is to suggest that it was a moral failing or lhe jury not to retain 
their independence of judgment, stay with their sense of the pornogr:lphie, 
and refuse to be swayed by the fact that director of the J. Paul Gerty 
IvIllseum, the director of the University Art ivluseum at Berkeley, and the 
former director of the Institute of Contemporary Art of the University of 
Pennsylvania (and current director of the .A,merican Craft Museum) all 
declared that these images were art. C ould not at least one memher of the 
jury have responded, as the prosecutor presumably di d, by saying (or at 
least thinking): "\·\!hncver you claim, I think these images are porno-
graphic"? And could he or she in that case nOt have resisted adding "and 
therefore certainl" not art"? 

I Iere lies one crux of the maner. But there is another, JUSt as crucial , in 
whal we now may take to ha,-e been an unexpected triumph for the posi -
tion dcmonstrnted by Kosuth's work. T hat is, it can only ha\-e been a sense 
of the contcxruality of poraography that made the jury refuse the ob"iollS 
position: Once pornography always pornography. "T he picture [of the girl 
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with her ski rt upl is a perfect illustr.nion of !he phrase 'E\'il is in , he eye of 
heholder,''' concluded the art ( riti( of !he CiJlcillllflti Ellquirel: 

dClennines what is :l work of art?" asked the prosecutor. "It's thc cuI lure n 
large-museums, critics, galleries. Ko person Illakes the dctcrmin3-
tion. more than personal, morc (han 10(_":11," replied an expert witne. ... ". 
' 10 the position "once pornography :llways pornography, " as we 
shall S(C, is neither to repudiate the powcr o r il1wges nor to deny their 
capacity to arousc. N or is it, as some skeptics might cl aim, simply an indi-
cation of upward cultur:ll mobili£Y ("now we toO can rt:eognize what makes 
these imagcs art"). 

One further aspect of both the proceedings and the jury's decision mer-
it;; n.:Aection. The jury seems to have been chiefl y convinced hy those crit-
ics who offered a formalist defense of the photOgraphs (their strategy was 
to prm'e that !he photos qualified as art on fonnal grounds, as if this were 
the sole possible basis for proof ). Could such a jury, consisting o f o rdinary 
members of rhe Cincinnati community, really h;we been per5u,ldcd, al most 
overniglll, by :lrgll!llents such as those regarding the figure snld>, o f rhe 
photog-rapher wi th a bullwhip in his :mus? "T he: human figure is cC11lere:d. 
The horizon line two-thirds of the way up, almost the classical tW(J-
thirds to one-third prolxlrno n. T he way the light is (:ast so there is light all 
around the figure [isJ very symmetrical, which is I'ery of his 
Aowers .... " Surely, one might have thought that this was too fancy a diver-
siun from !he reali ty o f the image? Apparently not. T he: [rump ClTd was 
provided by the most adept of the formal analysts who, when asked, "So 
wh en you look at a picmrc, you look at it diffe rently?" replied emphatical-
ly, "No! Tnlining in art is just train ing in life, re'llly." 

One could hardly have wished for a more spectacular vindicatio n of the 
stra tegy of "The Play of the Unmentionahle." If :lIlyone thought that 
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Kosuth had overestimated the importance of the of art , the result 
of the Cincinnati trial (and the relaxation of restrictions by the NEA that 
followed in its wake) proved that he had not. It w:!s prtcisely thri?· (Tu}1I 

reflection on "the histoncal re lationship between the artist and the COIl-

cepr of art in this society" that made members of the jury realize the impos-
sihility 'Ind futilin' of censorship. 

The jury was swayed hy exposition of the formal aspects of the works 
issue. either ont of the work was set aside or, as a 
result of their questioning of the nature of <lrt, form became meaning (or, 
at least, integral to it). One mighr not predicted that a jury of people 
not involved willI lhe making or of would be moved 
by formal yet they were. This can only both 
d-w e,t:lblishment \).nd the e,tablishment misjudge the involve_ 
ment of most museumgoers with issues of art. But was the day saved only 

the works were proved to be art? Once the question returns: 
\Vho deei(les, \Ve know well enough that at Cincinnati it was the directors 
of the museul!Is. \Ve c()uid take this as just one further sign of the institu-
tionalization of the ra{lical, which has become so complex an of the 
culrural politics of our times. But it seems to mean that Mapplethorpe 
is now safely instirutionali zed. Could this be why Kosuth insisted on me 
inclusion of the photographs by Larry Clark? Beside him, as I have noted, 
Mapplethorpe's works look a little too smooth, stylish, and marketable. 

But here a considerable irony. For all his assaults on the connection 
between style and the market, Kosuth's own work betrays an extreme 
degree of what might roughly be called high formaliution. lr is cool ,lIld 
eltgant, its jUllcrures:>f words, light, and visuality are almost seamlcss-
Iy consistent. Initially, in his work Kosuth sought a cen ain neutrality of 
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presentation. was intended to be undistinctive, rather than 
overtly "artistic." Hut, whether Of not he inkmled it, even this neutrality 
gained its own historical momentum and status with the of time. 
The fesult, ironically enough, has heen a distinctive Kosuthian style. \Ve 
see it in the Brookl)"n as much as in his other works. And it has, 
inevilahly, hecome eminently market'lblc. T hc artist has been caught on 
the very hook that he so effectively baited. 

At least two more paradoxes, or problems, arise from Kosuth's think-
ing. To O\wlook them would be an abnegation of the very candor his art 
demands. After the paradox of institutionalization come those of contextu-
ality and aura. T hey are less obviously paradoxical, but equally relevant tu 
the effectiveness of the insullation. They are paradoxical for two reasons: 
the srrength of the installation could be seen to depend, at least to some 
extent, on a community of fesponse that somehow infringes th e nile of 
eontextuality (as is now n]()st obvious in the c.lse of images th;]t afe seen to 

carry a sexual charge); and the power of its images appeared to depend un a 
quality that might once havc been described as aura, had it not heen for the 
critique that Bcnjamin based on the commodification and institutionalila-
tion of art. 

In my hook Tbl' PO'i1."l'/" (if Imllges I cmphasized the poverty of a vicw of 
the history of art does not the constitutive role of the viewer into 
fu ll consideration, whether for th e meaning or the power of images. I 
aq,'1.1ed that it is impossible to unders tand either the present or the past of 

unless onc takcs the active role of the viewer into account .. And r 
suggested thar one means of gaining access to the dialectic of interaction is 
hy plotting ,md investigating the symptoms of responses, however trou-
bling and difficult, to ann to images. Such investigation seems fea-
sible only if it is ha,ed not simply on the in ternal history of images, but 
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also on the application of the lessons of philosophy, anthropolo!,'}', and 
psychology, 

My the:refl1re, is not dissimilar to Kosuth's; we have: kin -
dred sense: of the constructive the limiting roles of conte:xt. It is 
instructive that, as if ill alarm at my delineation of responses which intel-
lectuals in general, and art historians in particular, either deny or seek to 
banish from their territOries, choruses of art-h istoric;!1 fear arose. T hese 
ehoruses were reinforced iy two anxieties. Firs t, predictably enough, there 
was the fear that I was somehow reducing the of by suggesting 
that we recall our respomcs to everyd,lY imagery when we investigate our 
responses to what we regard as and, secondly, there was the anxiety that 
I was attributing to images some power, and thereby fJ iling to 

acknowledge individual r.eeds and the projection of individual desires, I 
mention these re:lctions bec:ll1sc they offer insight into the 
of Kosuth's practice, specifically that of "The Play of the Unmentionable," 

As we have seen, Kosurh repeatedly insists on the role of the 
viewer, his or her collstirl,five role. There an.: no intrinsic meanings-oo 
intrinsic PO"iJJelj I would add- in objects and images . It is the \'iewer who 
must struggle fo r thc meaning of art, in the face of the dictates of market 
and institutions. Some critics of The POk-·el" of rfllllgrs were apparently so 
afraid of the responses to an that might th us arise that they compounded 
their fears by suggesti ng that I attributed the power of images lO images 
themselves, autonomously and therefore somehow magically-the vcry 
position I had .ought to undennine, Such is the power invcsted 
in images, it would seem, that e\·en my repe:.ted acknowledgement of the 
necessity of comext renewed the old fears that they might ha\'e an inherent 
power of their own. 

The of helief in the passive specutor are now happilr over; and 
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the most inrransigcnt bdil-vers in the absolute tr:J.nseendenee of great 
works of art or the staum'hest proponents of market's determin ing role 

their passing, But that forlorn position h.1S recen tly come to be 
replaced by a positivism, that, though it has been nurtured by the worthiest 
of Illotives, has become the Jomain of the (earn11 and the timid: the posi-
til'lsm of small context, of anee(lme, o f the narrow fomlS of what has fash-
ionably come to be ca lled "m ierohistory." 

Grolnted that t he conslructs the meaning of the work; hut hi'"' is 
the viewer himself or hersel f constructed? the qllestion that h:1S Ie:d 
num)' astray. The: arterllive and up-to-date reader may already have rai sed 
at least one: e:yehrow at the ways in which both Kosuth and I 
refe:r to or "the viewer, " or make usc of the generaliled tirst-
1lt'n;On plural. ' 10 do so is neither to hypostati7A: "the viewer" nor to sac-
rifice indil'iduality for the sa ke of some kind I,f CI, rl)()ratc response, It is not 
to minimize difference, nor [0 thH everyone responds in the same way 
to;1 givcn work or set of drC\llTIstances, Rather, it is to point up th05e com-
mon of responsc, emotion, :md cognition upon which context ;lets 
and whose \'ery eommuna:ity makes thcm amenable to analysis, \Ve 
no good words for them. T hey relate £0 hunger, sexuality, grief, gladncss, 
terror, They are those awkwa rd facts of feel ing, instinct, and desirt: that 
ha\'c their mots in our 11I.manity Of these categories :Ire them-
selvcs in flected hy context, and subject to and gender constrllClioll-
always, Prior to such we must rc('kon with whatever it is that 
enables aTOlIs;ll and emotion. '10 say this is to do no more than declare the 
work tha t has still to be done: theoretical on the one hand, technical on the 
other. \.Vhilc different images may arouse the feelings of different 
people at different times lmder different circumstances, it would be fu ti le 
not to acknowledge the cugnitive process, prior to contcxt, that enables 
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arousal hy represenrarion; :Ind because this is a process that is prior to con-
text, it C"Jnnot be nalllcd (except, perhaps. in neurophysiologie-JI terms). It 
is a theoretical consrrm;t with physiological rea li£}'. 

One c;mnot underst:md the desire to censor without understanding 
desire !Oll! wurt-spccifie3lly the desire for whnt is represented. However 
rnll(;h (;onte.\ t shapes eoment, and however much one acknowledges that 
standards of morality, when applied to art , art: wholly detennined hy socio-
historical COlllext and the varieties of conditioni ng. the link between vision 
and desire nevertheless rema ins to be e.\c,H':ltcd and theorized. 

For the sake of argtum: nt, let lIS say one attributes the greater popular 
success of the Brooklyn installati on (in comparison with the 1989 
Wittgenstcin installation. "The Play of the u nsayable") to the f.te t that 
people arc more intercstal in the unmentionable dlan the unsarahle. But 
to maintain such a posit.ion these days C'Juses sC"JnJal, and it is not hard to 
im<lgine Kosuth hilllstl f, the artist as ohjecting on the 
grounds that there is no such thing as "people" in general, only different 
people and different contexts. But it is clear enough that the install ation 
wOllld have FAi led had not e"ery spectator been able to recogni7.e the se:roal 
ch:lrgc of the Larry Clarks, or the savagery of Cindy Shennan (p. I H ) and 
the slicing off of the of the Spanish Saint Agatha (p. 137); o r the 
pricking of the needles in Clark's Fim Tilll( Sbootillg Up ( p. 141 ), Nonnan 
Rockwell's I\)+t Tb r TnftooA'1in (p. 141 ), and the Nkisi power figure (p. 
I40); or the deprivation of vitality betokened by the willful rcmo\'31 of the 
eyes of a figure in a picture such as the fiftecnth-century Jlllrtyrdflfll of 
Snil/lS COSI1IIIS mltl Dnminll i.::ith thrir Tbru (p. 119), where the 
were presumably scr.1tched at the time of the iconoclastic disturbances of 
the next eenmry in an attempt to deprive the executioners of thei r l11all:\·o-
lent life or vitll li£}'. 
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O f COIlr.;e, there arc plenty of other aspectS of the W Play of the Unmen-
tionable" that would hal·e been incomprehensible in othcr cOn!e,n s; bllt 
thc power of the installation resided in the degrce to which it 
forced its spectators to reAect on rhe ways in which they judged the 
inAection of response by context. Of course , one might claim that its 
effectivcncss dcpended wholly on the com mon cultural identity of its spec-
tators-hut in of all places? The: argument would be a wcak onc. 
No more representlo\"c Inicrocosm of the lI"ml(1 eould we know" T he 
installation forced one to reAect on COmCXlj but it depended fo r irs effec-
tiveness on a cognitive of the roots of emotion, appeti te, ,lnd fear : 
fe ar of oneself as mile:, as fear of the other. 

in Tbt Powrr oflmllgts I was chiefly concerned with the power that arises in 
the case of all imagery, and not only in those images we call "an ." Kosuth, 
however, in the Brookl}'Tl lIlstaliation took one importalll slep fu rther: he 
decided to usc the power Dfimages as a means of tht powcr 
of art. \Vhilc the role of the vitwer in m.lking meaning fun da mental to 
both his and OWI1 ai ms, Kosuth 's breakthrough was to take the sttp 
from representation in general to art itself. 

"The meaning of an is hOIl" we dts(l"ibr it. Thc dtscriptioll of flit-which 
an itsel f manifests-<onsists of a dynamic cluster of uses, shifting from 
work to work, of eltmlent5 takcn from the very fabric ()f eulmre-no di ffer-
ent from those which construct reality day to day." On th e basis of this 
position, ca n make the most claim we yet have for con-
sidering the role of the viewer as a means of insight into making. Viewers 
make meaning in the way artists make meani ng: in both case. .. meaning is 
predicated on the questioning of art. Once one acknowledges the defini-
tion of art as a quesLj'lfI ing, as a test r.lther than an illustration, one may 
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begin to see it in terms nf its libcl":l ting possibili ties. It is a (tht) fundamen-
tally unalienating ;Jl:tivity precisely because it allows us to participate in the 
making of meaning" rather t.han havi ng it foisted on us by some outside 
force such as superior laSlC, the market, some august institution, or any-
thing clse we might accepr unquestioningly. Finally, we arc able to interro-
gate our own complicity. 

Til rememher the lessons of the everyu:ly and the ethnogr:lphie is to 

begi n to understand the power of what we ;'art ." \Ve fail to grasp the 
force of images in our culture they hal'e bcmme fmm 
fa miliari ty, and because of our conStant indination to repress. \ Vho in a eil'-
ilizcd society it easy to admit to th e savage within ollfSch-es, to 
responses that seem primitive, «III', and basic- the kind we think ehar:lcter-
istic of other, more "primitive" cultures: long as we think of ;lrt as no 
more than expcnsil'e {1Ct.'(JrJuon, no more than d·u.; unthi nking "regurgita-
tion of tradi tional f(l nns ignorant of we will continue to think uf 
fonn as pure and autonomous content; and tht: motivation to Cl.:nsor-
as well as art's capacity tu offend us (ur tht:rn}--will continue to elude 
ou r grasp. If we fa il ro recognize the fu ll exterH to which art Cin go beyond 
the pleasing :md the dccorati\·e, we fa il to see the essential disrurbancl'S of 
art, and ft:tishi ze instead everything that is on its periphery: style, formalism, 
at:sthetics, and those postmodernisms that :lre ignorant in their derivatiuns. 

And so the problem of aura remains. It remains a usefu l tenn, Ben-
jamin's critique norwithsranding, for referring to the powers of ill1:lges that 
we :l re inclined to repress, such as those that fullow from the eonA:ation of 
signifi er and signifi ed. Aura might also be applied to those effects 
of images that were once clearer and casier to recognize in an age of ritU:11 
and religion. And it serves to underline the continuity between responses 
to rel igious images in the p:ast and responses to other kinds or images now, 

6; 
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including sexual om:s. Tht: corollary, of course, is th'lt we Elil to 'Icknowl-
edge the full t:ffecrs of im'lges because of the varieties of repression legi t-
imized by art. But how to move from the power of images to the meaning 
of art? 

There is. in hosuth, a high faith in art: not in tht: art we unthinkingly 
accept, nor in the art of market or fashion, but ratht:r in art that makes itself 
by questionin!l", (kscribing-, and defining itself, This, for hi m, is what 
repLlces the old notion of aurB . T he viewer, not the ritu'li, the 
meaning of the \wrk. Power comes from the acti\'e, dialectical eng<lge-
ment with the work and fro m the testing of its status as art. Aura was pro-
vided b;.' religion in the past, by various cu ltural institutions no\\'; but it h,IS 
Ilt:COIllt: an t:Illpry vessel. In an age of easy reproduction aura ca n only serve 
the interests ohhe m;lrket j and it does so, of course. b;.' furtht:ring the com-
ilJodification of rhe object. Kosllth offers llS rhe only compelling alterna-
tive. By replacing the fdishization of the object with reflecrion on th e 
nature of ,1ft, and by shDwing' the ,lctual ,;'ork iJl\-olved in the process of 
rdlection and questionint!", he has reinstated the power of art. This power, 
in the end, is :llso n libenti ng- o ne, because it encouragcs consciousness to 
bcc()llle aware of itself and to recogni7;e the forecs that act upon it. 

"The Play of the Unmentionahle," therefore, is not only about ct:nsorship 
bllt also-above alJ- about the conditions of art. It hrings to the fore cen-
sorship's direct dependence on how we and all other viewers think ;lbout 
rhe nanlre of art. Censorship is incapable of being progr'llllmed; it C,lnnot 
he IJl;Hle into a set of iTllTll utablc rules, precisely because it, like our notions 
o f an, is wholly context depen dent. Meaning is made hy individual \iewers 
in their conLext; it is not illlmanent in the ohjects of art. \Vhen we accept 
the mcanings with which the institutions of our culture-whether market, 
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m useum, or people "of st:lkrior taste"-endow [he I\'ork, we relinquish 
some o f OUf freedom. Kosuth shows how li heration can onlv come from 
the c(;as(;less questioning 3nd of (hc of art , \ Vc our-
selves Ill.lke meaning in w:!y the hest arti stS do, by never giving up that 
questioning, Only in this 11';1 :" can we challenge the sterile dfllll in'lIlce o f 
insti tutional Iv imposed t;lSle. Art, in the end, is what an means to us, It 
o pens to us one of the few roads to in ;1 that insists Oil 

illll)l )sing tas te every Ul rn and by every mc:ms-nowadays, abo,'C all. 
by the market. By mca ns of the ques tioning on which Kosuth insists. 

of the interroga tion of the nature of art, we at least 111 :l kc some 
progress in frecing- Ollr inner life from the sway o f ideology. :--':0 wonder 
that Kosuth begins with Rousseau"s critique of n1:.ln. who e0 11-

st;llltir outside himself and only knows how 10 H"c in opinion ot" oth-
crs." tht' the melilel of bur wh:u i!> 
rcally at st.lke here is autonomy of judgment. Koslith \<) 

it hare not si mply hy insisting- on the independent qllcstioning III' art, but 
by encO\I)" <1ging to rdl ect on the in which other societies ;He 
bk o f pure: r and more inccpcndent judgments-though, admittedly, also 
of simibr sow; o f social control-with thc resul T that an reta ins !>Qmc of 
the force: it has lost in our own , 

This loss offo rce is to ":Ie attributed not sim ply to the dom inance of the 
but also to the irreversihle historical fan that the society in 

which we livc is no longerlll1ified, T his, for ,1 .tart, is why of C,ll1 
no longer be pictures of :he world. In fragmemed. non unified society 
such O\lrs meanings necessarily differ from I'iell"cr to I'iewer. As wt: h:ln: 
repeatedly seen, it is the \;ewer in context who makes Illcaning-3 mean-
ing aehie\"ed by ;In anenti,'eness to tht: within of me,ming. 
"The Plnv of the makes us sec how me3llinf!" emerges 
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from the interstices within the relations between relations, in such a W:1 y 

that we begin to discern sti\! fu r ther relations not seen before. Nleaning 
may be elici ted by texts, but texts thcmselves arc limited. Art says whnt 
texts cannot say. It offers to us the constructive elements fo r what can only 
be snid indirectly, fo r th!; unsayahlc and even the unmentionable. Kosuth's 
achie\'cment is to help us understan d that art is more than its objects, that it 
rt:Sides in how we the narure of art, and that underst:lnding 
emerges from th e play of rela tions. \Vc C'an only hegin the process of under-
standing if we open o Ur5Clves to that play and succeed in ridding ourselves of 
our socially determined preconceptions about the meanings of works. 

Above ali, however, Kosuth has succeeded in taking that m ost conser-
vative (If institutions, the museum, and Ulnling it into a libcr:lting place. As 
in the past, so too now, the museum has become a C".u hedral where we sub-
missively pay hOlll<lge to the dogmas of art, and we either passively 
yield o r acti\'dy cmlir:lce an urthodoxy unposed from on high. But for a 
hrief period The BrouklYil its complicity-bcca me a place 
where meaning could as a result ol"tTitical thinking aoout the pro-
cess and nature of an For once, ironically enough, that meaning 
could be achieved free fmm the dictates of the instiru t ion itself, since the 
play of texts and objects allowed a play of the imagination unfettered by 
normal rules and constraints. 

Once we censor, ho\\ e\'er, once we accepl the full consequenct:S of 
institutional iza tion and impose the rules and cancei la tiDns censorship 
demands, \\'e excl ude the possi bility of art. That is both the threat o f cen-
sorsh ip an d the chal lenge it poses, not mcrely to art but to the liberation 
lin offers. This liberation is in [um the most essential, the most indispens-
:Ible part of the nature of art. By refusing its dangers, (."t:nsonhip takes away 
an's possihility. 
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